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FOOL: . . . as a madman's epistles are no gospels, so it matters little when
they are delivered.

OLIVIA : How now! art thou mad?

FOOL: No madam, I do but read madness: and your ladyship will have it
as it ought to be, you must allow its voice.

Shakespeare, Twelfth Night , Ad V, Scene 1

Men will always be mad and those who think they can cure them are
the maddest of all.

Voltaire, Letter 1762

I have myself spent nine years in a lunatic asylum and have never
suffered from the obsession of wanting to kill myself; but I know that
each conversation with a psychiatrist in the morning made me want to
hang myself because I knew I could not strangle him.

Antonin Artaud, 1896-1948
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Preface

The survey on which this book is based was undertaken during
1990 by local MIND associations, mental health self advocacy
groups and workers in statutory mental health services. The
survey and the analysis of the results were done in collaboration
by MIND and Roeharnpton Institute, London. The questionnaire
used examined mental health services in England and Wales
through the eyes of people with substantial experience of being at
the receiving end of those services. Every one of the 516 people
who took part in the research had received at least one period of
in-patient treatment in a psychiatric hospital. The questionnaire for
the survey was designed on the basis of discussions with
psychiatric service users which defined the issues and set the
agenda for the survey. This agenda was also shaped by the nature
and frequency of enquiries and complaints received by MIND's
national and local advice and information services.

The People First survey was a development of a survey
amongst chronic tranquilliser users undertaken jointly by MIND
and the BBC in 1984. MIND's national and local advice services
had been receiving a large volume of enquiries from people
experiencing problems with benzodiazepine minor tranquillisers.
They complained of side-effects and of difficulties they were
experiencing in withdrawing from them . Many people complained
that doctors were either ignoring their anxieties about the drugs
or dismissing them as symptoms of their problems. A literature
search revealed a marked association between the nature of the
problems reported to MIND's advice services and reports of
adverse effects and the risks of dependence associated with
benzodiazepine reported by a substantial body of research. These
findings led to MIND launching a sustained public campaign to
focus attention on the problems generated by the over
prescription and misuse of benzodiazepine tranquillisers. MIND's
special report, Minor Tranquillisers, Hard Facts-Hard Choices,1

launched the campaign and generated widespread media interest
in the issues. In 1983 a popular BBC consumer programme
reported the stories of three people who said they had become

x



Preface xi

dependent on tranquillisers, which led to more than 3000 letters
being received by the programme from people with similar
problems. The programme approached MIND with a view to
setting up a national telephone counselling service to help people
with tranquilliser problems. However, MIND was reluctant to
engage in such a massive undertaking and had severe reservations
as to the potential value of a telephone counselling approach to
the complex problems of so many people. In the light of these
reservations it was decided to conduct a survey amongst those
who had written to the That's Life!' programme. Questionnaires
were sent to 3000 viewers and 2150 valid responses were
returned. The results of the MIND 'That's Life!' survey were
published by BBC Publications in 19852 with the expressed
intention of putting the experiences of people who had used the
drugs into the centre of the public debate. The publicity
surrounding minor tranquillisers increased the number of
enquiries concerning other types of psychiatric treatment which
led to MIND publishing further special reports on other drugs and
ECT.3

MIND is a 'broad church ' which encompasses many varieties
and shades of opinion. There are those who subscribe to the
medical model of mental illness and its treatment, there are others
who are sceptical of the model and an increasingly influential body
of users who not only reject the med ical model but are
vociferously hostile to it. Thus one of the purposes of the
People First survey was to reach out to people who had had, or
were receiving, mainstream mental health services to inform the
sometimes vigorous debates which were taking place within
MIND. The major criterion for selecting respondents for the
survey was the experience of at least one period of treatment in a
psychiatric hospital as an in-patient. We were particularly
concerned to seek the views and experiences of people whose
needs would be perceived as being at the severe end of the
continuum, needs which have traditionally been defined by others,
(usually by people with a financial or professional inte rest in
providing mental health services .) The survey was conducted in a
climate of rapid change in the location if not the nature of mental
health services. Hospitals were closing and people were being
discharged into the community. Some patients seem to have
rejected whatever services that may have been available to them,
whilst others have made the transition with few problems. There
has been a great deal of media coverage of the consequences of
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the inadequate services in the community, and no shortage of
people prepared to join in the public debate as to what should be
done for the 'mentally ill '. There have been calls to halt mental
hospital closures until such time as alternative services become
available. However the voices of those for whom mental health
services are ostensibly designed have been noticeably absent in
the debate. This book represents an attempt to provide a medium
through which some of these voices may be heard.

The book is structured in a particular way to try to provide a
coherent account of the main findings of the survey. Because of
space we have been unable to present every nuance of the data.
However, no major finding from the analysis has been omitted.
Also we have not only offered the reader a glimpse of these
findings in their bald state. They have been put into a context of
other work done. For instance at the beginning, even before we
get on to our data, we summarise the ways in which existing
researchers have dealt with the views of psychiatric patients. Then
at the beginning of each chapter, we put the findings into the
context of other literature.

After the review of existing work on the patient's view, the
ways in which users saw their mental health problem are described
and discussed. This is followed by their views of the professionals
they encountered. The experience of life both inside and outside
of psychiatric facilities is then addressed. Two chapters are then
given over to organising our findings on treatment and the
respondents' experience of informed consent to that treatment

Finally, we have a concluding chapter which draws out some
policy implications of the data as a whole. A methodological
appendix is provided in order to provide a full account of the way
in which the survey was conducted and our thoughts on the
strengths and weaknesses of the sample of patients and ex
patients we accessed.

ANNE R OGERS

DAVID PILGRIM

R ON LA CEY
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1
Views on the Patient's View

Research on the patient's perspective

There has been a growing acceptance over the last few years that
health care, like other human services, should be subject to
evaluation. It has been suggested this should not only involve
measuring medical outcomes, or economic efficiency, but also
whether services are socially acceptable.1 It is this latter aspect,
together with the experience of mental health problems, which is
the concern of this book. Our central question is this: to what
extent are mental health services acceptable to the people who use
them? Before going on to address this question in the following
chapters, we need to set the scene by putting our study into a
wider context of research on the 'patient's view'. Some of this,
particularly about psychiatric patients, has reflected professional
interests and has failed to take the critical implications of users of
serv ices seriously. Let us start by reviewing briefly research on
non-psychiatric patients.

Patient satisfaction with health care

Over the last ten years or so, there has been an increasing research
interest in the views of patients using general health and hospital
services. Studies in this area have revealed some interesting
findings and a detailed picture of a patient perspective on health
care is gradually being built up. It seems that those using hospital
and related services for physical ailments are, on the whole,
satisfied with the care they receive. " although there is greater
scepticism about the beneficial value of prescribed drugs," Also,
the increased uptake of alternative therapies may indicate a level
of dissatisfaction with more traditional services.4

The recent research interest in patient satisfaction appears to
have been influenced by changes in the underlying ideology of
health care policy. One of the more positive effects of introducing
a general management philosophy into the National Health

1



2 Experiencing Psychiatry

Service (NHS) has been an acknowledgement of the importance of
consumer satisfaction. The Griffiths Report (Community Care:
Agenda for Action),5 for example, emphasised the importance of the
health service being accountable to patients. The importance of
consumer choice has also been stressed in recent government
consultative documents on primary care, and it was central to
widespread changes envisaged by the 1989 White Paper, Patients
First, now made law in the 1990 NHS and Community Care Act .
However, this acknowledgement of the rights of health service
users has yet to be translated into a full commitment to user
participation. As it stands, present policy is rhetorically about
consumers but actually it is about the purchasers of services : that
is, health authorities. The latter need only incorporate a consumer
perspective when, and if, it is expedient.

Professionals also seem to have been increasingly interested in
user 's views, albeit usually from a paternalistic position. The goal
of compliance with treatments prescribed by medical practitioners,
accompanied by an uncritical acceptance of the inherent
desirability of professional practices, often seem to lurk behind a
concern to find out the 'patient's views'. For example, in a classic
study by Helman," doctors wanted to know more about how
people viewed their illnesses. This was linked to a concern to
refute the legitimacy of folk remedies and to reduce 'non
compliance' with the prescribed treatments of official medicine.

Psychiatric services

Whatever the shortcomings of approaches to evaluating health
care for those using the health service for physical complaints,
there is now a clear acceptance within health policy circles that
more credence and authority should be given to the patient's
perspective. The same cannot be said for the views of psychiatric
patients. Although, belatedly, there have been signs that the views
of users of mental health services should be taken on board more
than hitherto, this has not been as widely accepted or
uncontentious as, say, seeking the views of patients visiting
their General Practitioner (GP) for minor ailments. Yet there are a
number of important reasons why mental health users have as
much, if not more, of a valid claim to having their views taken
seriously as other groups of patients.

First, attention given to psychiatric patients' views and levels of
satisfaction with services has lagged behind that given to other
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client groups using health service facilities. This is largely a result
of the widely held view that psychiatric patients are automatically
incapable of providing a rational or valid opinion about the
services they are using. (The way in which mental patients' views
have been portrayed is examined in more detail below.) This view
also seems to be shared by those who have the main responsibility
for financing research into mental health. They seem not to be
seriously concerned with what the users of services and the
subjects of medical treatments have to say about what is being
produced, supposedly on their behalf. For example, if one looks at
the Medical Research Council's priorities for the funding of
research into 'schizophrenia', then the users' perspective is
nowhere to be seen ." Despite the failure of over 90 years of
research into 'schizophrenia' to discover a specific aetiology, of the
ten recommendations regarding future research, top of the list
comes 'genetic investigations', followed by 'neuropathological
studies of post-mortem brains '. Evaluation of services to patients is
number 8 out of the 10 priorities, and user evaluation of services
and treatment is not mentioned at all.

Second, contact with services for those with mental health
problems is far more extensive than for most others who use the
health and social services (although they have this in common
with some groups of physically disabled people). Those who enter
hospital for acute physical problems, such as appendicitis, are
patients for a short time only, whether or not they experience
their hospitalisation as positive or negative; thus the quality of
service and treatment does not have as many long-term
consequences as for those who are psychiatric patients. The
latter often spend many years of their lives in contact with
services and professionals.

Third, the consequences of being labelled 'ill' are often greater
for a person who is given a psychiatric diagnosis. For the majority
of those with physical problems, the diagnosis itself is often only a
temporary one and is often not stigmatising. In contrast, a
psychiatric label is often for life. No matter how hard psychiatrists
have tried to equate psychiatric diagnoses with those of physical
illness, the notion of mental illness is still peculiarly stigmatising.
This equation is also fundamentally flawed, as was pointed out
some time ago by Wooton.8 Since the diagnosis of a person as
'mentally ill' is done primarily on the basis of a judgement about a
person's conduct, there is always a risk of invalidating their whole
identity or sense of self.
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Over and above the potential damage that a label of mental
illness can have subjectively on the 'self', the social and economic
consequences of contact with psychiatric services (as confirmed by
this study) are objectively enormous. Those labelled as mentally ill
are discriminated against by present and prospective employers,
and are often subjected to a life of poverty as a result. Educational
opportunities are curtailed, family and intimate relationships are
affected and making social contact with people is fraught with
difficulties.

Given the vast array of negative effects associated with
becoming a psychiatric patient, it seems a minimum requirement
on the part of service providers and policy-makers that efforts are
made to ascertain and comply with patients' views and
experiences of services. After all, mental health professionals are
responsible for providing services that are ostensibly designed to
meet their patients' needs. It is also incumbent on service
providers, as it is with any other group in society who are in a
powerful position, to be accountable for the practices they adopt
and the services they deliver.

The mental health users' movement: demanding change

The absence of accountability of service providers, together with a
growing dissatisfaction with contemporary responses to people
suffering from mental distress, gave rise to a vibrant and growing
mental health users ' movement during the 1980s. This movement
has been busy campaigning for the civil rights of psychiatric
patients and alternatives to present treatment regimes. Three
examples give a flavour of the type of activism which has emerged
in the area of user participation and mental health services. In
1988, a campaign was launched by users in London to oppose
changes being advocated by the Royal College of Psychiatrists to
the 1983 Mental Health Act. The proposed Community
Treatment Order (CTOs) would have allowed doctors to treat
patients in the community on a compulsory basis . This hostility to
CTOs culminated in over 100 users and their allies marching from
Hyde Park to Belgrave Square. There, a wreath was laid at the
steps of the Royal College of Psychiatrists, in honour of the
deceased recipients of electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) and major
tranquillisers. Speeches were made (including one from a Labour
MP) and patients read poems critical of psychiatric treatment.
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A second example of the activity during this period was that of
organised opposition to a poster campaign in the south of England
by SANE (Schizophrenia - A National Emergency). This
advertising campaign enjoyed the patronage of Prince Charles
and the pop singer, 'Sting'. It was heavily financed by, amongst
others, Rupert Murdoch and P&O ferries. The posters depicted
psychiatric patients as frenziedly dangerous and called for a halt to
the present hospital closure programme. In response, London
based users ' groups lobbied the Advertising Standards Authority
about the offending posters.

A third example was the lobby of the Opposition spokespeople
in Parliament by a national network of 56 different users' groups.
This network is dispersed throughout the country. The MPs
agreed to meet the groups, to hear their complaints about existing
services and their recommendations for changes in mental health
policy.

Thus, user dissatisfaction has reached such a point that, in terms
of numbers and organisations, it now constitutes a nascent 'new
social movement'." The rise of the mental health users ' movement
suggests that there is a groundswell of dissatisfaction which health
and social services have, overall , failed to contain. There are, of
course, exceptions: for example, receptive managers were crucial
to the funding and development of the Nottingham Patients
Council (a hospital-based user-run advocacy scheme which meets
regularly with representatives of the hospital management).
However, such examples stand in isolation as models of good
practice, which as yet have not been emulated elsewhere.

Taking our lead from the concerns expressed by this growing
users' movement, the aim of the survey reported here is, we hope,
a further step towards pressing for more accountable services
based on a comprehensive picture of users' views and
requirements. Before going on to outline the particular 'patient'
perspective we adopt in the rest of the book, it is useful to set this
against a backdrop of how psychiatric patients' views have
previously been portrayed.

The portrayal of psychiatric patients in research

More often than not psychiatric patients' views are simply
excluded from health service 'satisfaction' researclr'" or, for that
matter, research on other subjects. Even sociologists who are
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careful to include the views of other marginalised groups in
society, and who question taken-for-granted-assumptions, seem to
accept implicitly that psychiatric patients' views are, by definition,
invalid.

With regard to the more specific area of psychiatry and mental
health services, patients' views are hardly referred to at all. Mental
patients are frequently only seen as the passive objects of study,
whose individual characteristics and feelings are mostly variables
to be 'controlled out' in order to ensure valid results. In this,
psychiatry is no different from other scientific and medical
research in which experimental design can play an important role
in the evaluation of medical procedures and therapies. However,
we question whether such an approach to research actually serves
the long-term interests of patients. It has certainly not encouraged
therapeutic alternatives to date which are acceptable to service
users .

Where there is some mention of psychiatric patients' views,
explicitly or implicitly, 'mental patients' are portrayed in a
pejorative light. Basically, the views of those diagnosed as
mentally ill, especially those who are critical or unappreciative of
contemporary mental health services, are not to be trusted. A
review of the literature provides a number of interesting versions
of this claim. Here we mention four types.

1. The disregarding of users' views which do not coincide with those of
mental health professionals by researchers

In an early attempt at providing a genuine user perspective, Mills
found some interesting results.ll The study, which used mainly
the accounts of patients and their relatives, found that users of
services preferred contact with non-professionals to contact with
social and health services personnel. When the latter were 'from a
different social class [they] were often received with hostility'. The
greatest forms of support were regarded as coming from people
such as the local publican, the secretary of the local darts club and
home helps, who were seen to provide 'down to earth common
sense '. However, a reviewer of this work (Kathleen Jones, now
Professor of Social Policy at York) appeared to dismiss this errant
view of services:

It is hard to believe that there were no sympathetic and sensible social
workers in the area .. .The material is taken very largely from patients
and their relatives and no attempt at validation appears to have been
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made. Since some of the patients were suffering from paranoia. and
others from depression. it would have been a basic precaution to check
the objective value of statements with the medical records or the
responsible psychiatrist.V (p, 343)

Cross-validation, using multiple methods, is certainly a principle
to be honoured in research. However, if one is going to advocate
this position, surely it should apply to all psychiatric research and
professionals, and not just studies that attempt to take users views
seriously. Yet it is striking that there are few demands from
eminent professors to validate the views of psychiatrists or social
workers against those of their clients . Arguably, professionals are
as (if not more) likely to adopt a distorted view of patients and
their own practices because of their socialisation. This leads
professionals to assume that 'their' view is by and large superior to
those of patients and relatives and that their practices are
unquestionably useful.

The notion that statements from professionals (or any other
quarter) can have an uncomplicated 'objective value' is to us
highly dubious. All that we can say for certain is that different
groups express their views in the light of their experience and
with due consideration to their interests. Professionals and clients
have their own experiences and interests which shape their
accounts of reality. This is not to argue that there may not be
objective indicators which might resolve differences of opinion
between these groups (such as the manifest effects of being given
tranquillisers) . Even here, as we will show later , what professionals
deem to be salient aspects of reality may not be the same as those
which recipients would pick out.

2. The continued prevalence of the notion that psychiatric patients are
continually irrational and so incapable of giving a valid view

Discussions around informed consent (consent based on adequate
and understandable information) which are relevant to the
administration of treatments and participation in research
programmes is another area where users' views are often
invalidated. 'Schizophrenics' are a particular group thought
inherently incapable of giving genuine informed consent. This is
not infrequently linked to the high rate of 'non-compliance' to
prescribed medication: 'Since the majority of clients with
schizophrenia deny their illness. special difficulties are encoun
tered in the criteria for understanding the nature of the psychiatric
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condition . .. Denial is a major psychopathological mechanism
which can impair appreciation' (p. 385).1

Why those labelled as schizophrenic should be so eager to
'deny' their 'illness' is left unexplored. We are simply provided
with the traditional assumption of lack of 'insight', this being
defined, in a circular fashion , as existing when you agree with the
opinion of your treating psychiatrist. The diagnostic label of
'schizophrenia' is taken as a neutral one that can only be of benefit
to patients. The question of the stigmatising effects of labelling by
professionals are not generally considered. As one user poignantly
put it recently, a label of mental illness had not exactly helped him
'on the dance floors of life'. Similarly, there is little concern with
ascertaining the reasons for the high rate of 'non-compliance' with
a medical regimen. The iatrogenic effects of such medication
(described in Chapter 6) suggests that there are very good rational
reasons why such high rates of non-compliance with medication
occur.

Assumptions about the inability of patients to hold valid
opinions are held by therapists of all kinds. This view is
summarised in a literature review of consumer satisfaction with
mental health treatment by Lebow.l" who notes that therapists of
all types often suggest that the consumer cannot adequately judge
the treatments they are given:

Distortion is seen as inherent in consumer evaluation because of the
client's intensity of involvement in treatment and impaired mental
status, and the client is viewed as lacking the requ isite experience to
assess treatment adequately. Consumer satisfaction is regarded as
principally determined by transference projections, cognitive
dissonance, unconscious processes, folie a deux, client character, and
a naivety about treatment, rather than an informed decision process
reflecting the adequacy of treatment. (p. 254)

Often there are more explicit prejudicial views held of
psychiatric patients by health professionals. The second biennial
report of the Mental Health Act Commission noted the worrying
tendency of staff to dismiss complaints made by patients as being
Simply part of their psychopathology.i" Negative views extend to
staff in accident and emergency departments, where psychiatric
patients may be classified as 'rubbish' compared to the 'real' work
of casualty staff.16 This is, of course, not a very comforting thought
for users when there is push to concentrate acute psychiatric
services on District General Hospital (DGH) sites . The first port of
call in a crisis commonly might be the casualty department.
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3. Patients and relatives areassumed to share the same interests and, where
they do not, the views of the former are disregarded by researchers

Another tendency in work that ostensibly sets out to give
credence to the consumer's view is the conflation of the patient's
view with that of their relatives. This is evident in a study which
set out to examine the impact of the 1959 Mental Health Ad.17

The authors of the study conclude that: 'On the whole, the general
picture given here is of a large degree of satisfaction on the part of
patients and the ir relatives' (p. 130).

However, if one scrutinises their results in detail. there are some
important discrepancies found between relatives' and patients'
views. Whereas 84 per cent of the relatives' group were
favourably disposed to the admission of the patient, only 47 per
cent of the patients were content to be adm itted, with 43 per cent
being reluctant. Yet the implications of these findings, which seem
to suggest on close reading that the interests of these two groups
may at times be divergent, was not noted by the researchers.
Moreover, disquieting results were glossed over and excused by
referring to patient pathology. For instance, complaints made by
patients about services were dismissed thus: Their complaints
refe rred to rough handling by nursing staff. It must be
remembered that they were rather sick patients, and it was also
not within our brief to verify individual complaints' (p. 126).

As we will see later, accounts of brutal treatment by staff from
patients rema in today. One might be inclined to dismiss this
example, taken from the 1960s, as the result of the paternalism of
the past. However, more up-to-date examples, as discussed
pre viously, suggest that there is no automatic acceptance of
patients' own attribution of meanings, or indeed their rights to
ordinary civil liberties, such as genuine consent to treatment.

4. Giving partial credence to the client's perspective provided that it fits in
with the expert's view

Often lay conceptions of mental health problems are researched in
such a way that there is little room for people to express their own
view about the subject in hand . One recent example, from a
psychologist's perspective.l" involved a research design aimed at
examining lay people's conceptions of 'neuro ticism'. Leaving aside
the problem of representativeness (the experimental group was 'a
fairly homogeneous young, well-educated sample'), such ques 
tionnaires leave little room for self-expression since all the items
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are predetermined as standardised items by the researcher, with no
open-ended questions.

Even where credence is ostensibly given to the freely expressed
views of patients, there is a tendency on the part of some
researchers (who are usually also mental health practitioners) to
adopt a 'victim blaming' approach. This approach tends to leave
the practitioners' own role and that of their service unquestioned.
One example of this is a study which found that clients attending
a psychiatric day unit found it stigrnatising.l" Patients preferred to
'hide' the reasons for attendance, because a label of 'mental illness'
was experienced to be unhelpful. The analysis focused on the need
for clients to be helped 'to arrive at unambiguous personal
interpretations and management of the stigmatising reaction of
the local community' (p. 345). It is suggested that 'if they [the
patients) are supported in their attempts to understand and
manage the resulting stigma, then the social and therapeutic
effectiveness of the service should increase' . The professionals'
role in alleviating stigma was outlined as the 'need to encourage
clients to be open about their fears, and to help them demystify
the idea of psychiatric care'. Why users should be given the
onerous task of promoting and legitimising a stigmatising service
is not explained. A more pertinent question, which was not
considered, is why it was seen as acceptable, in principle, to go on
offering a service that users found stigmatising and unhelpful.
Clearly the researcher's own professional interests would have
then been at stake .

A more recent example is that of a study reported in the British
Medical Journal,20 the aim of which was to obtain the views of
psychiatric in-patients. The most important finding of the study
appeared to be that the 'thing psychiatric inpatients value most
about being in hospital is their ability to leave'. The use of drugs
was not rated highly and 'talking' to a care giver was seen as the
most valuable aspect of being an in-patient. The authors conclude
that 'talking therapy' should be given a higher priority during
psychiatric training. However, the authors did not take the
customers' view about leaving hospital to its logical conclusion. If
they had, they would have had to question the value, in principle,
of becoming an in-patient in a DGH psychiatric unit. The
customers' view might well be important to the researchers, but
the equally important notion that 'the customer is always right' is
not conceded. Where there is a fundamental questioning of the
value of hospital admission, which may well lead to a questioning
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of the inherent value of existing services , and all the professional
interest this implies, the patients' view is evaded. Ignorance, like
knowledge, can be goal-directed.

There is a small amount of research which does not presume
that mental health services are only there to do people good. An
early example of this was the work of Mayer and Timms 2 1 in
which social workers were encouraged to heed seriously the views
expressed by clients . More recently Bean, in a small sample study,
showed that the reasons patients gave for being in hospital
differed markedly from the assumptions of the professionals.Y
Patients thought they were in hospital for 'a rest', whilst
practitioners tended to view their stay in legalistic terms,
according to their status as detained or voluntary patients. The
work of Beresford and Croft 23 also highlights the views of users of
social services and emphasises the need for genuine participation
by users in research about services . More recently, Barham and
Hayward" have made use of qualitative interviews with ex
mental patients to explore their experiences of trying to live
outside hospital.

Two other examples indicate an acceptance of the users'
perspective as it is actually expressed. The Community Psychiatric
Nurses' Association produced a booklet in which verbatim
quotation were recorded from patients discharged from hospital
on a range of issues affecting their lives.25 These included stigma,
finances, 'what' s needed in hospital', living alone and moving out
of hospital, attitudes towards services, treatments and accom
modation and ways of coping. Similarly, a publication produced
by Islington Mental Health Forum 26 examines a group of users '
views regarding the effects of diagnosis and medication, and
suggestions about alternatives. Both these publications, based on
gathering information from local groups of patients, are a marked
departure from the dominant way in which psychiatric patients'
views are depicted by researchers.

The aim of reporting the outcome of the People First survey in
this book is to extend this type of analysis in a more systematic
way . We will encompass a larger number of responses from users
of psychiatric services than these small-scale studies.

From research on users to research for and by users

Many of the authors of the studies discussed above show a
genuine interest in the views of clients . However, two further
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aspects seem vital to ensuring a genuine reflection of users' views.
First, there needs to be a questioning of the assumptions of the
researcher and those of the discipline and profession from which
they come . Whether it is psychology, psychiatry, social work,
sociology or nursing, claims of taking the consumer seriously must
be followed through with reference to the meaning that users
themselves give to their experiences and the implications that
follow from this. For instance, if the thing users like best about
hospital is their opportunity to leave this suggests the need for
researchers fundamentally to question the value of continuing this
form of service .

Second, there needs to be more of an attempt to involve users
themselves in research . Health and social services concerned with
evaluation research need to take into account a user perspective,
perhaps by employing researchers who have been on the
receiving end of psychiatry to do field work. Increasing access
to higher education for those who have previously missed out on
educational opportunity through mental distress or being in the
psychiatric system is another consideration. The effect of such
policy changes would take time. However, given that all mental,
health services have access to clients, there is no reason why a user
perspective could not be built into all mental health research,
whether it seeks to find 'the causes' of mental health problems or
is concerned with treatment, rehabilitation or the implementation
of community care policies. In short, it is time to move away from
research on users to research for and by users.

The People First survey involved users in three main ways,
other than as respondents of the lengthy interviews used. First, in
order to gain access to a suitable sample, users in MIND groups
up and down the country were crucial in making the right
contacts. Second, users were heavily involved as data collectors.
Many users and ex-users interviewed fellow-users. Third, in the
dissemination of findings, a steering group was set up by
National MIND to co-ordinate campaigns which used the People
First material. User representatives were involved in this group,
and users in MIND were invited to participate actively in the
design and execution of six campaigns flowing from the survey
data. Nonetheless, we recognise that this is only a step towards
user involvement in the research process. Users should, for
example, be consulted about the topics that are included in the
interview and the data analysis. Since the analysis and
interpretation of the data has been carried out, by and large,
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by the authors alone, it is important for us to outline both our
value standpoint and the conceptual framework used to analyse
the data.

In terms of the motivation for carrying out a study of this type,
we distance ourselves from those who think that patients' views
are important to ensure greater compliance with 'treatment'.
Though there may well be genuine worries regarding the
continuing uptake of services, when the old Victorian asylums
eventually do close we do not think that a professional or bio
medical definition of services should set the benchmark against
which patients' views should be evaluated; thus whether people
use services in a way the professionals would like to see them used
is not the primary focus here.

Our approach starts from the premise that the views of users of
mental health services are valid in their own right. We do not
assume that these views are a definitive version of reality or 'the
truth', but they are a legitimate version of reality, or a truth, which
professionals and policy-makers should no longer evade or
dismiss . We assume that people think about and explain the causes
and experience of their mental health problems, use of services and
treatments in their own way, and that this is worthy of
documentation. The views may, quite legitimately, be very
different from those of professionals. The latter have disseminated
their views as expert knowledge. Targets of that knowledge have
had few opportunities to comment. This book gives them such a
chance.

The patients' view is particularly relevant today. The
contemporary debates about community care are only meaningful
if they take into consideration not only where services are
geographically situated, but also the content and nature of the
service on offer. The accountability and the shape and content of
services is a matter as much (if not more) for the users of services
to pass judgement on, as it is for the managers and professionals
gaining a livelihood from running such services.

There has been much criticism of 'satisfaction' research using
only fixed-choice questions. Such survey research presents a
picture of patients as fixed objects devoid of any values . We
attempt to avoid this here . Fixed-choice rating scales are used to
give an overall assessment of whether aspects of services are
viewed as satisfactory or not. These provide a gross but
important indicator of the extent to which the users in the
survey viewed the service or treatment overall. Thus the
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presentation of this more quantitative data is designed to give a
summary picture of the respondents' evaluations. This is
supplemented by users' own words in response to open-ended
questions.

The purpose of using this more qualitative data is twofold. First,
it is designed to build up a comprehensive picture of the particular
aspects of treatment or services under consideration by presenting
examples of the whole range of views expressed in detail. Second,
it aims to illuminate those finer details of the subjective experience
of users that are obscured by, or submerged in, the more
quantitative data.2 7 More will be said about the data and its utility
in the next chapter and in the methodological appendix we supply
at the end of the book.

Wherever possible in the text, we have tried to give a feel of the
content and range of views expressed by users of the relevant
issues . The nature of these views differs according to the topic
under investigation. In the first part of the book, the focus is on
users' conceptions of mental health problems and how these differ
from professionals. Users' experience in relation to hospitalisation
and treatment, and views of how patients are dealt with by
different mental health professionals, is referred to throughout.
This is closely linked to, and overlaps with, users' satisfaction: that
is, how satisfied were the respondents of this survey with the
treatments and services they have received. This question of
satisfaction becomes particularly important later in the book when
we address the issue of how patients eva luate the treatments the y
have received. Judgements about outcomes are determined also by
expectations, so that linked closely to this concept is that of users'
expectations. Satisfaction with services only makes sense in terms of
the aspirations and expectations that users have about the services
and professionals they use .

The implications of these different users ' views are also integral
to this book. Expectations may be so fundamentally at odds with
what is on offer that tinkering with the professional-client
relationship (through increased 'communication', for example) may
be a doomed solution. By paying attention to the users ' collective
voice through a close reading of the data, we have tried to present
policy implications which follow on from the majority views in
the survey. We hope that those responsible for services will give
due consideration to what is being said by those for whom such
services are supposedly run.
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2
Early Experiences of Mental Health
Problems

In recent years , a controversy has raged about the nature of
distressed or distressing conduct. On the one hand, most
psychiatrists argue that they are simply a vers ion of illness. In
opposition , a minority of their colleagues have argued that mental
illness is a 'myth' as it has no proven biological cause. Instead, it is
claimed that psychiatric patients are not ill but that they have
'problems of living '. The latter are about difficulties in how to live
one 's life. Consequently, what is called mental illness is actually a
dustbin label for a variety of moral and existential questions about
norms of conduct and the violations of these norms. This view,
championed by the American psychoanalyst, Thomas Szasz.'
depicts psychiatrists as agents of social control hired by the state
to smooth over the crises precipitated by the actions of disruptive
'patients' in the presence of their intolerant fellow citizens.

Both these perspectives, in different ways, argue for a privileged
view of mental health by experts. The first (and dominant) group
insists that the illness conception in accurate and that the publ ic
and politicians should leave the understanding and management of
'mental illness' to doctors. The second argues that the personal
difficulties experienced by people with the label of mental illness
can be best understood by psychotherapists adopting a version of
psychoanalysis, existentialism or family systems theory. f They
emphasise that the 'symptoms' of mental illness are meaningful,
rather than pathological and invalid, but that this meaning can
only be made understandable via voluntary co-operative
relationships between clients and their therapists. Thus some
form of psychotherapeutic expertise is deemed to be necessary
before those suffering mental distress can figure out the meaning
of their experience.

A third position, which is taken by the authors here, is that both
physical and mental illnesses are socially negotiated, and those

17
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deemed to be suffering from them on a short-term ('acute') or
long-term (chronic') basis have something of value to say directly
from their experience. Moreover, as will be seen, the issue of
power over how a problem is understood, and by whom, is central
to any understanding of what happens when a person has early
contact with mental health professionals. As Scott4 has pointed
out, a psychiatric crisis and its resolution entail a negotiation
between three different parties: professionals (CPs, social workers,
the police, psychiatrists); prospective patients; and those
connected to them in their immediate social network (relatives,
friends, neighbours or even strangers).

Whereas textbooks written for and by professionals describe
mental abnormality and distress, as was seen in the last chapter it
is rare for the patient's perspective to be given much credence.
This is clearly a gross oversight which we hope to correct in this
book. As Scott (himself, like Szasz, a psychoanalyst and
psychiatrist) notes, patients are one of the three key sets of
actors involved in the negotiation of the social reality of mental
illness in contemporary society. This being the case, we need to
hear from them, and not just from their relatives or the
professionals they encounter.

CoulterS notes that the early negotiation about what constitutes
mental disorder occurs first in the 'lay' area of the street or the
domestic setting, before professionals are contacted. The latter
then arrive on the scene, once this initial labelling has taken place,
to 'rubber stamp' decisions made already. For example, an
unemployed young man living at home with his parents locks
himself in his room and refuses to eat for several days, claiming
that they are trying to poison his food . They ring the CP. The
doctor cannot coax the man out of his room and suggests that
he may be entering a schizophrenic illness. Later, a psychiatrist
and social worker arrive and force the man to go to hospital under
a section of the Mental Health Act . He screams during the drama
that his parents, not he, should be locked up.

Or, in another example, a middle-aged woman stands outside a
shop and distresses customers by alternatively crying and being
abusive, in ways which do not make sense . The shopkeeper, fearful
of his trade being affected, and perplexed himself by the
commotion, rings the police . They arrive within minutes. They
take the woman away under a section of the Mental Health Act
for assessment by a psychiatrist.
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These are one version of negotiation, where those in the lay
network of the incipient patient use their power to bring to an end
distress or disruption in their lives. In both examples the patient
has little obvious say in the matter about their involuntary
removal from civil society as it is the actions of others which
decide the outcome. It is important to note that, in the build-up to
the crisis, the patient-to-be may have, with varying degrees of
awareness, acted to initiate the drama. However, if a plea for help
was entailed, at least in these examples, the communication was
being made in an indirect or even obscure way. They were not
simply saying to the outside world, 'I need help, please'.

In another version, powers of negotiation may be different. A
woman meets a friend for a drink whom she has not seen for a
while . The friend notices during the evening that the woman is
drinking well in excess of her normal amount. They begin to talk
and the woman confesses that, since the recent break-up of a
sexual relationship, she has been depressed and has thought about
ending her life. The friend persuades the woman to seek
professional help, and stays with her that night and goes with
her to the doctor the following day. The doctor assures the
woman that it would be in her interest if he were to arrange for
her to be admitted, voluntarily, to the local psychiatric unit. She
accepts the advice and her friend drives her to the hospital. where
she stays for a few weeks and is given anti-depressants. In this
example, the voluntary nature of the admission distinguishes it
from the previous cases. Notice still, though, how informal powers
(of persuasion) have been influential in the outcome.

In both coercive and voluntary early contact with mental health
services , several social processes are in operation with a number of
ambiguous emotional consequences. The patient-to-be mayor
may not be acting in a way which others can understand. These
others mayor may not themselves become disturbed by what is
happening. If they are disturbed, their own feelings of distress may
prompt the request for professional intervention. To various
degrees the actions of the patient-to-be will be disruptive to
orderly existence in public or in private. The more disruptive it is,
the more others may be motivated to co-operate with the forced
loss of liberty without trial for a relative or fellow citizen.

In the traditional medical view, these hidden social processes of
negotiation about what is a problem and what should be done by
whom and to whom are rarely acknowledged as important.
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Instead, psychiatrists would probably think in terms of cases of
mental illness being brought to their attention for diagnosis and
treatment. By contrast, those following Szasz and Laing, and
sensitive to these social processes, would want to distinguish
between coerced and voluntary therapeutic relationships, and
would suggest that eventually the behaviour of the patient could
be rendered intelligible given enough time and interpretive skill
on the part of the therapists. Our view is that this may be
achievable but not necessarily; the meaning of distressed and
distressing behaviour may remain permanently elusive. What is
important, though, it that in the midst of the early part of a drama,
where one person takes on (or is designated by others to play ) the
role of a psychiatric patient, their view of the situation is
documented.

Of course, the Szaszians and Laingians might say that their case
studies have already provided such a documentation, which can be
added to the studies of the 'degradation rituals' performed on
patients entering psychiatric hospitals. For instance, Erving
Goffman6 describes ways in which patients entering hospital are
systematically stripped of their identity. Whilst this 'patient
centred' attempt to reveal the plight of patients at the mercy of a
psychiatric system has been illuminating, it is still the view
packaged and interpreted by sympathetic experts. By the 1980s
these critics from the 1960s had won the battle of convincing
most professionals that large Victorian hospitals were degrading
and anti -therapeutic (although a minority of reactionary
psychiatrists and their allies are still arguing for their retention).
What the critics did not do was persuade the majority that
traditional forms of treatment and diagnosis should also be
consigned to history. At present the signs are that most
psychiatrists are intent on exporting these traditions from the
'bin' to the community.

These efforts on the part of humanistic critics of traditional
psychiatry tend to emphasise ways in which the plight of
particular individuals might be responded to and understood. What
is missing from their contribution is any wider documentation of
the patient's perspective on their early 'careers' . Goffman was
essentially using the fate of individuals to make a moral point
about the degradation of total institutions. Our interest is in
finding out, from patients' accounts, what they think of their
problems and how others react to them. We believe that the data
to be presented from the People First survey begins to offer such a
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collective voice from psychiatric patients. What will be presented
in this chapter will be the views of patients responding to those
Patients First questions which addressed their view of the early
circumstances surrounding the development of their problem and
the early experience of mental health professionals.

We are still a third party summarising and editing these views
for the reader's attention but we hope we are, as much as possible,
letting the patients speak for themselves by drawing on two types
of information taken from the survey. First, using the information
provided by the 516 respondents, we can give a quantitative
picture of a number of issues. For instance, this can tell us how
may people thought that their problems were bound up with, say,
bereavement or loss. Second, by selecting out cases who answered
open-ended questions, a qualitative view can be built up of the
patients' perspective. For instance, in this chapter we will examine
responses to questions such as, 'If your first experience of these
problems did have an effect on your life can you briefly explain in
what ways?'

By blending information of this quantitative and qualitative
type, the survey has provided us with a rich picture of the way the
respondents answering the questionnaire experienced various
aspects of their lives. It also has the advantage of offering
information to the reader which is derived from a large group of
patients (so it cannot be dismissed as idiosyncratic), whilst
providing examples of indiv idual responses (so it cannot be
dismissed as just a set of statistics). In this way, overall trends of
opinion will be investigated, as well as the finer grain of people's
experiences. (At the back of the book is a longer methodological
account of the survey if the reader is interested.)

Presentation of findings

For those unfamiliar with the presentation of survey data, a brief
explanation will be given about the conventions to be used in this
and subsequent chapters. As was noted above, the information
provided will be in both quantitative and qualitative form. The
former may be offered in a table for convenience. At other times,
when there is less information to communicate, this information
may Simply be presented as part of a statement. Although the
total sample in the survey was 516, not all of these people
answered all questions. For this reason, when the tables are
presented the actual numbers involved will be recorded precisely
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using the letter N (for example, N = 423). Also note that is some
tables, where only one answer per respondent was used, the total
will equal 100 per cent (see Table 2.1). On other occasions the
percentages may add up to more than 100 because each subject
may have given more than one answer (see Table 2.2), or to nearly
100 in the case of figures being rounded up or down.

The first question that was asked of the respondents in the
survey related to what they saw as the reasons for their first
contact with the mental health services (see Table 2.1). Given that
these were all retrospective accounts of people who had had at
least one in-patient stay, remarkably few descr ibed this early
contact as being because of 'mental illness'. Of those answering
this question, only 10 .7 per cent considered this to be the reason
for contact with services. Given that most of them would have
been labelled by psychiatrists as having suffered from some form
of mental illness, this indicates at the outset that a substantial
discrepancy seems to exist in the basic way in which professionals
and users of services construe the fundamental problem. It is
worth noting in this regard that the sub-group of patients which
did prefer the illness label showed a greater tendency to view
services more positively than fellow-patients who eschewed an
illness description. This seems to fit the common-sense assumption
that, if experts and their clients agree with one another, the latter
will be more likely to place a positive value on their experience.

Table 2.1 Reasons for first contact with mental health services

Reason given for contact

Mental illness
Marital problems
Work stress
Bereavement/loss
Phys ical illness
Study stress
Drugs
Problems with friends /neighbours
Unemployment
Sexual ident ity
Financial difficulties
Other

N=507

%

10.7
10.1

9.3
7.9
5.5
4.5
3.6
2.8
2.0
1.2
0.6

41.8
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As can be seen from Table 2.1, a wide range of reasons for
contact were given by the respondents, including a very large
'other' category (41.8 per cent). This last category seems to
suggest that people with problems are likely to understand them
or their development in very varied or even idiosyncratic ways,
bound up with the particular personal circumstances of the
individual.

The sample of people studied suggests that first contact with
services typically occurs during young adulthood, with over 80
per cent having contact before the age of 34 and 54 per cent
before the age of 24 . This may indicate that the challenges of
transition from adolescence to adulthood (about employment,
identity, education, and so on) may be vital factors in
understanding the reasons or the triggers for the initial
development of mental health problems. Once the problems
developed, the lives of the respondents were affected in a number
of ways. Table 2.2 gives a sense of this range of effects .

Table 2.2 Aspects of life affected by mental health problems

Aspects of life affected

Self-confidence
Family relationships
Hope s for future
Job
Relations with friends
Financial situation
Education
Other

N=516

%

82 .0
73 .6
71.3
61.6
59.3
58 .3
34.9
24 .2

As can be seen, intimate relationships are notably affected by
mental health problems, as are career prospects. The largest
adverse effect is simply on the person's self-confidence. Of course,
it may be difficult to disentangle cause and effect here : a poor
sense of self-confidence and difficulties in relationships and career
also precede problems developing, as responses to other questions
show. The respondents were then asked to expand, in their own
terms, on how the above areas of their lives were affected.

Concerning the impact on how people saw their future, this was
overwhelmingly negative. Typical responses were: 'I could see no
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future' ; 'My wife and family left me leaving me with nothing';
'Any plans I had were totally disrupted and destroyed'; 'Shattered
normal life'; 'Wondered if any girl would ever love me'; and 'I was
suicidal, I didn't think that there was a future .' A similar negative
picture was painted of the impact on employment, although one
or two mentioned the support or tolerance they experienced at
work. Typical responses were : Took six months off then was
asked to resign' ; 'Unable to return to paid work'; 'Gave up when
problems started'; 'Got suspended from work until I agreed to get
psychiatric help' ; or 'In ruins'. Likewise those commenting on the
impact on self-confidence portrayed a bleak view: 'An extreme
reduction from total self-confidence to no confidence'; 'Became
afraid to do things'; 'Completely shattered, feel like a second class
citizen'; 'Destroyed'; and 'Can no longer trust people and have no
will to live'.

Some of the comments about self-confidence alluded to loss of
trust in others or even feelings of persecution by them. When
asked more explicitly about friends the following responses were
typical: 'Put up barricades to friendship to stop being hurt'; 'Never
made friends properly after'; 'Lost many friends'; 'Had to break off
friendships' ; 'No social life or feelings of any sort'. Relationships
with family members were affected in more complex ways , though.
Some made similar comments to those about friends and added the
notion that the family had caused their problems. However, others
talked more favourably about how their problems had brought
them closer to their relatives. Thus at one extreme there were
comments like, 'They don't take my feelings seriously and they
treat me like a leper', and at the other extreme were comments like,
'The relationships were enhanced. They became more caring and
supportive.' In the case of the negative statements, three themes
emerged: lack of support; loss or rejection ; and increased hostility
in the relationships. In the case of the positive comments, the
.emphasis was on the appreciation of care and support.

The longer-term financial impact of mental health problems will
be discussed later, but some comment will be made here about the
initial impact from the open-ended responses. Understandably the
negative comments about employment tied in closely to the
financial picture drawn by the respondents. At best there were
comments like: 'Not affected because already on a pension.' These
were in the minority. The bulk of the responses were of this type:
'From £8,100 pa to £47 pw', 'Deteriorated considerably'; 'Lost
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my livelihood completely'; and 'Have to exist on decreased
income'.

The open-ended questions about initial contad with services
and views on what led to problems resulted in the following types
of description, which demonstrate the complexity or variability of
understanding patients had about themselves. As we will discuss
at greater length later, it is notable that this complexity contrasts
with the narrower constructions imposed by psychiatric diagnosis
(mentally ill', 'schizophrenia', 'reactive depression', and so on) .
Moreover, given that these descriptions are so diverse, it would
seem highly implausible that any single solution to emotional
distress (be it medical or otherwise) is adually tenable. Note how
the mixed list of responses sometimes entails firm views about
causality, whilst at other times descriptions are merely given and
perplexity remains about any pertinent antecedent events.

In order to highlight the ways in which patients sometimes only
described a series of events but at other times alluded to a variety
of life circumstances surrounding their initial problem, we quote
below a long and random list of different responses.

Doctor put me on anti-depressants and when they weren't working I
was referred to a psychiatrist and went into hospital on the same day. I
stayed there for seven weeks the first time. This was with my
knowledge and agreement throughout.

I went round to my mum's for Christmas and the police were there
waiting for me in the house. I had become very ill and my mum was
ashamed. I was sectioned and kept in hospital for six months.

My cousin called the social services. The social worker called and
arranged for me to see a psychiatrist even though at that time I was
already seeing the GP for my problems and he did not refer me to a
psychiatrist.

When I woke up I saw a nurse and realised I was in hospital. After
about a day I realised it was a mental hospital.

The social worker arranged for me to go into hospital. She knew my
home circumstances and thought that it would make matters worse if I
went home instead.

I was admitted to hospital after a domiciliary visit by my GP. The GP
initiated contact with hospital after a call from my parents.
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I was manic at the time, although I did not realise it. I was abroad on a
business trip and I went completely 'bananas'. According to the
psychiatrist who saw me I was suffering from paranoid delusions. My
employer told me that he thought that I was ill and a psychiatrist came
to see me that evening.

I was manic and my brother arranged an appointment with a top
London doctor.

Police picked me up when they thought I had a drug problem and
mistakenly put me in a police cell before being taken to hospital. The
police behaved unethically.

My step mother thought I was going to get violent when I picked up
a knife. I was feeling paranoid and thought that people were hiding
things from me. My dad called the police and a doctor and they came
and sectioned me.

Lost job and I became a recluse. Mother informed the doctor when I
refused to 'sign on' one morning.

I was engaged to a girl and two weeks before the wedding she broke it
off. I cut my throat in her parents' house. Prior to this my mother
threatened to cut me off if I married the girl. Tensions caused by this
caused rows between me and my fiancee, which left me feeling
confused and very hurt.

I had been sexually abused by my father since I was seven. I coped
until the death of my grandfather when I was aged nineteen. Then I
began to talk about it and get depressed. When I told my husband he
began to abuse me. I just couldn't handle this after being abused for so
long before.

Stress due to promotion and second marriage - fear of failure of both
at the same time.

Me not caring about myself and society not caring about me.

The direct issue was the loss of my baby. The indirect one was
problems with my neighbours and my job.

Family stress due to my mother's illness led to me having
hallucinations.

Drug abuse led to hallucinations.
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Long periods of unemployment. Society in general saying that there
was plenty of work to be had, so those out of work were seen as being
lazy. Employers told you that you were no good by not employing
you .

I was depressed and upset following the death of my mother. We had
a difficult relationship and I never felt wanted by her. While she was
alive I felt that she never loved me. After her death there was no
chance to put that right. Also earlier abuse by a family member
affected me and the relationship I had with my husband as a result.

Working back, then, from the impact on their lives, the
respondents were asked about who they first discussed their
problem with and how helpful the experience was. Table 2.3
shows the range of people involved.

Table 2.3 To whom did the respondents talk?

First person talked to

Family doctor
Family member
Psychiatrist
Friend
Social worker
Other

N=487

%

34 .5
21.8
20 .3

8.2
3.7

11.5

If the psychiatrists, social workers and CPs are added together,
it can be seen that (leaving aside any other profession in the
'other' category) over half of the sample did not have any initial
discussion about their problem in the 'lay' area (with friends or
relatives). There was a gender bias here, with more women using
informal contacts than men within the sample (58 and 42 per cent
respectively). A variety of explanations could account for why a
majority of the respondents (overall across gender) did not use
informal contacts. Most of the sample (63.4 per cent) were single
at the time of their first problem, and thus many of them may have
been socially isolated, meaning that professional scrutiny may
have offered the first opportunity (or imposition?) which led to a
discussion . Also, some of the group may not have recognised at
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the time that they had a problem. It may be that they were a
problem to others, who brought in the professionals to interview
the putative patient.

As was indicated earlier, perhaps some people also present their
distress indirectly, and so do not converse directly with people
about their difficulties. Once in the system, professional interviews
are then imposed on them, which they mayor may not find useful.
Those who are involved at this stage in discussions and who are
deemed by patients to be helpful are not necessarily the same
thing . There is also a question about to what extent these early
discussions were found to be helpful. Information about these
aspects of the early discussions with others are presented below.
Table 2.4 shows to what extent patients found that their first
discussion of the problem was of help.

Table 2.4 To what extent did the first person contacted help?

Extent person helped

Very helpful
Helpful
Neither helpful/unhelpful
Unhelpful
Very unhelpful

N=485

%

30 .3
28 .9
21.4

8.9
10.3

Table 2.4 suggests that, overall, discussion with others in the
early phase of the problem was helpful (59.2 per cent). This would
support the views of professionals arguing for crisis intervention
work with their clients. It also might support the view held by
many users that early access to supportive informal networks are
important. However, around 40 per cent of the people responding
to this question did not benefit by early discussion with others,
suggesting that they would have preferred to be left alone or that
they would have preferred something other than what was
offered.

When further questions were asked about this early helping
process, the following picture emerged about parties in the lay
area. Both employers and relatives were deemed to be more
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helpful than friends, with 45, 44 and 30 per cent respectively in
these groups being described as either helpful or very helpful. As
can be seen, all three groups fail to get a clear commendation from
patients, suggesting that the majority of others are either not
found to be helpful or are actively alienated from patients. The
following qualitative data highlights the positive and negative
aspects of these relationships with others.

From an early age I felt under a great deal of pressure, mainly from my
family and living circumstances. This caused me to rebel, and made me
want to get back at people in general. I got into serious trouble with
the police and was put into psychiatric care ... I had a violent
argument with my father, who hit me. When this happened I ran away
and I felt that I wanted to get back at somebody. The first person I met
began also to shout at me, so I took my revenge on him .. . My family
didn 't want to listen when I had problems .. .Some neighbours would
take me and my sisters in at times and give us cups of tea till my father
got home.

I was paranoid - scared of something that might happen to me at
work and at home . I thought that I was being watched and the room
was bugged. My mother contact ed the GP who called out the crisis
intervention team ... They came and were helpful . . . my friends, etc.,
turned their back on my problems.

I had pressure from family and studying. Three years before I
contacted a doctor. My mother listened and tried to comfort but my
father did not understand . .. Found friends very supportive when they
understood what was happening.

I had depression and phobia s leading to attempted suicide .. . My
doctor and family didn't understand me or help but my close friends
were prepared to listen and to believe me.

After my mother died, I suffered epileptic fits and violent
outbursts . . . My sister took over my mother's role and took total
care of me when I was ill .. . all the family took responsibility for
looking after me. They were very caring.

After being unemployed for a long time I got very depressed and
tried to commit suicide . . . My wife took me to the GP who was very
helpful .. . My wife supported me and stood by me ... the rest of the
family were also supportive, nobody told me to snap out of it .. .
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After coming out of hospital I stopped seeing my friends and became
a recluse.

I got depressed after having the baby . . . I also had an unsettled
marriage and was not used to living in the country . .. I was left alone
on a farm and didn't see my family ... My neighbour also had
depression after a baby and she advised me to seek medical help.

My problems were caused by the strain of the harassment from my
sister and mother. They were no help ... My friends just acted as
though I had the plague.

I had behaviour problems due to poor upbringing ... when explaining
my problems to the doctor she just laughed at me so I walked out and
wouldn't . go back . . . My family did not care about me or my
problems . . . Other people knew what my problems were but they
wouldn't stop and do anything about them or try and understand
me.

Mental health problems take varying amounts of time to build
up before outside professional intervention is sought. During
these build -up periods, there may be successful or unsuccessful
attempts at resolution with or without the help of others. Table
2.5 shows something of this build -up. It shows the amount of time
taken before problems are taken out of the lay area and presented
to professionals. (Note that it does not indicate who was mainly
responsible for this shift of focus; that information is presented in
Table 2.6.)

Table 2.5 Length of time before consulting a professional

Time before problem
taken fo professionals

1 week
1-4 weeks
1-3 month s
3-6 months
6 months to 1 year
1-3 years
O ver 3 years

N=454

%

23.3
17.2
14.1
13.0

9.3
11.0
12.1
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This indicates a wide range of time before mental health
problems became defined as mental illness as a result of
professional intervention. Whilst this process occurs within a
month in about 40 per cent of the cases, in over one-fifth of cases
it did not take place for over a year. This confirms what has been
known from a number of community surveys: there is a gap
between those formally labelled as patients and as ill, and a whole
sub-population in the community who have mental health
problems but who are not 'on the psychiatric books'. It would
appear that the respondents were part of that larger sub-group
until the ir psychiatric career started at the point when
professionals became involved.

So who is responsible for starting to convert people with
distressed or distressing conduct into psychiatric patients with
mental illnesses? Only just over one-third of the respondents (34.3
per cent) indicated that they sought professional help alone. In
nearly two-thirds of cases this was done by others (50.5 per cent)
or in conjunction with others (15.2 per cent) . At first sight, this
may seem to confirm the description given by Coffman7 of a
'betrayal funnel' in which others conspire with professionals
against the incipient patient. However, only 15 per cent of the
respondents said that they were unhappy or very unhappy about
the role played by others in the contact period, whereas 75 per
cent of them described the role of others as being helpful or very
helpful. Thus Coffman's betrayal funnel may well exist, but only in
a minority of cases . Of course, when it does exist serious moral
and political questions are then raised, appropriately, about the
rights of those 'conspired against'. (These will be addressed later in
Chapter 7, in relation to the problems surrounding informed
consent.)

Table 2.6 describes who was the main link person with mental
health services once professional contact was made. It is clear that
CPs playa pivotal role in this contact. This is hardly surprising as
they are the main gatekeepers for all specialist services inside the
NHS. What may be surprising to readers not familiar with
research on the role of the police as gatekeepers (informally and
under Section 136 of the Mental Health Act) is their regular
involvement in mental health crises. Although this was reported
below in only 8 per cent of cases, this is still twice the rate of
involvement of a more familiar link, the social worker.
Consequently, perhaps the police should be thought of as
'frontline' mental health workers.
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Table 2.6 Identity of main link with mental health services

N=501

Link person with
mental health services

GP
Police
Family member
Psychiatrist
Social worker
Friend
Other
More than one of above

%

59.9
8.0
7.0
6.4
4.0
1.8
9.4
3.5

Differences between male and female responses

The discussion of the data up to now has made little distinction
between male and female responses. The two groups do depict
their early experiences differently, although (not surprisingly)
there is a large overlap. For instance, both groups identified
bereavement and the stress of studying as being relevant to the
development of their problems in equal numbers. This was also
the case for those respondents who attributed their early
difficulties simply to mental illness. Their was no difference
found between male and female respondents in relation to levels
of satisfaction with GP treatment, attitude and information. In this
sample there were no significant differences in the number of visits
to their GP. (This is a little surprising as other studies suggest that
women have greater GP contact than men and discussion of the
'minor tranquilliser' problem has often focused on women.) Also,
both groups reported similar levels of satisfaction with the
helpfulness of friends and employers. Half the numbers of both
men and women were given a diagnosis on admission to hospital,
and both groups felt equal levels of satisfaction about the
necessity of admission.

In other respects, though, a discrepant picture emerged. Of 50
respondents indicating that marital stress was the source of their
difficulties, 31 were women and 19 were men. By contrast men
reported work stress to be of relevance three times more often
than did women. This could be accounted for by the fact that there
is a traditional division between men and women in the domestic
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and work arenas. Women may attach greater meanings to
relationships at home than at work, whereas the reverse is the case
with men. In the study by Brown and Harriss of depression in
working-class women in Camberwell, the role of a close confiding
relationship was identified as an important protective factor.

Our data confirms that marital breakdown is indeed relevant to
both men and women in the development of mental health
problems, and that women are more sensitive about this issue than
are men. Relationships in the domestic arena seem to take on a
greater meaning for women than men. In the long term, the
mental health of women actually improves following separation
from male partners, whereas the reverse is true for men ."

Another traditional difference attributed to women and men is
that the former are likely to share emotional difficulties more
readily than the latter. This is confirmed by the data. Of 89
respondents who chose their lay network of friends as their first
attempt to seek help, 52 were women and 37 were men. By
contrast, of 108 people using a professional as their 'first port of
call' with their difficulty, 64 were men and 44 were women. As
well as women possibly having a greater learned facility to share
problems with others at an earlier stage, men may consider it not
'macho' to declare weakness in the lay area. A professional
consultation with a stranger may thus come more easily. In part
this may also account for why men are more likely to report
feeling coerced by non-professionals more often than women,
although there was no difference between the groups in terms of
rates of reported formal compulsory detention Csectioning') under
the Mental Health Act.

Age of the respondents

As with sex, the age of the respondents appears to be relevant in
some respects but not others. For instance, there was no
significant difference between age groups in relation to lay and
professional help-seeking, or in the levels of helpfulness reported
by family members, employers or GPs . However, there were age
differences with regard to satisfaction with information from GPs.
Of 178 respondents satisfied with this information, 41 per cent
were under forty, compared to 59 per cent who were over forty.
This was reinforced by a symmetrical pidure in reverse. Of 138
respondents who were dissatisfied with GP information, 59 per
cent were under forty whereas 41 per cent were over forty. This
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seems to imply that younger people expect more accurate or
satisfactory information than older people from their GP.

This discrepancy between the two age bands may be accounted
for by several factors. Younger people may be less accepting and
deferential than older people in the face of professional authority.
Maybe the NHS is more likely to be seen as a right rather than a
privilege by younger people. Differences over time in education
between the groups may have led to different expectations about
information-seeking. There were no differences between the
groups in terms of the reported satisfaction with the att itudes,
rather than information, provided by GPs. Thus this would imply
that GPs need to review their policy about information giving. A
similar picture emerges after admission to hospital. Younger
people are significantly more dissatisfied than older people about
the explanations given by professionals about their condition. Put
crudely, it seems that professionals can fob off older people more
easily than they can young people. Maybe both groups are
deserving of respect in relation to offering information, and the
younger group is signalling this message in the data for patients in
general.

Social class

It is well known that a class gradient exists in psychiatric
diagnosis. Poorer people are more likely to receive such a label,
particularly that of schizophrenia. The controversy about social
mobility and downward drift (does mental illness make you poor
or does poverty make you mentally ill?) cannot be simply resolved
by the data; the survey was not designed to be an epidemiological
investigation. However, some points of discussion can be raised.

There were 29 people whose parents were in social classes I-III
but who now reported being in classes IV or V. Of this group 20
were male and 9 were female. This may indicate that women are
protected from downward drift more often than men by being
married. There were also 54 people who started in classes IV or V
and subsequently reached classes I-III. This partial evidence of
upward mobility is in line with some other survey evidence.l"
Comparing these two groups, men were more likely to be
downwardly rather than upwardly mobile. Also , downwardly
mobile patients were more likely to have been diagnosed as
psychotic (27 per cent compared to 18 per cent of the upwardly
mobile group). However, it should be emphasised that these
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mobile groups were in the minority. The majority of the
respondents simply stayed in their social class of origin .

The data also suggest that starting in a higher class increases the
chances of being in paid work despite being a psychiatric pat ient.
Basically, a more privileged background seems to insulate patients
against the vagaries of the system to some extent. Of the 69 (13
per cent) in the sample who described their main income as
coming from full or part-time employment, 44 (64 per cent) had
fathers from social classes I-III. Also, of those citing their main
income as deriving from jobs, 77 per cent were classified as being
in classes I-III. This seems to indicate that middle- and upper-class
patients are favoured in their employment prospects and
maintenance compared to lower-class patients.

As far as early encounters with the psychiatric system are
concerned, class differences were not apparent in relation to levels
of helpfulness of GPs or in the supply of a diagnosis. Other
differences were apparent, however. Lower-class patients were
significantly more likely to be pressurised by professionals than
their higher-class counterparts. 'Lower-class' patients also enter the
system at a significantly younger age, since 85 per cent of the
'lower-class' group reported their problems to have started before
the age of 24 compared to 67 per cent of the higher-class patients.
'Higher-class' patients are significantly more likely to feel
dissatisfied about information given to them both at the outset
and later by professionals. This is consistent with other studies
.which indicate that expectations about informat ion increase the
higher the social class of the patient.

Discussion

This chapter has presented some of the main findings of the
survey related to the onset of mental health problems. It has also
introduced some theoretical debates about the ways in which
these problems are negotiated or constructed by three key parties
(pat ients -to-be, their immediate network and mental health
professionals) . It is clear that these negotiations are complicated
in a number of respects. For a start, they do not arise out of the
blue: they are accounted for by the respondents within a life story,
much as a person could, for instance, put their career or their
sexual relationships into such a personal historical context.

Also, there is no simple or uniform picture about how people
understand this account and its context. Their world is not the
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simple psychiatric one of mentally-ill-versus-not-mentally-ill (only
one-tenth of the sample were happy to describe their problems in
these terms). It could be argued that this lay view of problems is
flawed and inadequate because it is not an expert view . In other
words, it may be prevalent in the untrained population but it
should be treated as interesting and quaint (that is, given less
credence than the view of professionals). This type of defence of
accounting for psychiatric patienthood better in medical terms
would have some credibility if the illness model in psychiatry had a
proven and convincing track record. Unfortunately for psychia
trists it does not, hence the ability of hostile critics, such as Szasz,
to develop a credible argument about the myth of mental illness.

The illness model in psychiatry has had four main difficulties in
sustaining its credibility. First, despite years of research and vast
quantities spent internationally on seeking biological causes
(aetiological explanations) for mental illnesses, no agreement has
been reached. There is some indication that identifiable social
factors which cause stress for people (poverty, loss, social
isolation) will make them prone to experiencing versions of fear,
sadness and confusion.1 1 However, this relationship between
stress and distress does not need to be accounted for within an
illness framework. So, when people account for their distress in
terms of, say, bereavement or study stress, what advantage is
there in invoking an illness description? One answer could be that
such a diagnostic approach provides us with more accurate
information than leaving it to the vague or idiosyncratic notions
articulated by patients or others in their lay network. This brings
us to the second and third problems with the illness framework.

The second problem is that diagnostic categories have
themselves been found to be woolly and incoherent (in the
jargon, they lack 'construct validity'). Recently, for instance, taken
for-granted major mental illness labels such as 'schizophrenia' have
been criticised for being confused and useless for research
purposes. 12

Linked to this issue of construct validity there is the question of
the predictive validity of illness descriptions in psychiatry: if a
person receives a diagnostic label does this predict the outcome of
their case (in the jargon, is it the best 'prognostic indicator')? The
answer is 'no'. It would appear that the long-term course of
psychiatric patients' lives (in terms of their improvement, stasis or
deterioration) is not well predicted by the diagnosis they are
given. Once more, social factors such as job opportunities seem to
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be better predictors.v' Thus professional accounts of illness seem
to be unconvincing in terms of their validity, so there is no logical
reason to favour them over lay accounts.

The third problem with the illness model in psychiatry has been
that it is not safe to assume that professionals consistently
diagnose in the same way. They have a poor record of agreement
(or in research terminology, there is poor 'inter-rater reliability' in
psychiatric diagnosis). Given that these diagnoses are suspect on
grounds of both validity and reliability, why given them a
privileged status?

The fourth difficulty is that in medicine a diagnosis is usually
deemed to be worthwhile if it leads to rational predictions about
treatment. However, here again the picture is very confused. Take
the notion, reported typically in psychiatric literature, that the
treatment of choice of schizophrenia has been major tranquillisers.
In fact, all sorts of other treatments have also claimed some partial
success, including minor tranquillisers and psychotherapy.i"
Similarly, major tranquillisers are given to patients with other
diagnoses. The same weak relationship (between diagnosis and
treatment offered) is seen in most of the other diagnostic
categories used by psychiatrists.

These problems with the illness model in psychiatry have been
rehearsed in summary form in order to highlight whether
professional accounts really have any claim to superiority in
understanding or explaining mental health problems. Other ways
of talking about the experiences attached to these problems
arguably are better than traditional psychiatric descriptions. The
very fact that the respondents in our study came up with such a
long list of attributions, together with a large 'other' category,
may indicate that patients have a more complex and sophisticated
range of descriptive or explanatory frameworks than psychiatrists
with their notion of 'mental illness'.

In the light of this common gap between lay and professional
understanding of mental health problems, what do patients make
of what is done to them by psychiatric experts? It is this question
that we address next.
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3
A Look at the Experts

There are three common and contradictory images of health
professionals. The first of these is unambiguously positive and is
typified by the selfless heroics of the accident and emergency
staff in the popular television series, 'Casualty'. Not only are
these doctors and nurses depicted as being dedicated to the
needs of patients, but they generally seem to know exactly what
they are doing. A second image, which also haunts our culture, is
one of people who come to take you away to the 'funny farm' or
the 'loony bin'. As in the film 'O ne Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest', angry or frightened victims are callously disposed of
without a care for their sensitivities or civil rights. After the
disposal, they try to survive in a sinister, incarcerated world of
forced injections, solitary confinement and habitual brutality and
neglect. The third common mythology about the mental health
industry entails the assumption that psychiatrists are all
psychoanalysts. Consequently, in this imagined world, it is
assumed that they are highly skilled in making interpretations,
even to the point of being able to 'read minds'. Radio
programmes, such as Anthony Clare's 'In The Psychiatrist's
Chair', reinforce this notion, as did the Thames Television's soap
opera 'Shrinks'. It is obvious that these three professional images
do not fit easily together.

The first image is constructed by those committed to a simple
progressive view of state-funded health care delivery, in which
staff are over-worked and under-paid carers. The second arises
from fears, dating back to images of Bedlam, of unjustified loss of
liberty and assault from agents of the state. Consequently, liberal
and libertarian social commentators of both right and left have
been alert to these fears being or becoming a practical reality. The
third image bears little relationship to typical interventions in
state-provided Anglo-American psychiatry. Psychoanalytical
psychotherapy is only a minority pursuit in the NHS. However,
programmes such as Clare's reinforce the assumptions of the
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uninitiated that an encounter with a psychiatrist typically involves
a lengthy empathic exploration of the patient's biography.

So, to get these images into perspective, what evidence is
available? Some derives from offical statistics. For instance, we
know from these that about 10 per cent of in-patients are in
hospital against their will under a section of the 1983 Mental
Health Act. Consequently, it would be very surprising if at least
the same percentage of our respondents did not complain about
the 'jailer' role of mental health professionals. What is probable
from this scale of involuntary detention of patients is that the first
unambiguously positive image of staff, sketched above, is unlikely
to prevail amongst psychiatric patients. Although there is
legislation to incarcerate physically ill people forcibly (the
National Assistance Act) this is used much less frequently than
the Mental Health Act . Moreover, even under this lesser-used
legislation, many of the patients detained are elderly and
dernenting. so may well be diagnosed as suffering from an
organic mental illness by a psychiatrist. Thus it is obvious that the
life-saving efforts of staff in the acute medical sector, responding
to physical illness or injury, can be depicted more readily as herioe
and benign than is the case with mental health professionals.

It was already clear, from the data discussed in Chapter 2, that
the respondents have mixed views about whether the 'conspiracy
model' with its 'betrayal funnel' does actually provide an accurate
account of their early psychiatric experiences. What this chapter
will explore in more detail is to what extent the respondents
considered that mental health professionals complied with the
three over-drawn cultural myths described above. The focus will
be on what patients say about the mental health professionals they
encountered during their in-patient and out-patient time.

The in-patient experience of experts

First, a comparative view of professionals by patients will be
considered. They were asked who helped most and least during
their in-patient stay, and the results are shown in Table 3.1 and
3.2.

When interpreting these tables it has to be remembered that
these open-ended comparisons are not based upon equal contact
with each of the groups listed . Only psychiatrists and nurses (and
other patients) are likely to have been encountered by all of the
respondents. Consequently, these two professional groups are
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Table 3.1 Who helped most?

Who helped most? %

Nurses 32.4
Patients 12.7
Psychiat rists 12.1
Social workers 11.8
Friends 5.5
Partner 4.8
Psychologists 4.8
Family 8.2
Psychotherapists 3.5
Other 4.2

N = 456

Table 3.2 Who helped least?

Who helped least? %

Psychiatrists 21.3
Social workers 17.7
Nurses 10.0
Family 6.9
Friends 6.7
Partner 6.5
Patients 5.9
Psychotherapists 3.5
Psychologists 3.3
Other 18.2

N = 508

likely to be singled out by patients for comment (both positive
and negative). Lesser contacted professionals (like psychologists)
are accordingly mentioned in only a minority of cases in both
tables.

It imposs ible to gauge accurately what level of contact did exist
with the other groups. For instance, not all psychiatric patients are
referred to psychologists and, in another case, social workers have
both the role of helping informally and also of taking a high
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profile, albeit briefly, in the coercive 'sectioning' of admitted
patients. This may be reflected in the mixed view of them
appearing in the two tables. Thus it is difficult to pin down the
implication of the number of positive and negative responses
related to these 'paramedical' professionals. It is because
psychiatric nurses and psychiatrists are the two core care
professionals involved in dealing with in-patients that these will
be the focus of the rest of the chapter.

Psychiatric nurses

Patients in hospital are cared for around the clock by shifts of
nurses . This puts the nurses in a peculiar position of being
constant, as opposed to sporadic, carers (the status of other 'nine
to five' professionals). However, it has to be emphasised that this
constant care role is a collective responsibility of the profession, as
individual nurses move in and out from shift to shift. Nonetheless,
nurses constitute the backbone of in-patient care, so the quality of
their work is very important for patients. Table 3.3 indicates, in
general terms, what the respondents commenting on their nursing
care thought of this quality.

Table 3.3 Amount of satisfaction with nursing care

Satisfaction
with nursing care

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

N = 475

%

25.5
33.9
18.9
10.7
10.9

Overall, these figures suggest that the profession is looked upon
favourably by patients, but the 40 per cent who did not consider
nursing care to be satisfactory again imply that complacency is not
warranted. This general evaluation is fleshed out by the qualitative
data on the best and worst experiences of nursing care. These map
out what patients considered to be good and bad models of
practice .
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Good nursing practice

Respectful and empathic listening

Below are some examples of the most favoured aspect of care, that
of ordinary contact which is respectful and empathic:

When I was a day patient there was a very caring nurse. She never
talked down to me. She always treated me as an equal and I always
trusted her to tell me whether I was making progress or deteriorating.
Basically, I trusted her.

There was a young trainee nurse who spent time talking to me. She
naturally had empathy with me and at the end of listening to my tale,
of 23 years, she gave me a big hug .

Warm empathy experienced when I was just com ing out of psychosis.
It was really nice to meet a caring nurse who I could talk to at this
point.

My key worker spent much time talking with me. He got into trouble
about this .

Good physical care

Another valued aspect of nursing was of direct physical care.

A nice male nurse helped me with my toothache.

I had two heart attacks while in hospital and on both occasions the
nurses resuscitated me.

Being fed meals.

One male patient intriguingly reported an experience which
was highly valued and memorable but was probably also
unethical: 'I was seduced by a female nurse when out on a walk
locally: Other patients emphasised more general qualities of
dedicated and helpful attitudes from nurses. Not surprisingly, the
negative experiences were more lengthy or were charged with
more emotion. As with any other experiences in life, untoward
events tend to be more noteworthy. So, without losing sight of
the backing generally given to the nursing staff in Table 3.3, the
following responses describe how nurses should not conduct
themselves in the opinion of psychiatric patients.
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Bad nursing practice

Prioriiising professional needs

The first group of responses emphasise the ways in which nurses
put the ir own needs first:

The night staff were evil. They hated it if you ever disturbed them
from their sleep.

Nurses just wanted to comply with regulations or instructions. They
didn't care about my needs .

Some nurses are excellent but a lot seem to be just doing it for a job.

Most of them don't care about the patients.

Cruelty and authoritarianism

Another group of responses related to cruel or authoritarian
attitudes:

At one hospital I found the nurses strict and regimental. They pushed
me around a bit

They didn 't treat me right They didn't make feel as though I was
wanted. Female nurses were worse than the males in this regard.

After I was re-admitted once when I took my own discharge, the
Sister said 'You didn't last very long : Some of the nurses were like
dictators.

One sister used to treat me like I was sub-human and while in the
heights of mania she would not listen to my pleas for help.

After I took an overdose, the staff nurse asked me if the stomach pump
had been greased. When I said it had, she said that she would have left
it ungreased because people taking overdoses should suffer.

Physical assualt

The following responses reported abuse, sometimes but not
always related to forced physical 'treatment'. The report of forced
injections was a common complaint.
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A group of nurses forced me to have an injection I didn't want.

I was punched in the face when I refused to take my tablets.

I was given heavy medication then stripped and left locked up in a
room for several days. I cried and cried but they would not let me out.

Being forcibly returned to hospital even though I was a voluntary
patient.

Two or three nurses were very violent to me once and dragged me by
the hair.

So these open-ended responses were very varied. At one end of
the spectrum were comments such as, 'Psychiatric nurses are
totally dedicated and the best caring staff you could want'; at the
other end of the spectrum were the above complaints of abuse. In
between were summaries, such as They are not a single group.
They range from appalling to being extremely helpful ', or
'Some are very good and others very bad. Some are more
institutionalised than the patients.'

Psychiatrists

It is understandable that psychiatrists are expected to respond to
patients in a special way. After all, within the mental health
industry, psychiatry is the dominant profession with the highest
status and remuneration. As a consequence it even gives its name
Cpsychiatric care') to a whole multi -disciplinary effort. Due to the
expectations this central role encourages, users of psychiatric
services are likely to hold the medical profession particularly
responsible for the quality of the service they experience. In this
light, and with our shared cultural myths discussed earlier in mind,
psychiatrists came under justifiable critical scrutiny from the
respondents.

The psychoanalytical image of the profession may well lead
patients to assume that their encounters with consultant
psychiatrists will be frequent (even daily), of long duration, and
that they will focus on biographical details. The respondents did
not find this to be the case in practice. Table 3.4 summarises the
frequency of private contact reported by in-patients.
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Table 3.4 Frequency of contact with consultants (in-patient)

In-patient contact
with consultant

Once a day
Once a week
Once a month
Every three months
Once a year
Never

N = 448

%

4.9
38.7
14.4

2.7
2.2

37.1

Only around 5 per cent of those responding to this question
reported seeing their consultant psychiatrist alone daily. Weekly
contact was experienced by less than 40 per cent of the
respondents, so arguably only around four out of ten patients
see their psychiatrist alone with sufficient regularity for their
doctor to make decisions based on reasonably up-to-date
knowledge of the patients' condition. This leaves around 60 per
cent being treated by consultants whose personalised contact
varies from monthly to 'never' . This question was about individual
contact, so the 'never' contact does not necessarily imply that their
consultants were totally unknown to them. It does ind icate clearly,
though, that over one-third of patients do not receive
individualised interview sessions with their consultants. How
does this compare to those reporting on their level of out-patient
contact? These results are shown in Table 3.5 .

Table 3.5 Frequency of contact with psychiatrists (out -patient)

Out-patient contact %
with psychiatrist

Weekly 12.8
Monthly 35.3
3-monthly 37.3
o-monlhly 7.0
Yearly 7.6

N 399
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The out-patient reports indicate that, cumulatively, patients see
more of their psychiatrist in a three-month period when they are
out of hospital than in. Of course, these relatively low levels of
contact are only descriptions of reported frequencies . In
themselves they say nothing about the perceived usefulness of
the meetings for patients, and neither do they indicate the length
of each interview (see Table 3.6) .

Table 3.6 Length of interviews with psychiatrists

Estimated duration
of each interview

0-5 mins
6-20 mins
21-35 mins
36-60 mins
Over 60 mins

N = 408

%

16.4
54 .2
16.6
10.3

2.5

From Table 3.6, it can be seen that less than one-third of the
respondents reported interview times of more than 20 minutes
with their consultants, with only 2 .5 per cent seeing their doctors
for an hour or more. Less than half of the respondents (41.3 per
cent) reported meetings being held at their request. These
findings, plus the tables reporting frequency of contact above,
indicate quite clearly that most psychiatrists do not behave like
psychoanalysts as far as time spent with patients is concerned.

What, then, did the respondents have to say about the content
of their contact with their treating psychiatrists? Only half (49.8
per cent) thought that psychiatrists were easy to talk to . A similar
picture emerged of the respondents' views on the helpfulness of
psychiatrists: 54.7 per cent thought that they were helpful or
very helpful. When the respondents were asked about
information and explanations in the interviews with their
doctors, they moved from this narrow vote of confidence to a
more critical appraisal. Only 34.4 per cent were satisfied with the
explanation given to them by psychiatrists about their condition.
Only 20 .0 per cent were satisfied with the information they were
given during these encounters about the ir treatment. To confirm
this, only 16.6 per cent were satisfied with the information they
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were given on side-effects of treatment. To summarise, Table 3.7
shows levels of satisfaction with the overall attitude of
psychiatrists.

Table 3.7 Levels of satisfaction with psychiatrist's attitude

Attitude
of psychiatrist

Very helpful
Helpful
Neutral
Unhelpful
Very unhelpful

N = 463

%

14.3
30 .7
16.6
26.1
12.3

Taking all the above data together, it would seem that
psychiatrists barely reach a majority vote of confidence from the
respondents. Depending on how the question is posed, this
confidence varies from a small majority (54.7 per cent on
helpfulness) to less than half (45 per cent on attitude). This poor
showing of psychiatrists is deemed to be even worse when the
information and explanations they give out are evaluated by
patients. .

The following qualitative data enlarges the above picture.

Good medical practice

The following comments highlight what psychiatrists need to
model on , as far as good practice is concerned:

Very good generally. Explained things right from the beginning when
asked.

They understand my problems and they have always given me an
appointment when I've asked for one.

It took many years for them to discuss properly with me my illness,
diagnosis and medication. But now they have done so it has been very
helpful. They are always there if I need them.
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These quotations draw attention to three crucial 'user-friendly'
aspects of psychiatric practice. First, doctors should be empathic in
the eyes of patients. Second, they should be willing and able to
share all the information and explanations available to them with
the person in their care. Third, they should be accessible to
patients on the latter's terms. This is captured by the recent users'
movement slogan of professionals needing to be 'O n tap not on
top!'

Bad medical practice

The negative comments about treatment at the hands of
psychiatrists reflect an inversion of the above good practices.

I felt that there has been little understanding of my problems and more
of an emphasis on drugs and prescriptions.

Aded as though it's not their problem. Often don't seem to care at all.
Felt like they were always twisting everything you said.

They appear unconcerned about the problem. They come across as
being more interested in what they have to say about the problem
than what the patient has to say.

Lacked understanding of my problems. Quite rude about things I
couldn't do and humiliated me in front of other people . No bedside
manner.

Disliked psychiatrists are reported as being distant and uninvolved
in a helping relationship:

They are passive. They don't provide any information regarding
prognosis, diagnosis and treatment. They appear to be unimaginative
and unsympathetic.

They won't say anything. They are dummies. I get more help talking
to a stranger at a bus stop because at least you can communicate with
them.

Reserved, detached, godly.

Condescending, complacent benevolence .
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They are reported to be preoccupied with their own
professional objectives of social control or experimentation with
their favoured physical treatments rather than with the needs of
the patient.

They have a set diagnosis which they work to and treat with ECTand
drugs. They do not search out the reasons for your illness with you so
the illness just repeats again and again.

I feel that I was treated too much as an object rather than a person.

They try to rule your life and makeyou into a different person.

Authoritarian, aggressive, controlling, suppressive, judgmental, overly
clinical and provided containment rather than support.

Why are professionals damned with faint praise?

Our data has allowed us to begin to understand how psychiatric
patients evaluate hospital doctors and nurses . Due to the variable
role of others such as social workers and psychologists, we can be
less sure of the implications of the responses. So, in this discussion
section, we will discuss the data in respect of the largest of the
two groups of psychiatric staff.

It is clear that, whilst good personal qualities and desirable
professional practices are identified, these mental health workers
still come under substantial attack. Why is this? The possibilities
considered below could account for the criticisms.

Mental illness

The views could be dismissed on grounds of lack of informant
competence due to mental illness. We have discussed and
dismissed this as being untenable earlier. It could be that these
views are from a biased sample of self-selected critics. Again,
whilst this is logically possible, it is unlikely. As the
methodological appendix shows, there are no strong grounds
for believing that our respondents were particularly atypical. Also,
their comments are not wholly critical. It is more accurate to say
that they damn professionals with faint praise rather than dismiss
them out of hand.
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Psychiatry is an imperfect science

Another explanation for the disgruntled picture from users is that
psychiatry is an imperfect science or art, and that it is difficult for
professionals to 'get it right', given their present state of
knowledge. This would be a fair defence but it is not common
in practice. On the contrary, psychiatric professionals diagnose
and prescribe with much the same confidence as other 'experts'.
An example of this is their readiness to label people as
'schizophrenic' even though the diagnosis is conceptually weak
and has poor predictive validity.

Thus it is important to highlight the possible gap between
actual competence (in terms of knowledge about 'aetiology' and
efficacy of treatment) and claimed competence. It may be that
much of the reticence to communicate complained of by the
respondents is a function of psychiatrists not really being certain
of what they are doing, or being unable to give a credible account
of their competence or knowledge.

Fear of telling the truth

Added to this reluctance to admit their ignorance, psychiatrists
may have an anxiety about confessing what they do know . An
example of this is their unwillingness to admit that commonly
used forms of treatment, such as major tranquillisers, are actually
very powerful and dangerous. They can induce a variety of
transient and permanent side-effects, which are distressing or
disabling.

To be accurate, although we retain here the everyday use of the
term 'side-effects', realistically they are effects of the drugs: effects
which are undesirable, and at times even more disabling than the
'illness' they are treating. In this light, the most obvious reason
why patients complain of not being given enough information
about side-effects could be that psychiatrists are fearful of telling
the truth about what they know. Consequently, much of the time
they do not admit to their patients the known dangers associated
with the treatments they prescribe. The respondents may simply
be complaining, quite accurately, about diffidence on the part of
professionals to admit what is known about the iatrogenic (drug
induced) effects of, say, major tranquillisers.

Indeed, in a recent small study on patient satisfaction in a
Coventry psychiatric unit.' the researchers (who were psychia
trists) reported the problem of informed consent about treatment.
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Their stance on this was not to demand that a policy on
information-giving should be revised radically by their profession.
Instead, they rehearsed the conventional caution of not raising
patients' anxiety by imparting news about potential side-effects.

Thus paternalism may prevent doctors from being candid with
their patients. Their fear of worrying patients is a commonly heard
refrain or rationalisation about why they are economical with the
truth. However, a price is paid for this paternalism. Patients are
denied access to information about treatments which could affect
their well-being. Moreover, in the wake of this experience of
being 'kept in the dark' , patients will quite understandably feel
patronised, deceived and aggrieved, which is reflected in the data.

Social control

A fourth source of disaffection with professionals, bearing in mind
the reported image of criticised doctors and nurses, is that they are
actually simply doing their job. They are employed primarily to
tidy up a particular form of deviance, which is understandable
neither in terms of criminal intent nor physical illness. This
'residual deviance' is, in essence, what is legally called 'mental
disorder' and is clinically called 'mental illness'. One consequence
of the tidying up task is that those mental health professionals
who have formal legal powers of detention are obliged, at times,
to deprive people of their liberty. Accordingly, they are agents of
social control acting on behalf of both their state employers and
the everyday moral order (of relatives and the public) to remove
offensive citizens.

Legislation, such as the 1983 Mental Health Act, exists
specifically to make this process a legitimate enterprise on the
part of doctors, social workers and nurses. Th is power is rarely
highlighted by professionals, for obvious reasons. Like other state
employed 'helping professions', doctors, nurses and social workers
are supposed to be involved in caring for or curing people.
Understandably, they may be reluctant to admit a more
oppressive role, either to themselves or their patients. However,
such coyness and self-deception does not alter the reality of the
quasi-penal role of psychiatry in modem society. No matter how
much forced incarceration is dressed up paternalistically as
'treatment', at the end of the day it is still forced incarceration.

Thus what patients complain about in the conduct of
professionals may actually be about the latter simply conforming
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to a traditional role set for them. Psychiatrists began as
superintendents of lunatic asylums in the Victorian period, with
asylum attendants (now nurses) being employed to man-handle
the mad. Such a role was essentially about 'warehousing' and
physically controlling madness." Alongside that role was an
assumption that mental disorder was clearly a brain disease, whose
aetiological secret had still to be unlocked. This presumed
biological cause is still influential in psychiatric thought today.
Consequently, personal sensitivity was never a high priority in
the treatment of madness by doctors. Instead, there was and
remains a preoccupation with the 'obligation' to treat an
impersonal disease process. After the First World War, with
psychological treatments being added to psychiatric practice," the
public increasingly began to expect something akin to psycho
analysis in their encounters with psychiatrists. In fad, the old
biological treatments have remained the dominant medical
response in practice. A gap therefore began to open up between
the expectation that psychiatrists would pay heed to the patient's
biography at length, and the experience of more typical biological
treatments, which only require a much more cursory interview. In
the latter, the patient's communications are only of interest to
doctors in revealing symptoms, not in terms of them being
personally meaningful and the basis for shared exploration in a
therapeutic relationship. This historical picture helps us to
understand why some doctors and nurses behave in cursory,
coercive and impersonal way at times, and why patients object to
such conduct.

Conclusion

This chapter has described what our respondents thought of the
specialist professionals they encountered in the psychiatric system.
In particular, good and bad medical and nursing practices have
been identified . We have also rehearsed some possible
explanations for why staff may at times act in a manner which
is offensive to users. The whole question of paternalism and lack
of respect will be highlighted again in Chapter 7, when we
consider whether psychiatric patients really are consenting adults.
The users' views of professionals presented above will be
discussed further in the next chapter and placed in a wider
context of what the respondents thought of the psychiatric
services they encountered.
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The three myths offered at the outset do not individually seem
to fit very well with the data (although elements of each are
described in part) . The 'heroic' myth is certainly a poor fit; the
'Cuckoo's Nest' myth has certain resonances with patients who
report bad practice; and the 'psychoanalysis' myth is hardly
endorsed at all. Let us now flesh out a wider picture about
services, from the user 's perspective, to see what there is in the
mundane practice of psychiatry which lies outside mythology.
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Whose Service?

The policy background to the survey data

One of the problems of trying to evaluate good practice in mental
health services is the lack of specific aims and objectives
associated with current mental health policy. One can safely say
that there is a general consensus about moving from a system of
warehousing people in the large Victorian asylums to 'care in the
community'. However, over and above this global objective, there
appear to be few agreed principles about the look of a post
institutional world.

The present philosophy underlying mental health planning
seems ad hoc rather than coherent; full of good intentions but not
fully worked out. Whilst the most recent central government
policy document on mental health 1 has been identified as being
broadly 'client-centred' in orientation," it contains little in the way
of models or philosophy to ensure good practice. The reason for
this appears to be a reluctance on the part of the Department of
Health to be prescriptive. Instead, broad objectives of a mental
health service are suggested, such as it being comprehensive,
locally integrated and flexible.3 In principle this could encourage a
genuine, local, 'bottom-up' form of planning, which elicits the
specific needs of mental health consumers. However, to date such
a trend is not strongly evident. Most district policy statements go
no further than making generalised statements about requirements
to serve the 'mental health needs' of the local population. Rather
than going on to explore in an open-ended way the particular
needs of individuals in terms of employment, social opportunities
and networks, the content of many regional and district plans are
littered with generalised statements about the 'needs of the
mentally ill'. These are usually translated myopically into the
number of beds required per thousand population or places in day
hospitals. Little notice is usually taken of the local social context or
resources outside the immediate confines of health service
facilities.

55
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Even the widely agreed aim of providing 'community care' is
not a very accurate or useful portrayal of the reality of present
mental health services. Mental health provision in Britain is still
overwhelmingly hospital based. Although the number of
psychiatric beds has decreased overall from 193000 in 1959 to
108000 in 1985, there has been a rise in the number of small
psychiatric hospitals. During this period the number of psychiatric
hospitals actually increased, from 303 to 492.4 Moreover, despite
a steady decline in the number of people occupying hospital beds
since the 1960s, short-stay admissions have risen drarnatically.f
creating 'revolving door' hospital care rather than genuine
community care.

Much of 'new' mental health provision has simply been
transferred to local DGH sites . Day hospitals, together with
psychiatric units, are for many localities the back bone of new
'community services'. Warnings that such developments were
unlikely to improve matters have been ignored. George Brown,
for example," cautioned against re-institutionalisation almost two
decades ago on the basis that 'association with the general
hospital in itself seems particularly lame as a solution. Such
hospitals have continually to struggle to balance technical
efficiency and humane care' (p.407). Research has also indicated
that DGH psychiatric unit settings do not necessarily lead to
better links with the local community or improvements in the
therapeutic environment. 7

Thus, rather than re-provision involving the changing of the
content and nature of services, a policy of 'transhospitalisation' has
been occurring; patients simply go to a new hospital rather than
an old one. This in part may be due to the failure to take on board
a radical critique of the oppression of psychiatric patients in
asylums. This critique has explored the nature of psychiatric
treatment and power relations which exist between users and
professionals. In this the British experience contrasts starkly with
reforms elsewhere. In Italy, for example, the recognition of the
dynamics of oppression between doctor and patient and a political
critique of institutionalisation was central to changing mental
health policy." Instead, British conservatism and pragmatism has
dominated the planning of mental health services. Mental health is
rarely viewed as a social, let alone a political, problem. When
dominant psychiatric interests are faced with inevitable social
change (such as the closure of large hospitals) they react by
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seeking new sites on which to practice their old ways (a point we
will return to in the final chapter).

Outside DGH psychiatric units there has, in some areas , been a
rapid development of other community resources." However,
recent commentators have suggested that such services have
tended to adopt hospital-dominated practices and philosophies.l"
Nonetheless, on the margins, there have been innovations in
mental health service delivery. Some locally-based services, mainly
in the voluntary sector, working with a tiny percentage of the
local mental health budget, have struggled to provide new models
of client-centred working.11 Yet services that do deviate from
hospital-based custodial norms are often vulnerable. If they are
developed from within the health service, they are often subject to
hostility from those who wish to protect more 'traditional' ways
of working. As Maxwell Jones pointed out, therapeutic
communities in this country provided for orthodox psychiatry 'a
name to be wheeled out whenever it wants to defend Britain's
reputation as the country which pioneered social psychiatry and
to be conveniently forgotten otherwise,.l2 Innovative services are
usually subjected to evaluation. Whilst evaluation and 'quality
assurance' can be used to promote 'consumer' satisfaction,
emerging services are at a disadvantage compared to existing
provisions which have not been subject to systematic evaluation
and are not deemed to require the same intense scrutiny.

Innovations are also vulnerable to cuts in resources. The Cassel
hospital, an NHS psychiatric hospital providing a unique
therapeutic community run on psychotherapeutic lines, was
recently threatened with closure at a time when many traditional
Victorian Hospitals are slowing down their closure plans. The
development of Regional Secure Units has slowed down
drastically, whilst the three expensively-run English Special
Hospitals all remain in tact. 13 There is also a tendency to cut
voluntary-run services first when hard-nosed decisions have to be
taken at local authority level. Thus one of the latest (1990/1991)
paradoxes of the implementation of the .government's policy,
Caring for People, is that whilst local planning groups are busy
drawing up proposals for an expanded community service, local
authorities are cutting back on existing community mental health
services in order to keep down poll tax levels.

Given the 'muddling through' which has tended to dominate
planning by professionals in the mental health field, user
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participation has the potential to provide a new direction for
services. The data to be discussed below may be of some help in
setting an agenda or supporting innovations by users in their local
efforts to influence service provision. The views of service users
are described in relation to in-patient services, day hospitals/
facilities , out-patients and the voluntary sector. The aim here is to
construct a picture of how users experience and view the purpose
of these services. In the next chapter, the focus is on services
designed around leaving hospital.

Admission to hospital

Most of the 516 survey participants had extensive experience of
hospital life, with just under half of the respondents having
experienced more than four periods of hospitalisation. Sixty-five
per cent of the respondents identified an unbroken period in
hospital of three months or more, and 37 per cent said that they
had spent a total period of seven months or more in hospital. This
pattern of admission suggests that these respondents were
generally 'revolving door' patients: that is, people who spend
most of their time outside hospital with intermittent in-patient
phases.

The majority of users (73 per cent) considered that their
admission to hospital was necessary at the time of their crisis. The
reasons that people gave for feeling that hospitalisation was
necessary were related to the need for asylum, usually as a result
of a failure to cope with their everyday lives:

Could not cope with the pressure of work and family.

I felt a need to be cared for and looked after away from everyday
pressures.

It was either admission or to continue killing myself.

If I hadn't been admitted to hospital at that time I would have
committed suicide.

In no fit state of mind to be left unsupervised.

I was totally out of control of my life.
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To get away from the house and be with other people like myself.

I felt hopeless at my parents' place. I had the faintest of faint hopes
that things might be better in hospital.

Because there seemed little alternative.

These responses indicate the desperation of many of the users at
the time of their admission . Although most people viewed their
hospitalisation as unavoidable, this was not accompanied by an
unequivocal vote of support for in-patient services. Almost half
the sample considered that an alternative to what was on offer
should have been available. These included:

A humane day centre that allowed dignity.

Supervised Mother and Child home.

A stay in a residential rehabilitation hospital or unit.

User-run support system.

Centre where individual attention was available where there was some
privacy.

A hostel may have been more suitable and helpful.

Alternatives were more often expressed as a personal need
rather than as a specific form of service provision. Having
someone to talk or 'relate to', alleviation of stress through
holidays or being able to stay with friends were examples.

Anywhere where people would take an interest.

Being able to stay with a friend.

To be somewhere I could sleep, rest and be understood.

A long holiday involving yoga, diving and craft.

A place where people can go for a rest period and to talk about
problems before it gets to the stage of going into hospital.
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Being given personal attention.

Understanding and someone to care.

Keeping a job and having a flat of my own.

Help with the children .

Someone to talk to.

In contrast to the large number who wanted an alternative to
hospital. only a small proportion (14.5 per cent) were ever offered
another option. Moreover, these were generally quite different
from the type of input that users seemed to be wanting. Where
alternatives were offered the most frequent choice on offer was an
out-patient appointment. Despite a number of comments
suggesting that 'supervision', or visits by mental health workers
to their homes, would have been preferable to hospital admission,
this was rarely evident. Out of the 85 people offered an
alternative to hospital. a domiciliary visit by a mental health
professional was only offered in 13 instances. This indicates that
services and professionals are not orientated to providing
community acute care in any significant way. It also points to
the paucity of alternative forms of crisis intervention apart from
hospital-centred models.

Where people felt that admission was unnecessary at the time of
their admission this was invariably related to the perceived
ineffediveness of hospitalisation.

I was crying non-stop and was put to sleep but I don 't feel that it was
of any help.

If I had some counselling I would have got through without hosp ital
admission. They did not do it in them days .

I still had the same problems when I came out.

Take a long time to cure you - if at all.

Waste of time - because I don't feel they helped me. They just kept
me there, [I] did not gain anything from admission.
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People's experience of their hospital stay

The need for some sort of haven at times of crisis was evident in
the positive comments made about hospital.i" The aspect that
respondents seemed to value the most was the security they
derived in terms of asylum from the outside world, as indicated by
these respondents.

Felt secure in hospital. Began to understand my illness and felt I was
being helped on the road to recovery.

By being in hospital, it took pressure off my parents and my own
family, and enabled the doctors to observe and see what treatment I
needed.

I think what a smashing place it was - the grounds; somewhere to go
for a bit of peace and quiet, to recharge batteries.

To me it was true asylum .

It wasn't like I thought it would be. I was afraid on my way in, I
thought I would be locked up. On my second visit I felt I needed to be
in hospital for my own peace of mind .

Such positive comments were the exception rather than the rule.I S

Those making comments about their stay were overwhelmingly
negative in their evaluations, for the reasons examined below.

Failed expectations

A clash between people's expectations and what was on offer once
inside appeared to be at the root of many grievances. In particular,
the ethos and approach adopted by the hospital regime (which
centred on an illness model aimed primarily at the treatment of the
object of illness) were offensive. Users were far more likely to
view their distress in subjective terms, and the appropriate
response to it as working through or talking through their
problems with someone ready to listen in a supportive and caring
environment. Here are some examples which highlight the gap
between the positions:
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I did not realise I was talking to a psychiatrist for 30 minutes into our
first session - he had not introduced himself. He looked scruffy. I
thought he was the cleaner. I was treated as an object - my symptoms
were discussed over my head as if I wasn't there.

Although I knew I needed help I didn 't receive the help I needed.
Nurses didn 't want to talk (something you needed desperately). Forced
to help in kitchen and canteen. Forced to play silly games hardly ever
seeing psychiatrists.

I felt isolated and felt there was a lack of communication. I had
assumed I would be able to talk about my problems with staff.

I felt that I was in hospital to be stud ied and not understood.

I felt very much alone and frightened. The medical profession did not
seem to realise how bad I felt and could not cope with it There was no
real communication as to MY NEEDS.

I feel I should have been given long-term psychotherapy help,
counselling in which the abominations in my childhood would have
been discovered. Instead I was given ECT against my wishes which I
found inhumane.

I wish they listened more carefully and didn't give so much outdated
treatment as a blanket cure for so many problems.

I hated hospital life - it made me crack up even more . People didn 't
seem to care, or maybe I didn't co-operate. Very few doctors tell you
what's wrong.

Some of them wanted to be quite helpful but they didn't know how to
help me - they just know how to give pills and ECT, which wasn't
helpful.

Loss of citizenship

The power of the hospitals' staff and regime to take away users'
status in the outside world was also a factor deeply resented. On
entering the hospital. people lost the right to define themselves in
the way they were used to outside. Aspects of the 'degradation
ceremony', whereby people lose many of their taken-for-granted
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civil liberties and rights on entering hospital (as described by
Coffman in 1961)16 are still pertinent today:

Whilst still a student but married, the clerk insisted on defining my
status as 'housewife' and not 'student'.

I didn't like having my personal belongings taken away.

The hospital did not look after me properly when I was admitted. I
lost very important personal property (certificates, books, poetry and
clothes) which were taken from me. This is like state theft. If your
liberty is going to be taken from you, you should be entitled to a trial
in court.

Discrimination and humiliation

Discrepancies in how users were treated according to their social
status and class was something that was occasionally mentioned.
For example, one woman noticed how she received 'worse
treatment as a Woolworth's assistant than as a student'. Whilst the
way in which people were treated whilst in hospital might have
varied according to social status, it seems that a loss of dignity and
failure to respect the wishes or rights of individual patients is
something that is experienced more generally as an in-patient on a
psychiatric ward.

I was humiliated, treated like a small child. Not enough attention was
paid to people who lost articles in the hospital. It would have been
more helpful if the psychiatrists had discussed my illness with me.

The most terrible experience of my life. We were locked in the ward
and kept in our nightclothes. At that time (12 years ago) I found staff
unfriendly and not helpful.

Nurses shouldn't make you strip naked to have a wash.

Depressing environment

The lack of care and empathy on the part of some of the staff was
compounded frequently by a bleak and depressing environment
(the dirty and rundown state of hospital made me worse').
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Coercion and brutality

A menacing aspect of patients' experience was the forced nature of
treatments, the brutality personally experienced or witnessed, or
just the fear that such things might occur. I 7

I was very scared when I was put on a section; I thought they were
going to beat me up.

Had brain operation without my consenting to it.

I'd like to say that it is unfair to lock people up without telling them
why. I was extremely devastated at the time.

It was all right if you kept quiet, otherwise they drugged you up.

From the data available, it is not possible to identify accurately
the extent to which the experience of these five categories of
complaint are currently prevalent. It may well have been that
some of the incidents which were mentioned occurred some time
ago. Nonetheless many of these incidents were described by
young patients, and a sizeable proportion of the sample had been
in hospital over the previous 12 rnonths. i" It may be reasonable to
assume that they are still endemic within contemporary mental
health provision. Not only have there been few old Victorian
hospitals actually closed, but the mode and delivery of services
has, in the main, remained the same where it is provided on other
hospital sites .I 9

Thus, whilst the opportunity for abuse in DGH psychiatric units
might well be less, since they are not so geographically isolated,
the type of objectification and dehumanising physical treatments
complained about still predominate. Moreover, paradoxically, the
placement of such units in organisations designed for those with
physical ailments makes them prone to developing new forms of
restrictive and oppressive practices. For example, the need to
contain distressed and distressing behaviour within a highly
restricted space, and preserve order near operating theatres and
other wards, might make compulsion and the restricting of
psychiatric patients' movements even more commonplace. Such
issues are rarely highlighted in discussions about moving from the
old asylum system to DGH sites.
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Discussion of findings on in-patient care

The picture painted above of patients' experiences of hospital in
patients provision is, overall. a bleak one. The majority of people
felt trapped in a Catch-22 situation. Most people wanted help, or
recognised in retrospect that they could not continue without
some sort of intervention when they had reached a crisis point.
However, rather than this need being met in an empathic, effective
way most people seem to think that hospitalisation did little to
ameliorate their underlying problems. In many instances it
compounded them.

Whilst one interpretation of these accounts may be that a
person's mental state might have affected the way in which their
experience of hospitalisation has been viewed, it is unlikely that
this would account for the overwhelmingly negative view of
hospital admission . Many of the items identified by users, such as
the objectification inherent in a medical model of mental illness,
have been documented and commented upon by critics of
traditional psychiatry for many years. Reports from the Health
Advisory Service, Mental Health Act Commission and govern
ment inquiries also highlight many of the aspects vividly
expressed here by the recipients of hospital services. All the
accounts do here is confirm what has already been said before.
However, one important addition is the inescapable conclusion
that in-patient services - supposedly designed in the interests of
patients - have, according to the judgements of these patients,
failed them abysmally.

Out-patient services

Despite the criticisms made of out-patients, comparing the content
of comments, they are preferred to in-patient services. Most
people in the survey (85 per cent) had attended out-patients either
before or subsequent to their admission to hospital. People were
usually out-patients for considerable periods of time. Sixty per
cent spent periods of more than a year attending out-patients,
with 36 per cent attending for periods of three years or more.
Table 4. I shows ratings of the helpfulness of such attendances.
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Table 4.1 Helpfulness of out-patients' attendances

Category %

Helpful
Neutral
Unhelpful

N = 427

54
25
21

Main complaints about out-patient services

Poor accessibility

Accessibility to out-patient services was difficult for a quarter of
those attending. One respondent reported having to travel 30
miles.

Long waits

The largest complaint on the part of users appeared to relate to
excessively long waits once at the hospital. It seems that rarely
was the organisation of out-patient appointments designed to
meet the needs of clients (implying that professional or
organisational needs were being prioritised).

Often you have to wait for long periods of time after your
appointment time.

I have had over 100 appointments and 98% of them have been later
than the time I was given. I am not happy about this; I now walk out if
I wait too long and make a complaint to the hospital management.

You get tense waiting.

Long period of waiting followed by short time of seeing person.

Waiting time too long - three to four hours which is a psychological
strain in itself.

When one is severely depressed the wait seems interminable. By the
time one is with the psychiatrist often one then wishes to say very
little. so that the visit is not as beneficial as it could be.
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Short interviews

For many the long wait was not worth while if it was followed by
a cursory interview.

Quarter of an hour once a fortnight did nothing to help me at all.
They are a waste of time and never once were any problems I had or
wanted help with discussed.

They go over the same thing. Probably useful for their assessment but
not helpful to me.

Gone away feeling worse that when I went. Condition never
explained.

Sometimes I get the impression that the person who sees me asks
'stock' questions and uses very little imagination.

Very brief; no in-depth discussion.

Inconsistent medical staffing

The lack of consistency of medical staffing was another aspect that
could be disconcerting. Although occasionally this meant that
users were able to change from one psychiatrist with whom they
were dissatisfied to one whom they felt that was better, a number
of respondents felt that repeated changes in staffing was a
negative aspect of out-patient attendance. Certainly, appointments
did not conform to the notion of one practitioner building up a
one-to-one relationship with a person over time. This impl ies the
absence of a notion of a confiding affiliation in psychiatrists'
meetings with their clients that we are acculturated to expect.

Different doctors at different times, so they don't really know your
case history.

Doctors keep changing: get sick of seeing different ones.

I have found out-patients appointments where you see different
person each time worse than useless. Find them more helpful where
one can see the same person, especially if they 're knowledgeable about
me.

It would be better if you saw the same doctor all the time as they have
to ask the same questions and it would be preferable to have a steady
relationship built up with one doctor.
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Positive views of out-patient services

The positive aspects of attendance identified by users were varied.
Some viewed the utility of the service in preventative terms: 'Can
talk about medication and side effects of medication. It's best to
attend my appointments, as it can keep me out of hospital.' Access
to psychiatrists that people were unable to obtain elsewhere was
another thing appreciated about out-patients departments: 'It's the
only time you can talk with your psychiatrists. When you are in
hospital you can't see one.' Other positive aspects noted were the
link between hospital and community, the chance to reassess
medication regimes and the opportunity to talk over their
problems.

Day facilities: hospital or community services?

Of the 516 people responding to the survey, 345 people (67 per
cent) had made use of day facilities at some time. Half of this
group had attended more than one facility. Arguments for
retaining hospital-based acute services are often shored up by the
rationale of the need to be close to medical facilities for diagnostic
and other purposes. Whatever the merits and shortcomings of this
point of view, it seems inappropriate to extend it to day services.

Day facilities should be the easiest type of service to locate in
local community settings. By definition, people who use them are
not distressed enough to be kept in hospital. However one of the
most surprising results of the survey is the apparent failure to
provide day facilities for people on non-hospital sites. Fifty-seven
per cent of the last day hospitals or facilities used by respondents
were located on hospital sites. This percentage was made up of 33
per cent located within psychiatric hospitals and 24 per cent on
DGH sites.

The fact that such a large percentage were located on DGH sites
suggests that new day facilities are not being provided by
statutory agencies as far as possible in community settings. Rather,
the results tend to provide evidence of the process of 'trans
hospitalisation' discussed ealier .

Problems for users of day centres still being hospital-linked

Location, it seems, was very important to users in terms of the
type of service provided. In theory, being on a hospital site might
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not mean a traditional hospital-type service. Yet this was not how
the users in our survey experienced it. Many comments seemed to
suggest that the location was reflected in the environment and
service delivery.

Continued institutionalised practices

An extension of the hospital ward and regimen was much in
evidence, as indicated by the following respondents:

Too many people stayed in the day hospital too long - there was no
encouragement to move on.

It should only be attended short term, because there's a danger of
becoming institutionalised.

The regimentation of it was what I liked the least.

Dislike Radio 1 blaring out all day and depressing surroundings.

Very medicalised and patronising.

Lack of meaningful activity

Long stretches with little activity bore a resemblance to the lethargy
and institutionalised feel of back-wards.

I least like the sitting around and lack of contact with nurses and
psychiatrists.

Often hang around a lot with nothing to do.

A continued sense of coercion

Non-voluntary activities were another feature frequently referred
to in a negative light and extended from hospital wards to day
hospitals.

Continued with patronising attitude. Had to be seen to be doing
something however boring it was. When I attended the day hosp ital I
had no choice in the matter. I was in X under Section 3 of the Mental
Health Act. I kept begging the psychiatrist to let me go home as I
couldn 't bear it in there . Eventually I was released on condition that I
attended. I did not like the fact that you had to attend OT whether
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you liked it or not and getting treated like children. The only good
thing was I had to get out of bed to attend.

Should be at more liberty to come and go and more scope for what
you want to do .

I liked least the nagging about injections .

Didn't like the nurse's instructions.

The worst thing were the discussion groups which I was forced to
attend.

However, this dislike of regimentation and medicalisation also
has to be seen in the context of the most valued aspect of day
services. Day facilities were regarded as slightly better than
hospital admission because of their distance, albeit relative, from
in-patient services.

It kept some people from the worse fate of being an inpatient - it
meant you could keep up links with home .

I found the day hospital very helpful as you can spend the best part of
your day and night in your home environment.

Problems of accessibility

The question of accessibility to day service facilities is perhaps
more important than in relation to other services. Not only do
people have to find their way to and from such provision every
day, but many people use this facility over extensive periods of
time. In this survey 41 per cent had attendance rates of more than
one year, with just under one-fifth (19) attending for periods of
more than three years. If one of the objectives of day facilities is to
widen or promote the social networks of clients, then this has to
be done with an eye to where people live. It should also help users
build on the social contact they make with others attending
services .

Respondents were asked how accessible they found the day
facility they were attending by foot or public transport. A quarter
found access difficult or very difficult. Some people identified this
as the worst aspect of attending day services.
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It was a long way to go for a short period.

The journey was the worst part because I had to catch two buses.

In some instances this lack of accessibility prevented people
from continuing to use the service. There are, of course, other
reasons for why clients might find it difficult to attend day
facilities: for example, it may be due to some physical disability
necessitating an ambulance service. Whilst the use of this form of
transport might be unavoidable in some instances, comments seem
to suggest that overall this was not a favoured option. Possibly
this was because of the connotations of using a hospital rather
than a community service. Geographical isolation was not the
only way in which users defined the accessibility of the service.
Lack of child care facilities was also a barrier to attendance: one
user said, 'No help was offered with baby care. Experienced severe
difficulties with minders whilst attending.'

Inflexibility of opening times

Attention was also drawn to the rigidity of the times people could
use the centres. Most seemed to operate on a 9-5 weekday
routine. Whilst this may be more convenient to the staff working
in such facilities, it did not seem to meet the needs of many of the
respondents.

What I liked least was they only open office hours and closed at
weekends.

I would have liked it to stay open till 6 .00 instead of 4.30.

There could be more social clubs in the evenings.

The worst thing is the lack of evening facilities.

Although I made friends in hospital I lost friends at home. I found the
evenings and week-ends very lonely.

The benefits of day care

The above demand for greater flexibility is more understandable
when the most valued aspects of day provision are examined. It
seems that the social links and company of other users are the
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things most highly regarded. Overall, respondents found
attending day facilities beneficial. Forty-five per cent rated the
service as helpful whilst 11 per cent found them unhelpful. The
remainder adopted an indifferent stance towards their attendance.
Whilst a 45 per cent satisfaction rate is hardly a glowing
endorsement, it reflects better on services than the views
expressed about hospital admissions.

When examining the more specific aspects of what is on offer at
day centres (see Figure 4.1), a mixed picture emerges as to the
benefits of attending day care facilities.

Someth ing to do •••••

Company of patients ••••••••••

Professinal help •••••

Place to pass time

Meal

Place to keep warm

Other

Most help

o 10 20 30 40 50

Percentage of users (N = 325)

Figure 4.I Perceived usefulness of day services

Human contact

The largest group of respondents identified the 'company of other
patients' as the most helpful aspect of day services.

The things I enjoyed most about the day hospital was meeting people
in general and having facilities whereby I could use my hands.

Local day centre was valuable for giving something to do and meeting
people.

The company kept me going.

It helped me to get away from the house environment situation. I have
the opportunity to make friends.
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The day centre offers company; we all help each other.

Basically I think it's a good idea to attend a day centre, I've made new
friends.

The best thing is the encouragement of other patients.

The best thing was the friends I had and the least was losing them
when I was discharged.

I enjoy attending to meet other people, takes my mind off worrying
about my nerves.

Occasionally, other patients were not seen as a positive feature
of attending day services. For example:

I didn't like being with the old people, it made me think that I would
end up like them, i.e. very confused and demented.

Felt like there was too much of a mixture of problems with patients
attending ranging from serious to not so serious.

Mixing with older and more ill patients I found depressing.

Some patients were rather frightening.

Useful activities

Practical activities, such as needlework and carpentry, were often
appreciated. Activities which had long term pay-offs in other ways
were particularly highly valued. One patient said, 'It was very
helpful to learn how to use computers. I'm now secretary in a local
organisation - found this job through the day facility.' Although,
overall, activities were viewed positively there were also a number
of strongly expressed negative comments about activities.

Useless, non-productive, utterly boring and childish.

I only stayed for two days because the patients were being whipped
up into hysteria by playing silly games. This was not stimulating for
me. I was bored. No choice.
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Resented going because it was tedious. Art available at a level for 6
year olds. i.e. cutting out shapes, etc.

No structured programme or approach - offered very little apart from
kindergarten stuff.

Ambivalence towards therapy

There seemed to be a marked distinction between those wanting
therapeutic intervention and those wanting to use day facilities for
making social contacts. Some seemed to not find the 'activities',
such as games, art and discussion groups, helpful. Instead they
valued psychological therapies highly and thought they would
benefit from more of this type of intervention.

Learning how to relax was very helpful (with tapes). Also I had a very
helpful course in cognitive therapy from a psychiatrist.

Dislike washing up for 30 people.

Should be more group therapy - the most helpful thing. Should
explore all possibilities of helping patients, including spiritual healing.

However, that such a high rate of people attended for the
company of others, and something to do, indicates a general
preference for social interaction as opposed to distinct forms of
'therapy'. This was also indicated by some of the comments made
by respondents.

Attended a group therapy session for depressives which was
unhelpful.

The art activities were of extreme value, but I did not get on with my
one-to-one sessions with staff which led to difficulties.

Best liked the drama and least liked the psychotherapy.

Comments on day services indicated that people clearly had
differing expectations as to what day services ought to provide.
The term 'therapy' can encompass anything from cooking to
psychoanalysis as far as mental health professionals are concerned.
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Ordinary activities, if deemed to be helpful, become 'therapeutic'
in their eyes. However, users themselves distinguish between
activities, such as cooking, drama or art (even if presented in the
guise of therapy), and psychological interventions. Thus
distinctions were made, for example, between group therapy
and general discussion groups. This distinction made by users
suggests the need for a clearer philosophy on the part of those
providing services as to the purpose and rationale of varying
activities and interventions. Perhaps this would lead to a
recognition of the need for a diverse range of services and
activities. If separated conceptually by providers they might meet
varying needs more efficiently. Currently it is commonly assumed
that every psychiatric patient requires a similar type of service and
can be catered for under one roof. A further indication of the need
to tailor services to differing groups of patient was an awareness
on the part of respondents of the different 'types' of patient using
day services. The issue of mixing those with degenerative
neurological disorders, such as dementia, was mentioned above.
Others were aware of differing levels of distress.

The worst part was being on the day ward with very ill patients 
very depressing.

Didn't like the fact that the groups were mixed having people with
severe and less serious problems together.

Felt they were for people less fortunate than me - 'subnormal people'.

Others rejected both the activities and therapy, preferring
normalised options. A few respondents said they never used day
services for long because what they wanted was real employment
and this was the priority for them when getting over a crisis.
Some felt that professionals ought to spend more time putting
people in touch with outside social and economic opportunities. In
this respect, users can be seen to be more intuitively in touch with
the findings of research that show the benefits of such options for
recovering from mental health problems:

A lot of time was spent playing silly games. Would have been much
better getting assistance to join clubs, societies outside of hospital and
mixing with people who were not ill.
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They need a more realistic attitude toward getting back to work, to
stop the decline into being dependent on the day unit One gets into a
rut and they should be trying to help us bridge the gap between being
ill and getting back to work.

I wish I didn't need to go . I want a job.

Would prefer to be in employment

The best part was the practical help, and information about mental
illness.

Are day service staff useful?

Indirectly, the positive role of the staff is reflected in the provision
of activities which are considered useful by users of day facilities.
Also, overall , staff were considered to be helpful far more often
than their hospital counterparts. However, one of the reasons that
professional help was not more frequently seen as the most useful
aspect of attending day services (see Figure 4.1) was because of
them being unable to help towards meeting external, social, long
term goals . That is, the priorities of the users were not always
those of the staff. Another reason for the fairly low ratings given
to staff, compared to other aspects of day care provision, was the
attitude that staff adopted towards patients. One aspect, which
was particularly noted, was the patronising and authoritarian
manner of staff.

Often staff were unhelpful with comments like 'you are not listening,
you are going round in circles'.

What I liked least was the rigid attitudes and close mindedness of the
majority of the occupational therapists.

I found the staff to be patronising.

Attitudes of staff need changing to clients - from indifference to
encouragement and to look at reality from the patient's view.

Mystification was something which also tended to be viewed
negatively: 'The two workers use jargon and this I dislike the
most. This is also a power thing as well: In these instances there is
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a lack of awareness that users are offended by being treated like
children, and that authoritarianism and rigidity is not greatly
appreciated. When this is true, it is because staff, not patients, are
out of touch with reality and lack insight. Users seem to be asking
for more equitable and co-operative relationships in which their
adulthood is recognised and endorsed.

The criticisms of staff, together with a desire on the part of
respondents for greater choice and user participation, suggests the
need for a new model of working between those using day
services and those providing it.

Impact of cuts in day services

A final comment that needs recording about the users ' accounts of
day services concerns cut-backs in provision. This was not in
evidence in the other responses about services. Cuts in resources
in this area seem completely at odds with the ostensible
prioritising of non-in-patient services.

The facilities were good - all the daily papers, library, snooker table ,
etc. These services have now been drastically reduced.

Going to fold due to lack of resources and I think it should continue.
Office s are expanding whilst actual act ivities are being reduced.

Although I ga ined benefit from it, it has now been seriously cut
back.

Views of the voluntary sector

One significant complement (but also counter-current) to the
present state-run mental health services is the voluntary sedor.
Agencies, such as MIND and the Richmond Fellowship, have
developed a network of residential and non-residential services to
respond to the material and personal needs of clients. The users in
this survey were asked their views about their involvement with
voluntary groups and to compare their experience with state
delivered professional services. Not surprisingly, given that the
sample was drawn mostly from MIND associations, comments
related to users' experience of local MIND groups. Th is, of course,
might have created a positive bias in the material in favour of
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MIND groups. However, most respondents were able to identify
very specific aspects of their contact with voluntary organisations
rather than make all-embracing statements (Very good', etc.),
which suggests that these were valid responses rather than biased
artefacts.

Overall, users tended to be more positive about the voluntary
sector than they were about statutory services.

Attended group at MIND day centre. Found people working for
MIND helpful and more informative than professionals. Treated as an
equal and not inferior.

Regularly attended MIND drop-in. Feel more relaxed there than at
hospital or social services day centre. Also information about drugs is
readily available.

Attend MIND day centre - contact less disciplined, more like a family
situation than health centre. More informal and prefer it to
professional services, find it more enjoyable.

I find I am able to speak on a one-to-one basis without having to wait.
I would rather go to MIND than hospital.

Felt had gained nothing from professional services. From MIND,
gained ability to face and cope with anxiety in day-to-day life.

I spent 18 months at the MIND day centre after my stay in hospital
and it helped me to return to a more normal way of life. We all worked
and socialised together; it was a happy time and noth ing like being a
patient.

What are the lessons from and about the voluntary sector?

These examples seem to suggest that informality, helpfulness and
being treated as equals are appreciated in voluntary provision.
Services and sources of help that people found, which were not
available in the state-run sector, included a number of non
traditional types of intervention. These were predominantly of a
social or material sort, and included tranquilliser withdrawal
groups, telephone help lines, 'drop-in centres', self-help groups and
help with accommodation.
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Whilst it is the case that the voluntary sector often acts to plug
the gaps of the statutory sector, the data suggests that the
network of voluntary organisations are also presenting alternatives
to the latter. For example, major tranquilliser withdrawal support
groups are not typically available in NHS mental health services
because they run counter to the dominant treatment philosophy of
treatment by psychotropic drugs. Such groups would inevitably
threaten medical interventions by acknowledging openly the
iatrogenic effects of tranquillisers. They might even be seen to
encourage 'non-compliance' amongst patients.

Mutuality and support facilitated by the less formal structure of
the voluntary sector were also features that users found helpful
and lacking in statutory services. Thus, in this context,
deprofessionalisation and deskilling (the erosion of specialist
skills held by professionals) are seen as positive by users . This
ethos directly clashes with that of professionals, who favour
professionalisation strategies (such as lengthy formal training and
the acquisition of specialist skills).

In the statutory sector, professional boundaries prevent
participation by users in the delivery of services. These barriers
are less evident in the voluntary sector. Having a useful social role
in the actual delivery of services was something that was highly
valued and not available as an opportunity from the statutory
sector. It seems that to be merely passive recipients of care or
therapy is not enough but that active engagement in colledively
providing and promoting services is also something that users
highly value in recovery from distress and participating in local
community life.

I used to be very involved with the MIND day centre and we did lots
of activities. It kept me occupied and I used to help out as a volunteer.
H helped me to settle back into the community.

I have been voted chairman of the local MIND group.

Started self-help group with six others, have found this very useful.

Got involved in volunteering and this helped me to begin leading a
normal life and I am now working full time in the voluntary sector.

However, it was evident that this was sometimes limited by the
structural, dependent position of MIND to its state funders as
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illustrated by this response: 'Approached local MIND re
complaining about treatment at local unit. Given very little help
- told that they were aware of situation but were afraid to
interfere lest they were deprived of their grant from the local
authority:

Overall, users identified a preference for the informal social
support provided by the voluntary sedor. This was compared
favourably with the formal, costly, professionally-dominated
services provided by the state sedor. Given the preference for
such forms of service, it is noteworthy that the current proportion
of the mental health service budget supporting the voluntary
sedor is insignificant when compared to the budget available to
the statutory services.f"

Of course, one of the reasons that the state-run services can
claim a greater slice of the funding cake is because of their social
control fundion (their mandate under the Mental Health Ad to
lock people up). Another argument, which might be put forward in
defence of statutory provision, is that acute mental health crises
require heavy staffing levels. These crises are not dealt with by the
voluntary sedor. Whilst this is undoubtedly the case at present,
there is no reason why such services have to remain exclusively
inside the statutory sedor. Although exceptional, there are models
of good pradice already in existence in the voluntary sedor (such
as, the Arbours Association), suggesting that it is possible to
provide credible acute services outside the state-run sedor.
Moreover, there are growing demands for alternative acute
services from user groups (such as 24-hour community-based crisis
intervention teams, crisis houses and temporary user-run asylums)
because state provision is seen as too hospital based, inflexible and
oppressive.

One of the main reasons that the voluntary sedor has
remained under-funded and under-utilised is because of the
negative rather than positive way in which it has been
conceptualised politically. Many Labour-run local authorities
have failed to support the voluntary sedor because of an
assumption that state-run services are, ipso [acto, superior and
should be prioritised, and that the voluntary sedor provides non
essential, amateurish services . Furthermore, organised unionised
work forces carry greater weight with their dired authority
employers than their more distant counterparts in the voluntary
sedor. There has also been a mistaken tendency to equate
voluntary sedor provision with privately-run for-profit services,
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which do not find favour with Labour authorities. Thus, under
resource constraints, it is not unusual for voluntary projeds to be
the first to have their funding cut, even when local authority
funding for mental health services is small. Conservative
philosophy has over the last decade been more supportive of
the notion of providing a more robust voluntary sedor. The role
envisaged for the voluntary sedor in the new government
proposals for community care outlined in Caring for People is
evidence of this. However, the role is one which conceives the
voluntary sedor as replacing existing state services. This runs
counter to the ethos of the more progressive elements in the
voluntary sedor. An example of this can be seen in the 1988
Social Security Ad, which abolished grants and introduced loans
for household goods. Voluntary organisations were cajoled into
plugging the gap left by the withdrawal of essential items for
subsistence, and ended up providing items such as furniture and
clothing.

Moreover, the present government policy of involving the
voluntary sedor more fully, in its plans for community care has
not taken into account the weaker strudural position of the
voluntary sedor in relation to the plann ing and provision of
services. For example, the voluntary sedor cannot realistically
compete with Trust-run services if the latter have a monopoly
over use of buildings. Neither does current government
philosophy take account of the spread of voluntary sedor
provision, which tends to be inverse to need. There is, for
example, less voluntary provision in predominantly working-class
areas than more affluent ones.21 Absorbing the limited energies of
the voluntary sedor into a more service-orientated role might also
lead to the weakening of their traditional campaigning role in
pressing for better state service provision. Thus there appear to be
major strudural and political barriers to providing funds for a
comprehensive voluntary sedor service which can compete
effedively with state-run services .

Conclusion

Data presented in this chapter about hospital-run services show
only limited support from those who use them. Many aspects of
this provision fell well short of users' expectations and needs. This
did not only include complaints of overt abuse or dehumanising
treatment: a rigid medicalised service delivery which objectifies
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and patronises people does not seem to be much appreciated
either. There was only weak evidence of the state sector being
able to meet the individual needs of clients, which in general seem
modest enough: someone to talk to during a crisis, a choice of
activities and treatment, and adequate material and social support.
In contrast to the faint praise awarded to the statutory sector,
voluntary sector provision was greatly appreciated. In this respect
the voluntary sector provides examples of practice which the state
sector could well emulate. This applies particularly to the informal
individualised response to distress, which these respondents felt
was generally missing from formal services. Opportunities for
participation in the running and delivery of services is another
issue which the state sector could learn much about from the
voluntary sector. However, it is more difficult to envisage this
becoming a reality given the power of self-serving strategies
entrenched in the mental health professions. Such a development
would require a wholesale rejection of many of the highly valued
aspects of the lengthy training received by mental health
professionals. Th is tradition militates against professionals
handing over power and responsibility to the users of services.
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5
Views on Community Living

The last chapter dealt with mainly hospital-based services. This
chapter will explore life for patients living in the community.
What do service users think of CPs? What are the stresses of
working? Are users helped by services to re-gain or find
employment? What sort of accommodation do users want? What
are the experiences users have of being unemployed and living on
state benefits? The role of CPs will be examined first.

Professional and policy background to data on GPs

Recently, attention has been given to extending the role of
primary health care to respond increasingly to elderly patients,
people with learning difficulties and those with mental health
problems. The recognition that, for most people, the health centre
is their first port of call in seeking formal help, as well as being an
agency that provides ongoing health surveillance, is largely
responsible for CPs being identified as having a pivotal part to
play in 'community care'. From quite a different source, critical
attention has recently been focused on CPs as a result of a
sustained campaign surrounding the over-prescribing and side
effects of minor tranquillisers .

In the mental health field, plans to expand the CPs' role have
provoked an anxious concern from psychiatrists about their own
professional interests. The ability of psychiatrists to maintain their
dominant position within mental health is based on the credibility
of their diagnostic abilities and particular knowledge of
psychotropic drugs. Expanding the CPs' role in these areas
inevitably threatens the continued rationale for a continued
'specialist' role for psychiatry. Academic research and debate
within psychiatry have been preoccupied with the issue of
whether CPs can recognise and treat 'mental illness' adequately,
and to what extent they can substitute for trained psychiatrists in
the area of diagnosis. When faced with encroachment from other

84
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groups, medical specialists typically will query their competitors'
competence.

The increased focus on the importance of general practice in
mental health has been stimulated by, and reflected in,
government policy towards primary health care services . For
example, the proposals in the Government's White Paper,
Promoting Better Health! provides incentives for GPs to employ
counsellors by lifting some of the restrictions on reimbursement of
costs. Despite these incentives, it seems that many GPs have been
slow to take up the option of employing counselling staff. For
example, one local survey of counselling services provided by GPs
in the London area showed that, in one district, only nine people
were employed specifically to provide counselling.t The same
survey showed that, although GPs supported this approach in so
far as the overwhelming majority referred people elsewhere for
counselling, the most common agency used was a hospital clinic. It
seems that GPs still prefer to provide the main mental health
service within primary health care themselves or to share it with
their specialist psychiatric colleagues. In the light of this
background, let us look at what our respondents said about GPs.

Views about CPs

According to our survey, CPs are the most important
'gatekeepers' as far as the first contact with the mental health
services is concerned (60 per cent of people first came into contact
with services via this route). They also provide considerable
ongoing support and a point of contact outside hospital-based
services and professionals. Sixty-three per cent of the total sample
surveyed (N=326) had visited their GP regarding a mental health
problem within the last year. Of this group, just over half (52 per
cent) can be said to have made frequent and extensive use of their
GP, in that they visited on more than four occasions .

Generally there was a vote of confidence for GP services from
users, especially when compared to the evaluations given to their
hospital-based colleagues. There were differences in users' ratings
of psychiatrists compared to GPs with regard to perceived
helpfulness and attitude towards them as clients. Around 81 per
cent of those who responded reported that they had generally
found their family doctor to have been helpful, compared to 59
per cent of people who had reported their psychiatrist to have
been helpful. Similarly, whereas 62.5 per cent of respondents
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considered their GP adopted a positive attitude towards them,
only 45 per cent of people said they thought psychiatrists had
such an attitude. Thus, overall, users preferred their CPs to their
psychiatrists.

What do users like about CPs?

There were two broad types of vote of confidence in CPs : the
ordinary, not 'specialised', relationship, and the 'fix-it' role. With
the former, in addition to respect, kindness and availability, further
grounds on which CPs were deemed by some to be helpful
related, paradoxically perhaps, to the fact that they were not part
of mainstream mental health services: that is, their distance from
hospital-based psychiatry was positively rather than negatively
valued by users. This contrasts with the view of psychiatrists that
the CPs ' lack of knowledge about 'mental illness' disadvantages
patients. Such a concern seems to affect psychiatrists but not their
patients. Examples of the avoidance of orthodox services are
illustrated by the following responses:

As friendly and helpful as a professional relationship will allow. My
GP does his best to keep me out of hospital.

Open-minded and sympathetic even though he doesn 't know much
about the problems themselves, and I don't expect him to.

My GP has always been very understanding but sometimes in the past
I think he has been worried about whether I have received the right
psychiatric treatment. I don't think he has much confidence in the
consultant psychiatrist in this area and neither have I.

He has been quite positive. I asked him if I could see my report from
my psychiatrist and he let me read them. This feels good.

I think she's marvellous. She doesn't condemn or regard me as neurotic
- which sometimes I wonder if I'm being - she always checks to see
that I'm medically well or follows through problems that I present.

He discusses alternatives to drug therapy. Is keen on exercise and
'natural' ways of living. Lets me go at my own pace.
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In contrast to this dominant view, a few users viewed the non
hospital orientation of GPs in a different light, preferring to
discuss their mental health problem with specialist workers. This
was apparently also the view of some of the GPs, who preferred
to maintain a division of labour which allowed psychiatry to deal
with this aspect of their patients' lives, as indicated by some of the
quotes below:

I don 't tell my GP everything. I usually talk with my psychiatrist and
social worker.

He [the GPl makes it clear that he prefers me to see a psychiatrist if
there are problems.

Dispenses medication but psych iatrist deals with mental health
problems.

It is not a GP's specialisation so he refers to a psychiatrist.

My GP only acts on the instructions passed on to him by the
consultant at the hospital.

As regards the 'fix-if role, according to a number of the
responses CPs are also of considerable use because of their liaison
function and ability to secure social resources .

Helped me get into a MIND hostel by writing a report. Arranged for
me to see a psychiatrist at Central Middlesex. Helpful in writing
medical certificates for invalidity benefits even though I have to cope
with his nasty attitude.

He Iiaises with the hospital so everybody knows what's going on. If
he's worried about me he comes to see me and if I'm worried, I contact
him.

Continues to give me sick notes which is helpful for claiming benefit.

What do GPs do which is unhelpful?

Of those who regarded their GPs as being unhelpful a number of
themes emerged.
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Insufficient contact time

This echoes the problem of cursory consideration by doctors in
out-patient services:

Doesn't listen; he is too brief, he can't spend enough time with me.

The treatment of those experiencing distress needs time and
sensitivity. CPs appear to have neither.

He's very nice and sympathetic, but doesn't have the time to really
understand.

Poor physical care

It was apparent that people's physical problems were sometimes
dismissed or not taken seriously because of their status as
psychiatric patients.

He probably thinks I am a bit of a hypochondriac and when referred
for a medical condition wrote a letter minimising a very serious
condition.

Because I have been labelled mentally ill CPs have treated me as just
that. Not taking anything I say seriously and just generally trying to
get me out of the surgery as quickly as possible.

Difficulty in getting full regular medical check-up as every symptom
considered as a sign of stress.

Alternatives not offered

Another negative evaluation was the failure of some CPs to
consider forms of treatment other than drugs. A particular
complaint was the doctor's antipathy towards 'talking' instead of
prescribing.

Sometimes I feel that a chat with my CP would have been better than
increasing my medication.
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Doctor never says anything, has just given repeat prescriptions since
1954.

He does not seem to understand about feelings or the way I am
feeling. He only seems able to help if a tablet will do. I do not feel
confident that he will listen.

Her attitude is that I need to stay on medication, otherwise I will
become ill again.

They seem to think that the drugs they give are not addictive but they
are.

Too inclined towards heavy medication.

He's simply a 'pusher' , and I love him for his honesty in that.

He refused my request for counselling without giving reasons why .

He gave me too much Largadil. He got in trouble. It's no good. I had
to go into hospital because of it.

I regret not questioning the repeat prescriptions for tranquillisers and
sleeping tablets for seven years. I would probably still be on them if I
had not taken myself off them.

Despite this general trend towards 'pill pushing', as reported by
respondents, there were CPs who adopted more sensitive and
flexible policies in relation to the prescribing of drugs:

Did give me anti-depressants which I did not find effective, Doctor
accepted this and withdrew them.

He's excellent - it was good that he encouraged me to come off
tranquillisers.

GP has helped by talking and listening.

He is concerned that I should not relapse but wishes to reduce
medication. I find his attitude cooperative and more helpful than in the
past.
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Insufficient information on side-effects of drugs

As medical practitioners, GPs were primarily concerned with the
benefits of drugs to control the 'symptoms' of 'mental illness'.
The patients were far more interested in the side-effects and
making informed decisions about the pros and cons of taking
medication. This viewpoint was illustrated in a number of
comments made:

He thinks I'm a bit of a damned nuisance . I became addicted to Ativan
- he didn 't think this was a problem.

Initially not enough information given. Now I'm add icted to three sets
of tablets because I wasn't told .

He thinks I'm neurotic, especially as I refuse to take any drugs he
suggests. I think he now realises it was not what I needed and he can
see I am now free of my distress and leading a normal life.

They seem to think that the drugs they give are not addicti ve but they
are.

Although there were high rates of dissatisfaction with the
amount of information provided, in comparative terms the
proportion of those complaining about these aspects in their
contact with GPs was smaller than in relation to psychiatrists.
Fifty-two per cent of respondents considered that GPs did not
explain their condition in sufficient detail, compared to 75 per cent
of psychiatrists. Twenty-seven per cent of people thought that
information provided about treatment was inadequate from GPs,
compared to the majority who thought psychiatrists failed in this
respect.

Lessons for CPs from the data

From the above description of the way in which users perceived
their contact with their family doctors, it seems that GPs .are in an
appropriate position to provide an important support role for
people with mental health problems living in the community.
However, paternalism, demonstrated by the limited disclosure of
information and few alternatives to medication, seems to be an
impediment to building a trustworthy and appreciated relationship
with users .
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The vital role of employment

Out of all the debates on community mental health care delivery,
the issue of finding employment and improving the employment
rights of ex-patients has the lowest profile . The professional
literature and planning discussions at local level tend to focus on
such themes as: the 'problems' of providing mental health care;
interdisciplinary working in the community; and administrative
barriers to the implementation of hospital run-down programmes."
Little mention is made of employment opportunities (or, more
appropriately, the lack of them) . Yet there is increasing evidence
that employment is crucially important in enabling people to
recover from mental health problems and the role of being a
psychiatric patient.

Warner,4 one of the few psychiatrists to show an interest in the
employment status of those diagnosed as mentally ill, has
summarised the research literature on the availability of
employment and its impact on mental health. Research,
conducted mainly in the three decades of labour scarcity after
the Second World War, suggests a relationship between increased
mental health problems, economic decline and depressed work
opportunities. Higher recovery or discharge rates are noted in
times of full employment, suggesting that when there is a need for
people to do the work ex-patients can fulfil this role as adequately
as anyone else. However, a major methodological problem with
this type of research is that it can only very generally trace the
effect of 'down-turns' in the economy and the ir impact on crude
indicators of mental health, such as admission to mental hospitals.
Far less is known about the effects of employment and
unemployment on an individual's mental health as opposed to
statistical groupings of populations. The responses from our
survey shed some light on the relationship between work and the
experience of mental health problems for users.

Work-related problems

When asked to describe the type of problems which led to contact
with the mental health services, 9 per cent of the 516 respondents
identified 'work stress' or some other aspect of their employment
as the primary factor leading to a crisis. Nearly three times as
many men reported this to be the case as women. A proportion of
this discrepancy may be linked to the slightly higher rate of
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employment for men compared to women before the onset of
mental health problems.f but it may also be linked to the greater
importance that work has culturally had for men (see Chapter 2).

The pressures associated with changing jobs also appeared to
contribute to problems. This point is illustrated by the experience
of these two men.

Suffered from depression, suicidal thoughts and anxiety following
exhaustion and strain caused by taking up a new job; moving away
from an old job and place that I'd got used to; adapting to new
circumstances, people and locality . I missed what I'd left behind and
was faced with moral and personality problems at the new job. There
were problems with the job itself which was demanding intellectually
and emotionally.

I decided to give up my job as a miner to enrol with the National Sea
Training School. Problems occurred when I discovered I couldn 't cope
with the rigid training. I became more and more depressed with the
situation which eventually led to my breakdown. I had made the
wrong choice for my future - I took on more than I was capable of, for
example managing several different tasks (waiting on tables, tying
knots, rowing and life saving coupled with physical exercises).

It was rare for respondents to identify work alone as responsible
for the onset of a problem. Other pressing factors were also
implicated. In one instance, a woman said she experienced her first
'psychotic' episode at work, but it was also apparent that the
immediate employment context was by no means solely
responsible. Away from home at the time she was also
experiencing: 'a family breakdown back in England, highly
stressful experiences in Paris during the riots of 1968 (e.g. being
knocked unconscious by the police). I was also raped at this time
in my life: Another woman went back to work not having fully
recovered physically from an attack of typhoid, and found that on
top of this 'the stress of work was too much'.

The stress of unemployment

Only 10 people mentioned unemployment as a principal cause of
problems which led them into contact with the mental health
services (8 men and 2 women)." The reasons why unemployment
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was not more frequently cited as a reason, given the existing
epidemiological evidence of the link between mental distress and
unemployment, are not entirely clear. It may be the case that
people are more likely to identify and report more immediate
personal factors in the chain of events leading to distress, rather
than more distant, generally social, aspects of their lives such as
'housing' or 'unemployment'. The way in which people link the
experience of unemployment to mental health problems is
illustrated by the following examples: 'It was being home with
nothing to do. I had been unemployed for six years - I hadn't
been able to work because I'd had three coronaries. Although I
had an understanding wife this led to being admitted to hospital
for two and half months: Lack of social contad was apparently
also a factor for this man: 'Unhappiness due to unemployment 1
became mute and lived as a recluse: Another said: 'I was on the
streets roaming around looking for work, trying to fill up time. 1
stopped eating food, took lots of cold showers. I thought 1 was
some kind of super hero :

The employment prospects of psychiatric patients

There were a number of indications from the survey that
employment prospects for those interviewed were severely and
irreversibly damaged by entering the role of psychiatric patient
Fifty-three per cent of the sample (269 people) had a job at the
time they experienced their first mental health crisis. At the time
of interview, only 20 per cent of respondents reported being in
any type of paid employment Of these only 11 per cent (57
people) reported being in full-time employment, with 9 per cent
having a part-time job. The impact on people's financial status was
also significant, with only 16 per cent of the total sample
identifying their job as providing them with their main source of
income at the point when the survey was being conducted.

A number of interrelated factors seem to affed employment
after a person has been in hospital. These include: the emotional
residue or impact of a mental health crisis; the stigrnatising and
institutional effeds of time spent in the psychiatric system; and
discrimination by employers on learning that someone has been
given the label of mental illness. The findings of a survey carried
out in the mid-1980s,7 concerning work applicants who
demonstrated equal experience and training, showed that
employers discriminated against those who 'confessed' to having
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had a mental health problem at some time in the past. It is
impossible to disentangle these closely associated factors from one
another in a way which could measure their relative impact on
employment prospects. However, the following accounts from
users give some sense of their interrelationship.

Impact of the mental health problem on work role

Sixty-three per cent of respondents said that the problem which
had led to contact with the psychiatric services had affected their
jobs . With regard to the availability of paid employment, 58 per
cent reported their experience as having adversely affected their
overall financial situation. A small number of people chose to
leave their jobs as expressed by this person: 'I decided to forget
the past, by working in a completely new, fresh field.' However, a
more common situation was an enforced direct loss of
employment:

I lost my job. I found I wasn't able to do the job I was employed for.

Took six months off sick, then I was asked to resign .

I was unable to return to paid employment.

I got suspended from work in the end until I agre ed to have
psych iat ric treatment.

They got fed up with me having time off so I was dismissed.

Lost job due to hospital adm ission .

My career was effectively ended by my illness.

Just could not continue.

There were other adverse consequences, one of which was a
loss of confidence at work or in seeking employment:

How I saw the future affected my chance of getting work.

I had no confidence in a work situat ion. Felt that other people were
better than me.
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I felt that people always had to help me when I worked.

Relationships with colleagues frequently deteriorated:

Staff relationships became very strained.

I couldn't speak to people a lot of the time.

Some felt they could not work to the same ability as they had
prior to their crisis:

I found I was unable to do paper work.

After it happened I couldn't cope with a pressurising job.

M ixed reactions from employers

Respondents had mixed views about how employers had
responded to their mental health crisis. Out of the 290 people,
just under half (44.5 per cent) felt that their employers had been
helpful at the time of their crisis. Just over one-third (34 per cent)
considered that their employers had responded in a negative way,
whilst 21 per cent rated their employers as being neither helpful
nor unhelpful :

The job I had was miles from my home but they gave me support 
though for convenience it would have been better to have worked
nearer.

I was offered a lower-level job and salary freeze on recovery.

Does vocational training help?

In addition to labour market conditions contributing to the cause
of mental health problems, there is evidence to suggest that
employment opportunities are crucial to rehabilitation and
overcoming the experience of a crisis. It is thought, for
example, that the improved recovery rate for those diagnosed
as schizophrenic in Switzerland, compared to other Western
nations, is due to the favourable employment and socio-economic
conditions experienced by Swiss ex-patients." Recovery rates from
'schizophrenia' are also better in the non-industrial world than in
Western societies . This is thought to be directly related to the ease
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with which people are returned to a valued working role and to
more optimistic, less stigrnatising cultural assumptions about
recovery." Given this evidence, interventions from professionals
might enable users to gain or re-gain employment and thereby aid
their recovery. Here we look at the data related to this
proposition.

Occupational therapy

Services with a direct remit for enhancing employment skills and
opportunities are, indirectly, occupational therapy (OT) and, more
directly, industrial therapy (IT). The former tends to concentrate
on the maintenance and development of other skills (such as
cooking) and is usually part of a patient's daily routine in hospital
as well as forming part of day services . The 'diversionary' function
of OT is thus difficult to disentangle from its role in providing
new or lost skills to patients after leaving hospital.

Three-quarters of the respondents (390 people) had attended an
OT department in a psychiatric hospital or unit. In general terms,
people appeared to be fairly positive towards OT (see Tables 5 .1
and 5.2). Fifty-eight per cent found the activities conducted in such
departments 'interesting', although this still left a substantial
minority who felt the activities were either 'boring' or who were
neutral in their appraisal.

Table 5.1 Evaluation of occupational therapy

Category %

Very interesting
Interesting
Neither interesting nor boring
Boring
Very boring

N=390

18.7
39.5
18.5
13.1
10.2

The most useful aspects of attending OT were felt to be the
activities, the company of other people and 'somewhere to pass
the time' (echoing the same priority for users of day services see
Figure 5.1). Professional help was not as highly valued as might
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Table 5.2 Helpfulness of occupational therapy staff

Category %

Very helpful
Helpful
Neither helpful nor unhelpful
Unhelpful
Very unhelpful

N=390

34.3
39.7
17 .8

5.6
2.6

have been expected, with only 14 per cent identifying this as the
most useful aspect of attendance, although it should be
acknowledged that the activities arranged are in large part
determined by the staff.

Activities

Company of patients

Professional help

Place to pass time

Other

o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Percentage of respondents (N= 385)

Most help

Figure 5.1 Perceived usefulness of occupational therapy

In an open-ended way, 222 people commented on OT. Their
remarks were evenly spread across negative and positive
dimensions. lO The content of comments suggests that personal
choice and empowerment, or its curtailment, are central to how
OT is experienced. The attitude of staff and the nature of activities
were also important factors . Examples are given below of negative
comments, and these are followed by positive ones.
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Negative

Act ivities were frequently cancelled and nothing put in their place. No
attempt was made to suit patients' own interests, you were simply
slotted in to whatever was happening.

They stick rigidly to what they have been taught and are not open to
new ideas. Basket weaving is of no use for certain problems.

I hated having to do institutionalised things like basket weaving and
also playing silly games like bingo. At the time, I was making a
patchwork bedspread, but they wouldn't let me take that in to do .
Everything was pitched at a very low level of intelligence. When I
complained to my psychiatrist, he laughed and said 'you'll just have to
put up with it:

In general it was clear that staff knew very little about the crafts. There
was little equipment - they spend most of the time chatting with each
other. In one hospital I was only allowed to do 'female' type OT.

It kept me occupied but didn't sort out any of the real issues. There
could have been more of a choice for people couldn 't there?

Positive

Positive comments were often made about less traditionally run
OT departments, as illustrated in most of the comments below.

Individual help was very useful. Ready to listen and not dominated by
psychiatry.

More helpful than any drug treatment. Training in life skills really
essential and totally helpful. Creative therapy is character developing
- deals with an individual 's emotions.

Taught me to pick things up for myself in jumble sales. They really
taught me to begin communicating even in a very small way by
getting me to do things that I couldn 't have done on my own.

I decided what I wanted to do and they left me to do my personal
project with their help in peace.
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One O'T group - a women's group for talking about problems was
very helpful and has now become a permanent evening group out of
the hospital.

[ needed stimulus to trigger me out of the very deep almost
unshakeable depression. Even 15 minutes thinking about something
else was a blessed relief. It also helped curb my manic habits by doing
something else. It was quite good to get to know other people and
find self-help groups and other networks of what was going on in the
community.

Industrial therapy

IT is more orientated in its aims towards direct employment than
O'T, It is usually undertaken after, as well as before, discharge from
hospital. Just over one-fifth (119 people) of the respondents had
attended IT schemes. Attenders were usually those who had had a
number of admissions to hospital. Nearly half of the IT attenders
had had 3 or more hospital admissions and over half (54 per cent)
had total in-patient 'careers' of more than one year. The age group
most likely to have participated in IT were by no means at the end
of their potential working lives (32 per cent of the IT participants
were aged between 31 and 40). There was a sex-bias in the
provision of IT: two-thirds of the group were men.

One possible explanation for this imbalance is that selection
criteria are orientated to an outmoded conception that only men
need retraining for 'real ' jobs, and that women should be content
with a more limited domestic role. It may also be the case that
women are less likely to value this form of training, or are less
likely to view it as a positive means of social support in the way
that men do. Other results from the survey suggest that women
are more likely than men to use informal support networks and
therefore do not look towards IT to provide this . However, there
was also some evidence to suggest that the women in the sample
were more likely than men to find employment after admission to
hospital. When asked where their main source of current income
came from, 22 per cent of women compared to 11 per cent of men
reported that it came from a job .

Given that the primary aim of IT is vocational in orientation,
most schemes attended by the respondents were unsatisfactory.
They did not make contact with other types of agencies concerned
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with employment, and neither did they imitate authentic work
place environments. Most IT (93 per cent) took place on
psychiatric hospital or DGH sites.

Most people attending IT (61 per cent) found it 'helpful' .
However, it seems that this was not related to preparing people
for, or substituting for, ordinary employment. This is indicated by
two sets of findings . First, only a minority of people (46 per cent)
identified this as the main reason for attendance. This reflects a
realistic pessimism on the part of users that IT schemes are not
able to deliver what they claim. Second, as Figure 5.2 indicates, the
most useful aspect of this type of provision for at tenders is not
directly related to formally stated objectives. Once more the most
helpful aspects of IT are deemed to be having 'something to do' ,
followed by 'the company of others', whilst 'learning new skills'
and 'staff assistace' were ranked a poor third and fourth.

Something to do

Company of others

Staff assistance

Learning new skills

Other

o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Percentage of anenders (N= 113)

Most help

Figure 5.2 Perceived usefulness of industrial therapy

Eighty-four people made extra comments about IT. Of these
qualitative responses, more were negative than positive. 11 Broadly
the two main complaints about IT were:

Work tasks were boring

Many of the negative comments alluded to the tedious, repetitive
or boring nature of the tasks they were set. as shown by these
examples:
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Packed crayons all day every day. Didn't need brain power because it
was boring and tedious. No communication with fellow patients or
staff.

I was hopeful that IT would lead to employment. However, carpentry,
woodwork and in particular sanding wood was not my idea of being
relevant to getting a job. I left before the end of the training.

The worst aspect was the mundane work - it's terribly mundane.

Hated counting nails and putting them into bags. Also didn't like
putting the beans into bean bags.

Having to put little screws into little holes is head wrecking - it's equal
to being locked up in a cell.

I have never known such boring work in my life.

The work is an insult to most patients' intelligence.

Exploitation and degradation

There were indications that rather than IT providing re-training
and a fresh start for people who had suffered from the vagaries of
a crisis and periods of hospitalisation, many experienced being
further devalued. Apart from the tedium of the work tasks
themselves, many people considered the system to be exploitative
and degrading.

Pay was not very good - Monday to Friday for only £3 per week.

Not enough pay, no variety, patients are exploited.

Tedious slave labour. The pay system is a complete insult.

It seemed irrelevant to my condition and simply a way of getting
little jobs done on the cheap. I was in the printing department and the
staff there weren't really interested or were unskilled in talking to
people.

Found the experience humiliating and worthless .
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Positive comments seemed to be related to the absence of trivial
tedious tasks and a more imaginative approach to IT.

Part of it was working on community projects which was particularly
enjoyable.

This scheme trained us as responsible human beings being capable of
doing the task.

I enjoyed most of my time in IT. Most of all I enjoyed my clerical post
as I used to make contact with factories with regard to work for other
pat ients .

Great encouragement was given by work-shop staff. I enjoyed the
work itself and was treated with respect.

A number of responses indicated that there was some appreciation
in 'getting paid', however small the amount, as opposed to
receiving welfare benefits.

In addition to the subjective views of users, the outcome of OT
and IT can be judged by the extent to which they created
employment. As was discussed earlier, this apsect was an overall
failure since the vast majority of people, who were employed
before their mental health crisis, did not return to work. Those
undergoing IT seemed no more likely to improve their job
opportunities than those who had not attended. Though it is
possible that this may in part be related to the 'chronicity' of some
of this group (54 per cent had total in-patient careers of more than
one year) this was certainly not the case for a substantial number
of people attending IT schemes. The failure of IT to fulfil
employment needs is indicated by a number of findings .

1. Only 12 people reported moving directly from the industrial
training unit into paid employment. .

2. Though a larger number (54) felt that it had improved their
chances of finding a job in the long term, this still constitutes
less than half of those who attended IT schemes.

3. At the time of the survey 67 per cent of the IT group were in
receipt of some form of welfare benefit. 12 Only 7 per cent
cited a job as providing their main means of livelihood.
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4. During training the majority of IT attenders (57 per cent) got
the impression that IT would not help people move on to paid
employment.

Why are occupational and industrial therapists employed?

One of the points made at the beginning of this section was that,
to a large extent, employment opportunities for ex-patients are
rooted in general societal and macro-economic conditions. Thes·e
arguably lie outside the direct scope of mental health workers and
services. However, what is evident from the results of the survey
is the limited and ineffectual role that mental health workers have
had in stimulating work opportunities, even in a circumscribed
way. Unlike many good practices in the area of learning
difficulties in the UK and in mental health schemes abroad, OT
and IT here remain firmly rooted in hospital settings. Only two
conclusions can be drawn. Either these mental health workers
should model their schemes on the good practices developed
elsewhere, or the need for their own employment should be
questioned.

The experience of users suggests little in the way of their
service providers making contact with trade unions or employers
or, even less ambitiously, ordinary employment training schemes
in local communities. In this respect there seems to be a great
deal to learn from abroad, where there are numerous examples of
vocational and rehabilitation schemes which focus directly on
mobilising employment opportunities. An important feature of
the Italian experience was negotiation at local level with trade
unions and employers. Workers' co-operatives formed a major
element of mental health reforms in Rome and Turin.13 In the
United States, too, Warner14 identifies a number of schemes
which concern direct negotiations and the involvement of local
business. For this to happen, it is necessary for staff to look
beyond the confines of their existing srigmatised and segregated
schemes.

Experiences of moving from the hospital to the community

The ability of institutions to deskill. disernpower and create
dependency has been central to arguments for hospital run-down
and closure. Thus adequate preparation for discharge from hospital
and resuming life outside should be a routine and prioritised part
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of in-patient services . It is likely that even short periods of
hospitalisation can lead to the worst aspects of institutionally
created disability. Even those who had been in hospital briefly
reported feelings of powerlessness and a fear of trying to pick up
the pieces outside. Moreover, a basic confidence in maintaining an
existence outside, in relation to employment and accommodation,
can be quickly eroded.

Undoubtedly those who have been in hospital for longer
periods will have suffered the effects of institutionalisation and
disconnectedness from their previous lives much more than those
who have been there for shorter periods. With this in mind, those
who had reported a one year or more in-patient stay on their last
admission to hospital were used to gain a picture of preparations
to leave hospital, as a way of gauging the challenge of discharge
for both staff and patients. This group constituted 40 in all, who
tended to be older than the rest of the people in the survey. IS

Rehabilitation

As can be seen from Figure 5.3, people who were due to be
discharged were generally given little prior notice. The reasons
why patients were not told of such a major personal development
beforehand is not clear. It may have been that discharge
arrangements had been made some time in advance but that the
staff withheld this information, perhaps on the basis that it would
be distressing or would unnecessarily 'worry' patients. Alter
natively, it may be that plans for discharge are not generally made
on a systematic basis but on the ad hoc whim of the consultant
psychiatrist and other staff. Whatever the reason, the length of
notice seems inadequate to prepare patients for such a major
change in relation to practical matters, such as arranging
accommodation and informing relatives. Moreover, it leaves
little time for the psychological adjustment that many will need.

Given these findings, it is surprising that more patients were not
worried about their move back to the community. Seventeen
people (42.5 per cent) were worried about living outside the
hospital, compared to 23 (57.5 per cent) who said they were not.
The types of worry expressed by patients were rarely about their
condition; only one or two people cited coping with their mental
health problem or deteriorating as the things they were most
anxious about. Mostly people were concerned about how they
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Figure 5.3 Notice of discharge for patients in hospital for
more than one year

would 'cope', particularly financially, and about the short period of
time they were given to prepare themselves for discharge.

I was worried about my ability to cope generally with my changed
circumstances. The financial side was particularly worrying and
whether I would miss the security of the ward.

Being prematurely forced out of hospital to detriment and trauma in
integrating in an unknown community.

I worried about Giros not coming through, losing keys, living alone
with no back-up support and generally not being able to manage.

Facing the public with the stigma of what was wrong with me.

Worried about leaving friends behind at the hospital. Had to get used
to making new friends and I was worried about money.

A number of comments made by women suggested some
concern about the domestic role they were under pressure to
resume once back at home, as illustrated by this respondent: 'I was
worried about being a housewife and mother again - how would I
cope with a child who I hadn't been with since I got depressed: It
seems that, despite the often short period of adjustment allowed
and anxieties about coping, overall people were positive about
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their return to the community. Certainly, this was indicated by the
comments made by people about leaving hospital which are
discussed below.

Even though periods of notice regarding discharge were often
short, most patients (28) reported that hospital staff discussed their
move back to the community with them. All but three people
found such discussion to be helpful. However, there was
apparently less recognition on the part of staff of the importance
of the mutual support that people moving back into the
community can derive from one another. Only 15 of the 40
patients reported being encouraged to discuss their discharge with
others in the same position in hospital. or with those who had
already moved out of the hospital.

Twenty-eight patients attended a formal rehabilitation
programme to help them prepare for life outside. As far as the
people attending these schemes were concerned, there appeared to
them to be little recognition of the differing needs of individual
patients. Only eight people reported having a programme of
rehabilitation which was individually devised with them in mind.
The rest reported attending programmes that were the same for
everybody. Overall, rehabilitation was found to be helpful in
preparing people for life outside hospital. Only one person said
that he had found it 'unhelpful'. This points to the value that many
people preparing to leave hospital derive from practical help with
everyday tasks, an aspect which contrasts with the more
professionalised, 'therapeutic' type activities favoured by most
mental health workers.

Arrangements for accommodation

Not surprisingly, given the source of the sample, the largest
number of people were discharged to hostel-type accommodation
run by the voluntary sector (see Table 5.3). In the main it was
social workers who made accommodation arrangements (for 19
people). Psychiatrists and voluntary sector workers were reported
to have made such arrangements in six instances, reflecting the
under-acknowledged role played by non-state services in de
institutionalisation. Generally, people felt fully involved in the
decision to move into their accommodation; only five people
reported not being fully involved. Similarly most people (35) were
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happy about the accommodation they were moving to and the
ability to manage once there (24). 16

Table 5.3 Type of accommodation people moved into

Type of accommodation

Flat or house alone
Flat or house with family
Flat or house with friends
Board and lodging house
Hostel run by voluntary

organisation
Other

N=40

Back in the community

%

2.5
7.5

10.0
10 .0

30.0
40 .0

In discussions about the pros and cons of the plans to close
hospitals, very little attention is given to the views of users . Of
the group of 40, with the exception of one lone voice ('I am very
scared without the hospital - I want to go back there'), comments
made about moving out of the hospital to the community were
overwhelmingly seen in a positive light.

1 had more fear of being in the hospital than being in the community.

Help has come from the community in the hostel not from the
hospital.

Found life more active in the community than hospital.

1 feel much more comfortable at the hostel; much better than when 1
was in hospital.

1 was delighted to leave the institutional life of a hospital to resume
my friendships and activities .

1 am glad 1 came out. 1 have got on well.
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The overwhelming support for de-institutionalisation policies
on the part of those who, it is often claimed, have most to lose
adds an important dimension to the debate on hospital closure . If,
as it seems, people judge mental hospitals to do more harm than
good, then there seems to be little support for the argument that
patients would be worse off without them. This is not to say that
people did not experience problems in moving out of hospital;
they did. Nonetheless support for hospital closure was over
whelming despite the difficulties that people experienced
themselves, or their awareness of the problems that fellow
patients experienced on discharge. Comments on people's move
from hospital to the community revealed some of the problems
that are experienced in making such a transition. One of the most
frequent complaints was the lack of support people received on
their initial move back into the community, as typified by these
responses.

I was discharged from hospital with nothing except an appointment to
see a psychiatrist in a month's time. I feel I should have been visited by
a community nurse - I had young children to look after. The social
worker visited three times then told me that other people needed her
more than I did.

It was very hard to adjust. The day centre helped but after that there
were no after care services or help - not even any information.

I gained a council flat and more or less was told to get on with it.
About the only person who helped me was my mother.

Often it seemed that, whilst users had felt adequately supported
during their rehabilitation programme or attendance at day
centres, there was no gradual initiation back into the community.
Aftercare visits did not seem to be aimed at the systematic
reduction of dependency, and often the type of help that was on
offer was seen as inadequate. For example, comments were made
that visits from professionals did not actually help them 'manage'
with daily living or they were left to cope on their own . Certainly
data presented in Figure 5.4 suggest that there is no automatic
continuity of staff support when people move from a hospital to
community setting. Whilst staff with a specific 'community' remit,
such as Community Psychiatric Nurses (CPNs) or Community
Social Workers (CSWs), generally started their contact with
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people during their rehabilitation in hospital and followed this
through with contact after discharge, this was not the case for all
professional groups. Perhaps most striking is the discontinuity of
contact of the occupational therapists. Given that help with
ordinary living skills is what many people seemed to want on their
return home, and given that this forms the basic remit of OT, the
lack of post-hospital input is particularly significant.

Psychiatrists

Psychologists~
Art the rapists ~

Occu pational therapists

Hospi tal social workers

e PNs

Ward nu rse ....-...
IT officers .......

SW

0 10 20 30 40
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Number 01 profess ionals

Figure 5.4 Continuity of staff contad after discharge

It is worth noting at this point that further comments were
made spontaneously about community care by other users in the
survey, in response to an open-ended question about services.V
These comments also generally stressed a positive view of
community care and hospital closure: The closure of hospitals is a
good thing . The money from land should all go to community
mental health services. We need properly funded services outside
- such as emergency provision. It's our money from the asylums'.
However, there was scepticism that decarceration policies would
fundamentally change the nature of service provision. These
doubts extended to expectations of alternatives in the community,
the meeting of social and material needs, and confidence in a
positive acceptance of ex-patients by the community.

Although in this area, our Vidorian asylum has closed and been
replaced by a purpose built psychiatric hospital, the adual treatment
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has not changed. Still not enough time given to counselling. Emphasis
still on drugs and occupational therapy; still not enough help to enable
people to cope on their own .

The government are not providing people with enough financially
to cope outside of hospital. More should be done so that 'the
community' will accept community care when people are moved out
of hospital.

Moving people out of large to small institutions and then into the
community doesn't solve their mental health problems. People get
better but usually as a result of a good deal of security in their lives
like getting a good job or getting married.

Not enough facilities in the community; not enough patients' councils.

Insufficient community care - especially crisis intervention and contact
outside 'office hours' . More access is needed and general public need
more education about mental health and community care.

Long waits for appointments with CPNs and social workers. Four
months' wait for day hospital appointment. Not enough contact with
patients immediately after discharge .

There are not enough alternatives to hospital. Good for people to
leave hospital if there are adequate resources in the community. Needs
to be much more available in the community. Hospitals are useful but
only because that is the only place to go . What is really needed is
people to look after you in a home environment - people who
understand and will do the basics while people concentrate on getting
better.

Mental health workers in the community

Although the data did not provide many specific details of the
type of contact or help that each of the professional groups
provided, the data does suggest, once again, that the way in which
mental health professionals operate as a group tends to favour
supporting patients from the territorial base of the hospital. Whilst
there are widespread expectations that patients should learn to
manage in the community, these do not extend to the
professionals themselves: they have a tendency to remain
wedded to the institution.
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Notwithstanding the complaints regarding the lack of support
and evidence of the lack of continuity of follow-through from
hospital to community on the part of staff, examples of 'good'
support both from professionals and informal sources were in
evidence, as illustrated by these two comments:

I have a community nurse which helped a great deal - particularly
since the death of my mother. She has visited on a regular basis. Also
the Samaritans have supported me at intervals throughout. My priest
also calls to see me regularly.

The hostel prepared me to live on my own in a flat, and the warden
was and still is very helpful.

Some coercive aspeds of hospital and professional management
seemed to have been transferred into community settings.

First I was refused OT facilities and was then sent to a day hospital
against my will.

The community people should be less heavy handed - they seem to
be professional nosey people.

When leaving hospital somewhere to receive advice rather than being
told what to do would be helpful.

Users coming out of hospital were acutely aware of the
intolerance towards them shown by neighbours and other people.
For some, dealing with the hostile readion of others was a major
impediment to an ordinary existence.

Once it was known that I had spent time in a 'nutters' hospital my
neighbours gave me hell.

I was unable to cut the grass in the garden of my new flat - it was
overgrown and neighbours complained - this worried me.

I was frightened that people noticing my odd behaviour would get me
sectioned again.

I was worried about coping with society and its expectations of me.

I found a lack of understanding among the general public.
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Years of institutional living had left some struggling to come to
terms with sudden independence:

The problem is people are disempowered in hospital to the extent
they cannot cope when discharged.

It was hard at first finding things to do and having to mix with
strangers.

I had a feeling of being lost in the community after the feeling of
having been partially institutionalised.

The social side was non-existent and therefore lonely.

I was naive about the impact of 11 years in hospital. I could not
resume an everyday life as if nothing had happened.

It felt a bit strange coming out into the rat race. If it wasn't for my
husband I don't know what would have happened. I had one visit from
the head mental health social worker who gave me a card with his
phone number on to contact if I wanted to. Otherwise I was left to my
own devices and lucky for me. I had a very supportive husband plus
two small children. I felt abandoned at the time and very isolated.

There was some evidence that lengthy hospitalisation resulted in
an erosion of the resources that people previously had.

I wanted the council house my mother and I had lived in before she
died. I couldn't have it.

I was persuaded by the hospital to give up my bedsit. They promised
to find me new accommodation when I left hospital but they didn't.

As indicated by some of the comments made above, for many
people relatives were often the only source of support once they
had left the hospital. However, in terms of living arrangements at
the time of the interviews, by far the biggest group lived alone (35
per cent), with 11 per cent living with parents. For others, a return
to the 'family' home was deemed to be an unhelpful move, as
illustrated by the next respondent:
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I had thought of going to work in France. This might have solved my
problem. Instead I braved going back to the family but that didn't
work; it was a crash landing.

I was dumped on my mother.

Some seemed to have clung on to their previous lives outside as
their points of reference in facing coming out of hospital. and
expected things would still be the same as when they had left.
Others had lost sight of what ordinary living was about: '1 was
very pleased to move from the hospital into the community, but I
really didn 't know what to expect. It was only when I got out that
I started to learn to do things for myself again: In this regard it
seems that arguments that some patients do not know what they
want has to be seen in the light of the erosion of what they had
had and have since been denied.

Residential accommodation

Just over one-third of the sample (187 people) had spent some
time in a group home, hostel or some other emergency housing.
As can be seen from Figure 5.5, experiences were (in the main) of
social services or mental health voluntary organisation provision,
with a smaller group hav ing been accommodated by the private
sector or health authority.

Social Services •••••

Health Authority ••••••••••

Health Authority and Social Services •••••

Mental Health Voluntary Organisations

Other Voluntary Organ isations

Private Home

Other

-Agency
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Percentage of respondents (N= 187)

Figure 5.5 Agency responsible for accommodation
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Since residential accommodation is ostensibly aimed at
increasing the independence of ex-patients, a number of questions
were intended to elicit the level of autonomy and control residents
had over their housing and living conditions. One of the most
rudimentary ways in which people can have some power over
their housing, in terms of the accountability of the landlord, is
through the payment of rent. Most people (120), it was found,
were directly responsible for the payment of rent. However, a
substantial minority (65) had no direct control over rental
payments. These were made directly to the landlord from the
DHSS, local authority or, in a small number of cases, by relatives.

Other aspects of the degree of autonomy experienced by
residents are indicated by the type and organisation of living
arrangements within the homes themselves. This is particularly
important in the light of the finding that this type of
accommodation can be viewed as providing permanent or semi
permanent homes. Approximately one-half of those who had lived
in residential accommodation had spent more than one year in this
form of housing. Most of the residents participated in the
preparation of meals (139, or 74 per cent). There was, however, far
less control over other aspects of the running of the facilities. With
regard to the choice of furniture and decor, the selection of new
staff and residents, only a minority of the sample reported
residents being involved in such decisions. Only 10 per cent (19
people) reported residents participating in the selection of staff
employed in the home, although a slightly higher number were
involved in decisions about new residents (28 per cent, or 53
people).

For 36 per cent of the residential group (67 people), a contract
with staff was a precondition of staying in the residential facility.
For most of these, compliance with treatment was part of the
contract. A requirement to take oral medication was the most
frequently specified treatment (for 82 per cent of the 67 people on
a contract). Despite this being an obligatory part of staying in
residential facilities, 67 per cent (45 people) thought that the
overall terms of the contract were fair.

As can be seen from Table 5.4, overall satisfaction rates with
accommodation appeared to be high, with nearly three-quarters
rating themselves as satisfied with accommodation. Satisfaction
and dissatisfaction tended to centre around two aspects: these
were the physical features of the living space and the type of
regime adopted in running the homes.
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Table 5.4 Satisfaction with residential accommodation

Degree of satisfaction

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

%

33 .0
38 .0
10.5
11.0

7.5

With regard to the first of these, adequate space, privacy,
pleasant decor and convenient location, were, not surprisingly, the
main aspects which appeared of importance to people. The
following comments typified positive and negative evaluations.

Better than any other accommodation I've had. Like a palace after
lodgings.

I had room to move around and I was not confined to a small space.

Good cooking facilities, very clean place and close to town.

Very comfortable clean new hostel, well run.

There is adequate room in your bedroom to put things in. Facilities are
very good .

The rooms were small and tatty and there was only one room to
socialise in.

Shaving and cooking facilities were inadequate. I was dissatisfied with
living in one room.

I was in a women's refuge and found it difficult to cope with multiple
occupation - especially all the children.

Comments about excessively rigidly run homes predominated
over physical structure in the negative evaluations, suggesting
that this was more important to users than the physical features of
the residence.
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Accommodation was all right but the way they were run was strict
and certain rules were unnecessary. It depended very much on the
individual who was running the place at the time.

I had to be out of the hostel between 9.30am and 4.30pm. If you didn't
go by the book you were kicked out

There are too many bosses here in the hostel. Sometimes by trying to
help they actually make things worse.

I became ill and forgot my key, the worker on duty would not let me
in. I went to the police and they got me in. The worker locked himself
in his flat I became angry because of his bad attitude which resulted
badly for me.

No freedom of choice, no daily baths - limited bath water too
regimented - rotas for baths and we were not allowed in the kitchen .

Equally, flexible, informal and homely-run houses were the basis
of high satisfaction ratings amongst users.

As near to home life as possible.

It was well run by a caring and loving owner. It was homely, warm,
and comfortable.

I was very satisfied because irs not so strict as hospital. the food is
better and its a nicer place. It feels like my home and I get on well with
the people I live with. Its nice being near to shops and having
neighbours.

You have your own room and key - can have visitors to stay for
overnight. Enjoy the company of staff and other residents.

Supportive staff - 24 hours on call, help and good counselling and
advice about welfare benefits. Non-prejudiced staff.

Like it because all I have to do is keep my room tidy and wash my
own clothes; there are no other rules.
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Satisfaction rates also appeared to vary according to the agency
that had overall responsibility for the residential accommodation.
Not withstanding the smaller number of people who had
experience of this type of accommodation, privately-run facilities
were least favoured. Only 7.6 per cent (4 out of 52) of those in
social services accommodation reported being 'dissatisfied' and 8.6
per cent (5 out 58) of the mental health voluntary organisation
group. Both of these groups had positive satisfaction rates of over
80 per cent. In contrast to this, only lout of 12 people who had
experienced privately-run accommodation reported being very
satisfied with their living arrangements, whilst 7 out of 12 (58 per
cent) reported being very dissatisfied. There were some
indications that dissatisfaction with the private sector seemed to
centre around the clash of providing care on a for-profit basis, as
illustrated by these two comments:

The hostel was run as a private venture which ripped off the users.

Very like a pretty prison. discipline too zealous, run as a businessnot a
care home.

There were also differences in autonomous living arrangements
as compared to the rest of the residential group. In only one
instance were residents reported to have been involved in the
selection of new residents and the choice of furniture and decor.
The preparation of meals involved residents in only 50 per cent of
the homes.

It seems, therefore, that finer distinctions need to be made in
term s of the evaluation of quality of living arrangements than a
simple classification between 'private' versus 'public' provision.
The high levels of satisfaction of those in mental health voluntary
organisation residential facilities means they cannot be equated
with privately-run ones. Equally it seems that not all voluntary run
homes can be lumped together. Non-mental health voluntary
organisations received less favourable ratings than those
specifically set up with mental health needs in mind . This is
illustrated by this comment about a church -run organisation. This
was a hostel for unmarried mothers. I was required to have VD.
test. I objected to Church of England services - I was required to
attend even though I am a Catholic. Had to be in by 5 pm and my
boyfriend was not allowed on the premises.'
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The pressure of poverty

Given the high rate of unemployment of discharged patients, it is
hardly surprising that our data reflects the experience of living on
state benefits much of the time. This chapter will finish by
summarising some of this experience.

Whilst some disquiet existed about the actual efficiency and
helpfulness of local benefit offices, it was the struggle of living on
the sums received that provided the most telling criticism of
existing income maintenance policies . Less than 30 per cent (27.9
per cent) of those responding to questions about benefits
(N= 413) complained of benefit offices being either inefficient
or very inefficient. A greater complaint was to do with who is a
source of help about benefits. Only 38.5 per cent of this group
initially sought advice from benefit offices, with 24 per cent
approaching social workers and 34.8 per cent approaching welfare
rights workers in the voluntary sector.

Welfare benefit levels and scales are set nationally and there is
little scope for local flexibility. Amongst the participants in the
survey there was a clear understanding that their levels of benefits
are set by government and a consequent sense of anger and
abandonment pervaded their comments. Many people used the
terms 'degrading' or 'humiliating'.

It is degrading and causes more distress to the patient which in tum
retards the return to health .

It is hell. It is demeaning. It is worse than begging on the street. We
should have human rights. We do not . I invite any government
minister to change places with me - not just for a week or two 
foreve r. I am condemned to live this way . Could they?

Terrible - feel like a pauper and degraded when having to visit the
DSS [Department of Social Security). This does nothing for your self
respect. Feel like a scrounger.

Felt very much like a second-class citizen living in poverty. Unable to
join in activities (e.g. sports) because of fares and fees. Missing out on
many social events because of lack of funds, therefore losing social
contacts.

Respondents were asked how easy they found it to manage on
their welfare benefits during the periods that these represented
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their sole source of income. The picture that emerged was that the
majority (nearly 70 per cent of 397 people) found it difficult or
very difficult. Many of the comments shed light on how people
sustain themselves and their families on limited incomes.

It is rough . You have to get your clothes from Oxfam. You don't have
enough money to go out .

I've scrounged off skips - although the police say it's against the law
it's all right when the police aren't about .

In an emergency you are unable to cope financially and you have to
turn to family and friends to borrow, which can be difficult to pay
back. To survive on benefits you have to be prepared to buy from
jumble sales or second-hand clothes shops and to economise on food.

Most of the time I can eat. Occasionally I cannot afford food.

I dread the electricity bill. I am lucky in so much that I do not smoke or
drink a lot but I often lack money to go out on the evenings . I cannot
afford holidays or records or books and most of my clothes are second
hand. There is no way I will be able to afford the poll tax.

I would have starved if it hadn't been for charity shops, my mother
and sister.

I have had to steal food from allotments to eat. I used to dry out tea
bags and use them again. I don't think people realise how difficult it is
to be a single parent on supplementary benefit over a long period of
time.

No latitude for little extras like knitting wool. the women's institute, a
ticket for the theatre . All these extras are essential for someone
recovering from mental illness. Replacement of furniture difficult. Cost
of heating difficult.

Conclusion

It can be seen from the data presented in this chapter that the
quality of community living for psychiatric patients is a function
of a number of factors: support from primary care services as well
as hospital-based staff; gaining and maintaining employment; the
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utility or otherwise of occupational and industrial therapy; a sense
of choice and control over accommodation; and finally avoiding or
surviving the common pressure of poverty. When our data is set
alongside the epidemiological studies quoted, which link recovery
rates with social opportunities to return to a socially valued role, it
is clear that the success of community care policies in the future
will hinge on all these factors. In other words, a social policy on
community mental health cannot simply concern itself with the
resourcing of professionally delivered services. The prospect of a
user-friendly future for service users will be discussed again in
Chapter 8.
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6
Getting the Treatment

In this chapter we look at people's experience of psychiatric
treatment. Under British mental health law the term medical
treatment includes 'nursing, and also includes care, habilitation and
rehabilitation under medical supervision' (Section 145(1), Mental
Health Act 1983). This legal definition of treatment reflects and
underlines the pre-eminence of the medical model and the medical
profession in mental health services. Here we limit the use of the
term 'treatment' to describe people's experiences of interventions
that are specifically directed toward the control of symptoms, such
as drugs, ECT, and various 'talking treatments'. Our data suggest
that these treatments are experienced by patients as a fixed part
the daily routine of services, rather than regimes tailored to
people's individual needs or preferences. Most patients appear to
have received most of the available treatments (in particular,
drugs) for most of the time. Thus, whether diagnosed as suffering
from schizophrenia or from depression, a majority (56.4 per cent)
reported receiving anti-psychotic medication, anti-depressants and
minor tranquillisers concurrently. Of those who received anti
psychotic drugs, more than half (51 .9 per cent) received them as
depot injections and in tablet or tot form concurrently. A
substantial majority of the sample (78 .6 per cent) had received
minor tranquillisers and (48.5 per cent) had been treated with ECT.
Major tranquillisers (or neuroleptics) are often known as anti
psychotic drugs. These terms are therefore all used in our
discussion .

Physical treatments

It is possible that more people benefited from treatment
programmes tailored to their particular needs and preferences
than is apparent from the People First sample, but we doubt this.
Our data echoes a body of research that identifies 'polypharmacy'
and 'irrational prescribing' as a matter of 'continuing concern';'
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The concern about such prescribing practices focuses on two
principal areas, the adverse effects of drug cocktails on patients
and the financial costs of irrational prescribing. Edwards and
Kumar also draw attention to the potential risks to prescribers in
their comment; 'the adverse effects of psychotropic drugs are
becoming an increasingly important medico-legal issue'.

The adverse effects of psychotropic drugs can be life
diminishing, and occasionally life threatening. Minor tranquilli
sers are now well known to cause addiction in many people who
take them in therapeutic doses over a period of several months.
According to Tyrer" 30 per cent of people who take these drugs
over such a period will have a withdrawal syndrome, 'panic,
insomnia, tremor, muscle tension, sweating and palpitations'.
More serious symptoms, such as 'epileptic seizures, hallucina
tions, paranoid delusions and the first rank symptoms of
schizophrenia', occur in something under 5 per cent of all
withdrawal reactions.

Sixty-seven per cent of the People First sample reported being
prescribed minor tranquillisers. A study of self-reported side
effeds3 showed that 77 per cent of past users of minor
tranquillisers and 58 per cent of current users of the drugs
reported 'bad' effects. The most commonly reported of these bad
effects were drowsiness. lack of energy and impairment of
memory/ concentration. These effects need to be borne in mind in
the light of the fact that many of our sample were often receiving
tranquillisers in combination with anti-depressants and anti
psychotic drugs, many of which also have pronounced sedating
effects.

The adverse effects of anti-depressants may be very severe,
particularly in the early stages of treatment. The most common
side-effects associated with anti-depressants are tiredness, dry
mouth, blurred vision, constipation, impotence in men and
reduced libido in women, increased .sweating, palpitations and
weight gain. Anti-depressants also enhance the side effects of both
minor tranquillisers and anti-psychotic drugs." Sixty-nine per cent
of the People First sample reported drug side-effects as being
severe to very severe. Despite the frequency and severity of such
side-effects more than half the sample, 57 per cent, described the
drugs as helpful or very helpful. Twenty-eight per cent described
their drugs as harmful or very harmful.

More than 80 per cent of our respondents had been treated with
anti-psychotic drugs and of those more than half (51 per cent)
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reported recelvmg them in depot injections and in tablet form
concurrently. This is a higher incidence than those reported in
prescribing practice studies : in-patients 18 per cent and day
patients 13 per cent (Michel and Kolakowska), 32 per cent in
patients and day patients (Edwards and Kumar), 30 per cent (Clark
and Holden), 37 per cent of a teaching hospital depot clinic sample
(Iohnson and Wright). The consensus amongst such authors is
that, in general, the prescription of oral anti-psychotic drugs
concurrently with depot injections is undesirable as it undermines
patient 'compliance' as a result of increased side-effects. Patients
are also exposed to a higher risk of the long-term iatrogenic
hazards of tardive dyskinesia and dopamine receptor super
sensitivity (the iatrogenic hazards of anti-psychotic medication are
described and discussed in Wamer).5

Of those who had received ECT 42.8 per cent reported it as
either helpful or very helpful, compared with 37.2 per cent who
described the treatment as unhelpful or very unhelpful. Marginally
under 20 per cent recorded neutral responses to ECT. The
proponents of ECT see its main use as a treatment of serious
intractable depression that may endanger the health or the life of
the sufferer. Quite often the treatment is justified as an effective
means of preventing suicide. Interestingly a standard psychiatric
text, in discussing the suicide rate amongst mental hospital
patients, notes 'the suicide rate among mental hospital patients in
the United Kingdom remained steady for many years around 50
per 100,000 - some four times the national average. The
introduction of ECT produced no change." ECT or 'electro-shock'
generates more controversy and vociferously expressed opinion
than any other form of psychiatric treatment. However, drug
treatments are measurably more dangerous in terms of both long
term health hazards and fatalities.

All currently available psychotropic drugs are pharmacologi
cally 'dirty' compounds and have a wide spectrum of unwanted
effects. Tricyclic anti-depressants are implicated in at least 10 per
cent of deaths through poisoning in Britain." (Although safer anti
depressents (SSRIs-selective serotonin re-update inhibitors) have
been introduced doctors continue to presribe the more toxic older
drugs.) The risk of death as a result of ECT has been estimated at
4.5 deaths per 100000 treatments," or approximately six
estimated fatal ECT treatments per annum compared to at least
300 known fatal poisonings with tricyclic anti-depressants in
Britain. Lithium has a wide range of unwanted effects and hazards
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including thyroid damage, kidney damage and weight gain
(approximately 20 per cent of all long-term patients gain 10 kg or
more in weight). Anti-psychotic drugs have a wide range of side
effects and hazards that include the occasionally fatal Neuroleptic
Malignant Syndrome" and tardive dyskinesia.l"

Talking treatments

Psychotherapy and counselling are broad terms which encompass
a wide range of activities. The only definition of psychotherapy or
counselling that might find a broad consensus of acceptance is that
it may be referred to as talking treatments. Within this broad
definition, activities ranging from brief supportive discussions
with someone with little or no specialist training to intensive work
with a highly trained practitioner over periods of months or years
may be included . Within the UK NHS psychotherapy sits
uncomfortably in the shadows of the medical model with its
emphasis on physical treatments, such as drugs and ECT.
Psychiatrists are the most powerful professional group in NHS
mental health services . Psychologists, nurses and social workers
and occupational therapists may undertake specialist training in
psychotherapy and act as therapists within the NHS, but they are
usually under the clinical control of a psychiatrist who mayor may
not have a specialist qualification in psychotherapy. Within the
health service there are Consultant Psychotherapist posts but, as
far as the authors are aware, none of these is held by a non
medical professional.

There is a high level of consumer demand for talking treatments
as alternatives to drug treatments. This demand is most evident
from people who have been prescribed minor tranquillisers II and
is most often voiced in terms of a wish for someone to talk to
about problems as a means of achieving insight, understanding,
control and personal validation. Much more powerfully expressed
is the need for support, help and respect from mental health
professionals and from their communities. Whether meeting these
expressed desires for insight or understanding will actually meet
people's expectations or enhance their autonomy remains largely
untested. Szasz (1979)12 argues that psychotherapy is a 'myth'. He
denies the validity of the concept of mental illness and thus the
validity of any treatment aimed at curing or ameliorating it. Szasz
describes psychotherapy as a 'metaphor' rather than a 'treatment',
which 'refers to what two or more people do with, for, and to
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each other, by means of verbal and non-verbal messages. It is in
short, a relation comparable to friendship, marriage, religious
observance, advertising, or teaching.' (Presumably prostitution
might also be included with Szasz's comparisons.) Setting aside
the issue as to the effectiveness or otherwise of psychotherapy,
people's strongly expressed need to be treated as individuals and
with respect is self-evidently necessary for a caring relationship.
Psychological treatments are more readily perceived as being
responsive to individual need than physical treatments, which are
often collectively administered in wards or clinics at 'medication
time'.

Respondents were asked about their experiences of psychother
apy or counselling, but no attempt was made to define the terms
conceptually in the questionnaire. The questionnaire sought
information as to the type of agency or setting in which the
psychotherapy or counselling was received. Respondents were
also asked to make qualitative assessments of the talking
treatments they received. We now look in detail at what our
respondents reported about their experiences of receiving physical
and talking treatments in tum.

The general experience of psychiatric drugs

Only seven of the People First respondents reported that they had
never been treated with psychiatric drugs. 98.6 per cent of our
sample reported treatment with drugs, whilst 1.4 per cent reported
that they had never received drugs. Table 6.1 shows that the peak
age for starting treatment with psychiatric drugs in our sample
was between 22 and 42 years of age.

Table 6 .1 Age when first prescribed drugs

Age (years) %

Under 18 0.8
18-21 13.6
22-31 27.7
32-41 35.8
42-51 11.6
52-61 7.8
Over 61 2.7

N = 488
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Table 6.2 Period of continuous treatment with psychiatric drugs

Length of time

Less than one week
One to three weeks
Four to eight weeks
Two to three months
Three to six months
Six months to one year
One to three years
Four to six years
Seven to nine years
Ten years or more

N = 487

%

0.8
0.8
2.1
2.2
3.1
6.0

22.0
11.7
11.7
39 .6

Table 6.2 shows that more than 85 per cent of the sample had
experience of receiving continuous treatment with psychiatric
drugs for more than one year. A substantial proportion (nearly 40
per cent) reported continuous treatment with drugs of ten years or
more. The length of continuous treatment with drugs correlates
closely with the length of time that our respondents had been
receiving psychiatric treatment. We interpret this finding as
indicating that, for most people, starting treatment with
psychiatric drugs represents the first step of a career as a
'psychiatric patient' in which medication is a central component of

Table 6.3 Longest period since first experience of treatment with
psychiatric drugs that people have been drug free

Length of time

Less than one week
One to four weeks
Four to eight weeks
Two to three months
Four to six months
Seven months to one year
One to three years
Three years or more

N = 404

%

26 .4
7.9
3.5
6.2
6.2
8.4

19 .1
22.3
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the routine of daily life. Table 6.3 shows the longest period people
have been drug free since starting psychiatric drug treatment.
Those reporting shorter periods of continuous treatment with
drugs tend to be younger people with briefer psychiatric careers .
This general picture is borne out in the following chapter which
explores the issues surrounding consent to treatment.

Table 6.4 shows that about two-thirds of respondents reported
receiving three or more different drugs concurrently, whilst
marginally under one-fifth reported receiving five or more. Just
over one-third of people reported receiving no more than one or
two drugs concurrently. These figures tend to confirm the
published findings of widespread polypharmacy discussed above.

Table 6.4 Maximum number of drugs received at anyone time

Number of drugs

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
More than six

N = 439

%

9.3
24.5
28 .1
18.0

9.3
4.2
6.0

The experience of major tranquillisers

The use of the term 'major tranquilliser' to describe anti-psychotic
drugs seems particularly inappropriate in the light of their widely
reported unwanted effects, such as pseudo Parkinsonism and
akathisia . Although these unwanted effects are well described as
clinical phenomena, there is a paucity of literature that takes the
patients' experiences of these effects very seriously. Therefore the
account of two psychiatrists who experimentally injected
themselves with a very low dose of a Widely prescribed anti
psychotic drug 13 makes interesting reading. The experiment
involved inject ing themselves with 5 mg of Haloperidol (one-tenth
of the lowest dose recommended for patients by the British
National Formulary). Both described a marked slowing of their
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thinking and movement, together with 'profound feelings of inner
restlessness'. Each experienced a loss of will and a lack of physical
and psychic energy, and neither felt able to read, use the telephone
or perform simple household tasks on their own volition, but
could perform these tasks if told to do so. Neither experienced
sleepiness or sedation; on the contrary, both complained of 'severe
anxiety'. It was necessary for both to leave work for 36 hours until
they felt able to resume their normal duties. If such a low dose has
such profound effects on two presumably healthy subjects, it is
not difficult to imagine the effects of the much higher doses given,
often in combination with other drugs, to patients. What also
appears to emerge from these accounts is that the drugs also
induced a state of docile withdrawal from their surroundings in
both doctors. Thus the tolerance that is said to develop in patients
to these adverse effects may, to some extent, be an artefact of this
drug-induced docility and/or the insensitivity of prescribers to
such effects . Of 445 respondents answering the question, 81 per
cent reported having been treated with major tranquillisers.

Table 6 .5 shows that a substantial majority of people, once
prescribed major tranquillisers tend to remain on them , while other
figures show that 53.3 per cent of those who have been treated
with major tranquillisers have received them by depot injections.
These are most commonly administered monthly. Depot
injections are most commonly justified as a means of ensuring
patient compliance with treatment regimes, but it should not be
forgotten that depot injections are a less labour-intensive means of
delivering treatment.

Table 6.5 Longest period of continuous treatment with major
tranquillisers

Longest period of treatment

Less than one week
One to three weeks
Four to eight weeks
Two to three months
Four to six months
Seven months to one year
One to three years
Three years or more

%

2.8
5.0
6.4
5.6
6.4
8.1

15 .1
50.6
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Table 6.6 shows that more than half (53.9 per cent) of the
sample reported continuous treatment with anti-psychotic
medication by depot injections for periods exceeding 3 years,
the highest proportion of whom reported receiving continuous
treatment for periods of 5 years or more.

Table 6.6 Longest period continuously treated with depot injections

Length of time

Two weeks
Two to eight weeks
Two to three months
Three to six months
Six months to one year
One to three years
Three to five years
More than five years

%

8.3
3.1
1.8
3.5
6.1

23 .3
12 .7
41.2

It emerged from our survey that 52.6 per cent of a sample of 228
people received major tranquillisers in depot injection concurrently
with similar drugs by mouth or injection, which appears to confirm
the extent of polypharmacy referred to by Edwards and Kumar,
Clark and Holden, and Johnson and Wright. 1 4 Johnson and Wright
make this observation: 'To combine different neuroleptics is to risk
a wider spectrum of side effects without any potential for
improved therapeutic response: It has been suggested f that
combining similarly acting anti-psychotic drugs in the same
treatment regime allows for 'fine tun ing ' of the dose to suit the
particular needs of the patient at any given time. In the light of the
studies cited above we are sceptical of this assertion because such
'fine tuning' inevitably involves adjusting the dose upwards. We
also are aware that many anti-psychotic drugs are prescribed PRN,
or 'as required', and that they can be administered as a means of
managing difficult patients rather than their symptoms. The
Mental Health Act Commission notes in its Third Biennial Report:
There are still many loosely drafted "as required" prescriptions
which over a period may result in the administration of excessive
doses with consequent discomfort and danger to the patient: 16

Our findings confirm the grounds for such concerns. Table 6.7
shows that combination prescribing is closer to being a norm than
a rarity in the experience of our respondents.
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Table 6.7 Frequency of people receiving depot
injections concurrently with ant i-psychotic
drugs by mouth or injection

Frequency

Very rarely
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Very often

N = 142

%

12.7
13.4
16.9
20.4
36.6

The experience of the side-effects of major tranquillisers

Anti-psychotic drugs have a wide range of side-effects that include
feelings of inner agitation, physical restlessness, feelings of
detachment, ~rembling limbs, blurred vision, lethargy, dry
mouth, sweating, impaired sexual function and occasionally the
enlargement of the breasts and lactation. All of these, except the
last three, were widely reported by respondents to the People
First survey. There is a strong possibility that side-effects
involving sexual functioning and the breasts were under-reported
due to the sensitivity of such information. In a review of the
literature on male sexual dysfunction associated with anti
psychotic drugs, Mitchell and Popkin I 7 suggest that these effects
drugs may often go unnoticed because either patients fail to report
them or physicians do not ask about such problems. They also
note that The available data suggest that when information is
sought, such problems are frequently found:

Table 6.8 Frequency of experiencing side-effects of
major tranquillisers

Frequency

Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

N = 367

%

25.9
16.3
31.1

9.5
17.2
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Table 6.9 Severity of side-effects

Degree of side-effects

Very mild
Mild
Severe
Very severe

N = 313

%

5.1
32 .9
43.8
17.9

Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show that a minority of people report
experiencing side-effects rarely or never, and that a majority
report those effects as severe to very severe . In the following
chapter dealing with consent to treatment, our data suggest that
patients are often not informed about side-effects by the doctors
and nurses who prescribe and/or administer the drugs. We found a
very low level of satisfaction amongst people about the nature
and amount of information given to them about drug treatments.
This failure to warn people may explain comments such as the
following from our respondents:

Was overdosed with c1opixol for 5 years by a psychiatrist. I slept for 5
years and put on four and a half stones in weight.

I feel that I am taking too much but I don't know what they are doing
to me.

I wish they would invent one which does not put weight on .

How helpful are major tranquillisers?

Anti-psychotic drugs can effedively control or diminish
symptoms such as delusions, hallucinations, social withdrawal
and ideas of persecution, but they do not work for everyone. For
some people the drugs are helpful most of the time, for others
they are helpful some of the time and for some they are helpful
sometimes but, for a significant number of people, anti-psychotic
drugs have no positive benefits at all. Leff and Wing studied the
outcome of maintenance treatment with anti-psychotic drugs
using a large sample of people diagnosed as schizophrenic.I" They
found that 7 per cent had no positive response to the drugs and
that 24 per cent of patients regularly taking them relapsed within
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one year. American research19 reported that 5 per cent of patients
showed no positive response to anti-psychotics and that between
10 and 20 per cent relapsed within the first six months of
treatment. A more recent British srudy20 showed that 78 per cent
of patients receiving a placebo (dummy drug) rather than active
medication relapsed within two years, compared to 58 per cent of
those receiving active medication: a differential of only 20 per cent
in favour of the active drug. Whilst such findings do show that
major tranquillisers can be effective in preventing relapse for
people diagnosed as schizophrenic, they do not give grounds for
complacency about either the manner or frequency with which
these powerful and hazardous drugs are prescribed. Notwith
standing the evidence of poor prescribing discussed above, our
data suggests a production line approach to prescribing, rather
than carefully monitored individualised regimes .

Table 6.10 Looking back, how helpful have major tranquillisers
been?

Degree of helpfulness

Very helpful
Helpful
Neither helpful nor harmful
Harmful
Very harmful

N = 361

%

17 .7
39 .1
15.5
14.4
13.3

Table 6.10 shows that more than half the sample (56.8 per cent)
described major tranquillisers as helpful or very helpful, whilst
more than a quarter described them as either harmful or very
harmful. A minority of people (15 .5 per cent) recorded neutral
feelings. Amongst the positive remarks made by respondents were
statements confirming their effectiveness in relieving disturbing
experiences:

If I don't take my injection I go haywire. I don't notice this but other
people do.

They eased strange thoughts and feelings.
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I think they did help me to calm down.

If I come off them I go 'high' but they squash my creativity , I get very
tired and have no energy for ordinary things.

Some people reported mixed experiences:

I find twice in my life being turned into an overweight zombie,
harmful and objectionable. The medication did clear up my symptoms
(delusions, voices, etc.) but I feel I need this short term, i.e. I feel
psychiatrists have a tendency to keep me on major tranquillisers too
long.

I have only suffered side effects when my GP refused to supply
Kemedrin(R) as in his opinion I didn't need it. My psychiatrist put him
right.

In the qualitative data there were more negative than positive
spontaneous comments about major tranquillisers, despite the fad
that in the statistical results twice as many people describe the
drugs as helpful. Comments indicating that people felt they were
punished with medication are grounds for concern. Terms such as
'the chemical cosh' or 'the liquid straitjacket', which are believed to
have originated in prisons, graphically describe how some people
experience anti-psychotic drugs and how they can be used.

They were used as a punishment and to control my emotions.

Major tranquillisers were used as a method of punishment for non
compliance or for requesting discharge. Every time I was given MTs I
was also given 'withdrawal of all privileges' - i.e. was not allowed to
write, 'phone or make or receive any contact with any outside source.

If you get rowdy or excited you are forcibly given an injection which
they make as painful as they can, i.e, seized muscles for up to one
week.

Other people expressed further concerns:

Lack of concern from medical staff about physical and mental state
since regime of tranquillising began.

Feel that major tranquillisers are overprescribed.
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I feel that people should not be forced to take them because of the side
effects.

Dull the senses and hide the problem.

Beingmade into the mental patient stereotype I found unbearable.
When I managed to dispose of the tablets while keeping up the
shuffling facade no one knew and said how well I was doing on them.

It's a 'hit and miss' game.

Feel that there was not enough care given in the giving of major
tranquill isers. Often seemed to make me feel worse. Some tablets
given which I didn 't know what they were, but made me feel very bad.
Felt very much overdosed on occasions.

There is a vigorous movement in the community at large and in
the mental health service users' movement towards self-help.
There are now more than 500 self-help groups in Britain
concerned with minor tranquilliser use. Organisations such as
Tranx, Release and MIND have put the issues surrounding the
over-prescription and misuse of benzodiazepine minor tranquilli
sers firmly into the centre stage of public debate. The issue of self
help groups for users of major tranquillisers has been raised by the
mental health service users and by some of MIND's local groups.
Some have argued for the establishment of self-help groups for
people who wish to withdraw from major tranquillisers. Others
have expressed a need for self help groups for people who wish to
reduce or monitor the doses of their own medication. If such
groups are to be established they may need to be substantially
resourced. Many minor tranquilliser withdrawal self-help groups
function well with minimal funds and resources. Some people
withdrawing from major tranquillisers may need a highly
supportive residential setting with a high level of staffing. There
is a risk that symptoms controlled by medication may re-emerge,
or of withdrawal effects which resemble those symptoms.

Such resources are unlikely to become available in the
foreseeable future . Resources are controlled by professionals
who are likely to be hostile to their patients changing or
modifying their treatment on their own initiative. Less
controversially, perhaps, self-help groups might provide a means
to reduce social and emotional stress, thus ensuring that anti-
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psychotic drugs are used to their maximum efficiency and in the
lowest doses possible. Self-help groups might also develop as a
method of self-advocacy amongst those on the receiving end of
psychiatric treatment. There are people who might prefer to hear
their voices rather than to experience the unwanted effects of anti
psychotic drugs (see below in the qualitative data). In the present
climate there is little or no opportunity for individual patients to
play an active role in their own treatment, or to negotiate with
those who prescribe and administer these powerful drugs. In
answer to the question, 'Do people think that self-help groups for
people on major tranquillisers would be useful?', out of a sample of
393, 86.3 per cent said yes . This shows that the idea of self-help is
attractive to a substantial majority of those who took part in the
survey.

I feel people should be offered alternative support to major
tranquillisers. Many people prefer to hear voices and find support
rather than put up with the effects of drugs .

Unless you 've taken them you do not know what kind of damage they
do to your feelings and thoughts, particularly in high doses .

We need something like a union. It is too easy to write off the
individual if he complains about his injections.

The experience of anti-depressants

No fewer than 74.8 per cent of the People First sample reported
treatment with anti-depressants, whilst 24.2 per cent reported that
they had not received these drugs (N = 440). Of these, all were
able to recall the names of some (if not all) of the drugs they had
received. The most commonly reported were the so-called first
generation tricyclic anti-depressants, amitriptyline and imipramine,
and most used trade names when they listed their drugs: for
example, Triptizol(I{J, Domical ® or LentizolCH) for amitriptyline, or
Tofranil(H) for imipramine. Some respondents listed nine different
product names for different and similar drugs. It was striking to
note that drug brand names rather than generic names were used
by all but a small minority of respondents to list the drugs they
had been prescribed: a telling reflection of the effectiveness of the
marketing of pharmaceuticals. Brand names have entered the
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vernacular of psychiatric care. The side effects of anti-psychotic
drugs, for example, may be described in Britain as the
'Modecate'@ or 'Largactil'@ shuffle; in the United States the
same phenomenon is described as the 'Prolixin,(R) shuffle:

Table 6.11 shows that more than half the respondents had
experience of continuous treatment with anti-depressants
exceeding one year. More than a quarter of the sample had
received continuous treatment with the drugs for periods of three
years or more. Of interest is the finding that only 14.5 per cent of
respondents reported short periods of treatment (up to 8 weeks .
The first four weeks of treatment with anti -depressants is a critical
period for most patients. During this time the side-effects of the
drugs are often severe whilst their anti-depressant effects may be
minimal or non-existent. Thus many people may feel worse rather
than better during this time, and be more likely to abandon the
treatment.

Table 6.11 Longest period of continuous treatment with anti-depressant

Longest period of treatment

Less than one week
One to three weeks
Three to eight weeks
Two to three months
Three to six months
Seven months to one year
One to three years
More than three years

N = 313

%

2.8
5.4
6.3
8.9

10.1
9.5

30 .7
26 .3

According to Iohnson.r ' less than half of all patients prescribed
anti -depressants comply with the treatment (that is, more than half
stop taking their anti-depressant tablets); of those, between 30 and
40 per cent who stop taking the drugs do so 'because of the
expectation or presence of side effects' . Between 20 and 30 per
cent of people suffering from depression derive no benefit from
anti-depressants.Y In the light of these findings it appears that the
compliance rate amongst our sample appears to be relatively high .
This could be an artefact of our sample (all of whom had received
at least one period of in-patient treatment) whose mental health
problems can be classified as being more severe than those
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normally treated by GPS.23 As such they might have been more
accurately diagnosed and more appropriately treated.24 However,
our qualitative data suggests other possible interpretations for the
high compliance rates amongst our respondents.

If you don't take the pills you get into trouble.

I recognise that I required some form of treatment but I believe that
medication is overprescribed in psychiatric hospitals.

I didn't know what they were for or why I was taking them 
complained but told to continue.

Drugs are handed out likeSmarties without enough information to the
patient.

Would have liked to have been offered alternative treatments .
However at the time, grateful for anything to relieve mental pain.
Antidepressants were preferable to ECT.

More than half of the 322 people had received anti-depressants
concurrently with anti-psychotics (52.1%). In discussing the
prescription of anti-depressants in combination with anti
psychotics, Johnson and Wright make this observation: 'It is
clear that at the present time the prescription of antidepressants
[with anti -psychotics) must be regarded as a clinical trial. Since
there are possible risks of a schizophrenic deterioration these
patients must rece ive careful supervision/Y In the following
chapter on consent we show that only a small minority of our
sample recalls ever having been formally asked to consent to a
treatment with anti-depressants. It would be interesting to know
whether the high level of combination prescribing reported by our
sample reflects a nationwide clinical trial or, as we strongly
suspect, pragmatic and undisciplined prescribing.

The experience of the side effects of anti-depressants

Respondents were asked if they experienced side-effects whilst
taking anti-depressants and to rate the severity or otherwise of
these effects. Table 6.12 shows that just under half (46.7 per cent)
of respondents reported side-effects as severe to very severe. This
high level of reported severe side-effects must to some extent
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reflect the high level of drug cocktail treatments. The nature of
side-effects reported included blurred vision; unpleasant taste in
the mouth, numbness in the face, fingers and toes; weight gain;
nausea; feelings of depersonalisation; increased depression;
feelings of excitement; tiredness; trembling; constipation; head
ache; dizziness; pains in the legs; difficulties with urination;
impotence; dry mouth; dry eyes and throat. These effects are the
most commonly reported unwanted effects associated with anti
depressants."

Table 6.12 Severity of side effects

Severity %

Very mild 15.7
Mild 37.6
Severe 31.4
Very severe 15.3

N = 255

Respondents were invited to comment in their own words on
the benefits they gained from anti-depressants. More positive
comments were made than negative and a few people expressed
mixed feelings .

What benefits, if any, did you receive from taking
anti-depressants?

They suppressed some stress, enabled me to sleep more easily.
Benefits only after two weeks of treatment.

Helped with sleeping.

Improved sleep pattern, greater feeling of relaxation.

Helped me to see things in perspective.

Helped me to get back to normal life and feelings.

Felt very much better. Altered mood completely. Brought back
appetite.
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Overcame mild depression.

More confident and happy within myself.

I think they have dragged me out of the pit I was in. Kept me sane.
Now I care that I keep well.

I benefit from not getting depressed so often.

Mood lifted gradually. Felt calmer. Felt that by being prescribed them
the doctor believed me - that I needed help.

They actually seemed to help - feel sat isfied it was a good idea to take
them and didn't have any problems coming off.

Amongst the more neutral comments were:

Difficult to say if anti-depressants helped during the very deep
depression. There were no noticeable changes, possibly a slight
lessening of anxiety and worrying thoughts.

Would have preferred more information about side effects.

I don 't know - but I expect they did some good.

I was told I would only be on them for six months and I'm still on
them three years later. Would have preferred not to have been given
false hope in the beginning.

Would have preferred not to take any anti-depressants, but have to
rely on the professional competence of the psychiatrist.

Most of the negative comments, apart from references to side
effects, were concerned with what people saw as the
ineffectiveness of the drugs:

Been on anti-depressants for six months now and I am not sure of their
validity .

It puts me to sleep at 6pm. I should be forced to live after 6pm at
night.

Did not really find anti-depressants all that helpful. Perhaps they
would have been more useful if I had gone for treatment earlier.
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Felt they did little good .

Though the side effects were mild, the anti-depressants had no
positive effect because they did not alter the original circumstances
which had led up to it, and the current frustration I was experiencing,
caused by those original events . I stopped taking anti-depressants long
before my GP and the psychiatrist were aware that I had, and they
noticed no difference.

As an out-patient I was prescribed and given large quantities of anti
depressants which I had taken as an overdose . Anti-depressants are
very dangerous in overdose.

Anti-depressants weren't the answer. I realised it was up to me.

Minor tranquillisers

Here we look at people's experience of taking minor tranquillisers,
mainly of the benzodiazepine group, such as diazepam (Valiumf"),
lorazepam (Ativan(I{) and chlordiazepoxide (Librium(i{\ all
prescribed as anxiolytics, and other similar products prescribed
as hypnotics, such as triazolam (Halcion'l"). nitrazepam
(Mogadon'l'' and f1uazepam (Dalmane'l''). These are amongst
the most widely consumed drugs in the West. According to
Spiegel, in 1986 the combined market value of tranquillisers and
hypnotics in the West was $2090 million. 2 7 The extent of the
prescribing of these drugs has been widely dlscussed.t" and their
potential for causing psychological and physical dependence is
now generally accepted. A MORI poll undertaken for the BBC in
1984 reported that 23 per cent of the adult population of Britain
had taken a tranquilliser at least once in their lives . Of this 23 per
cent, 35 per cent (or 3% million people) had taken them for
periods of four months or longer.29 A cross-national study by
Balter ei al.3D reports that 5.8 per cent of the population of
Belgium, 5.0 per cent of the population of France, 3.1 per cent of
the population of Britain and approximately 1.6 per cent of the
populations of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and the United
States are long-term tranquilliser users (defined as those who take
the drugs for 12 months or longer). In considering the widespread
long-term use of these drugs, factors other than their potential for
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causing dependence need to be borne in mind. Most important is
the fact that after a short period the drugs cease to be useful. In the
case of products sold as hypnotics, they cease to be effective after
between 3 and 12 days, and in the case of anxiolytic products
there is a lack of evidence to prove their effectiveness after four
months.3!

The Committee on Safety of Medicines (CSM)32 reports that
dependence on benzodiazepines 'is becoming increasingly
worrying'. The CSM report makes very specific recommenda
tions concerning the use of these drugs. They should be used only
for the 'short term relief (two to four weeks only) of anxiety'.
Long-term, chronic use is 'no t recommended': They should not be
used for the treatment of chronic psychosis.' In the light of these
recommendations the reported use of minor tranquillisers amongst
our sample is worrying: out of 443 people, 78.6 per cent reported
receiving minor tranquillisers. Eighty-one per cent of all those
were able to remember and name the minor tranquillisers, and
again it was striking that, when asked to record the names of the
drugs, people overwhelmingly responded by recording brand
rather than generic names. As the issues surrounding the
prescribing and problems associated with benzodiazepine
tranquillisers have been so extensively covered elsewhere we
decided against discussing these issues at any length here.
However, we note that much of the discussion of the problem
prescribing of these drugs has tended to point to CPs as being
mainly responsible. Our data, and that of the studies of psychiatric
prescribing cited above, point to a situation in which minor
tranquillisers are frequently prescribed concurrently with anti
psychotics and anti-depressants in drug cocktails by psychiatrists.

Few respondents in the survey made any spontaneous
comments about their experience of minor tranquillisers. The
comments were mainly expressions of concern about being
dependent on these drugs:

I suspect my depression is due to long-term tranquillisers.

I wish I had been warned at the outset of how addictive diazepam is
and offered some alternative to repeat prescriptions.

I am now on a very high dose of Ativan(ll) which I am dependent on. I
was never told about the side effects and I am very unhappy about it.
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Prescriptions given whenever demanded. When my tablets were taken
off the market nothing given to replace them. Withdrawal terrible,
thus adding to problems.

Clad that CPs are prescribing less minor tranquillisers. Would be
better if CPs continued to be better informed. Clad that there's been a
lot of publicity about the dangers of tranquillisers.

I like them because I can get pissed for half the price on them.

I have taken them for years, they haven't done me any harm (I hope)
and I just can't sleep without them.

The experience of ECT

ECT involves passing an electric current across the brain in order
to induce a seizure that is believed to be effective in the relief of
severe depression. ECT was first used in the 1940s. The treatment
has been in use for approximately 50 years but very little is known
about the nature of its action or effects on the brain. ECT has
continued to be the most widely and hotly debated treatment in
psychiatry. In common with most forms of treatment in psychiatry
it has been widely over-used.v' Mortality arising from ECT has
been reported to be as high as 2.9 deaths per 10 000 patients or 4.5
deaths per 100000 patients.:" rates that are said to be comparable
to mortality arising from the use of short-acting barbiturate
anaesthetics. Thus if ECT is over-used, patients not needing the
treatment are being exposed unnecessarily to the risks of general
anasthesia. Until quite recently there was a dearth of well-designed
research into its effectiveness, but lately studies have claimed it to
be an effective and rapidly acting treatment for seriously depressed
patients" In the United Kingdom the number of ECT treatments
given has fluctuated over the past 8 yearsr'? below are figures
showing the total number of treatments 1983-89:

Year:
Total:

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987/88 1988/89
128526 125357 137940 129757 117305 109797

One of the more perplexing features of ECT statistics is the
wide variation between regions in the rates of ECT treatment. In
1988 the rate for the Oxford region was 125 ECT treatments per
100000 population, whilst in Wessex the rate was three times this
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figure (approximately 400 treatments per 100 000 population).
Available demographic data is not sufficiently sophisticated to
explore social class or environmental factors which might affect
these regional differences. Nor do we know whether or not there
are regional variations in the method by which this data is
collected and collated. However, even within districts there are
often wide variations in the rates of ECT treatments given by
different clinical teams. Thus it would appear that the most
probable explanation for the differences rests with the preferences
of individual consultant psychiatrists rather than differences
between patients.

A high proportion of our respondents have received ECT
treatment (48.5 per cent of a sample of 464) . According to the
Royal College of Psychiatrists.V ECT is indicated for a minority of
severely depressed patients. Table 6.13 shows that 43 per cent
reported ECT as helpful or very helpful, whilst 37.1 per cent
reported it as unhelpful or very unhelpful, indicating a polarised
patient perspective on ECT.

Table 6.13 Helpfulness of ECT

Helpfulness %

Very helpful
Helpful
Neither helpful nor unhelpful
Unhelpful
Very unhelpful

N = 231

18.6
24 .4
19 .9
14 .2
22 .9

Amongst the respondents who recorded negative views of their
experience of ECT, a high proportion strongly condemned the
treatment:

I never want ECT again . I am afraid of it.

ECT was forced on me and I was totally against it and will never have
it aga in.

I gave my consent to ECT which in retrospect I wish I had not done. I
think I would have come out of the depression some other way .
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I think ECT should be banned. People should make up their own
minds about having treatment.

ECT is the most frightening experience. I have had over 50 and still
am very afraid.

ECT is inhuman. Sought psychotherapy privately as the only option
plus self-help counselling.

Don't agree with ECT for myself - feel I have suffered permanent
damage from it.

After ECT I was with another patient in the recovery room and found
it nerve racking.

Given ECT forcibly without anaesthetic and muscle relaxant.

Side-effects of ECT

Respondents were asked to record in their own words any side
effects they experienced with ECT. The responses tended to
confirm what is reported in the literature. Memory loss, confusion
and headache were frequently reported.

Loss of memory.

Yes - memory loss. Confusion.

Confusion. Headaches. Loss of memory.

Memory loss (long term and indiscriminate) .

Loss of memory. Affected cognitive thinking.

Memory loss. Fear of anaesthesia. Nightmares and flashbacks.

Terrible loss of memory of considerable duration. I had to retrain my
brain to remember things. Mainly the worrying aspect was long-term
memory loss where I could not remember things which I knew that I
knew .

Memory loss for a couple of days, but comes back in time.
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Headache. Dry throat.

Memory lost, spatial disorientation, massive headache and jaw pains.

Only side effect was that final treatments pushed me into a
hypermanic state. Memory loss and headaches at the time.

Loss of memory which didn't right itself, bad headaches and sickness
directly afterwards.

Only immediately after, not knowing where I was. It poss ibly had
something to do with facial hair developing. It started about then .

Once it made me very ill and I'm frightened of ever needing it again .

Headache, temporary amnesia. concussion.

Can't remember.

Benefits of ECT

People were asked to describe what benefits, if any, they felt they
had received from the treatment. Their responses were generally
consistent but a few indicated that they had derived no benefit. A
number reported the benefits as temporary or short term.

It seemed to stop the pain. I was more relaxed.

Worked - very effective; returned to work within 3 months.

Immediate relief from my symptoms. It's like a sledgehammer to crack
a nut.

Shifted depression at the time (temporarily) .

Helped me to become well.

Depression lifted very quickly after six treatments.

Lifting mood . Physical benefit, e.g. eating and sleeping improved.
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Cleared my mind, helped me to get things straight.

I had suicidal tendencies before treatment, It helped to lift me out of
depression - I received two courses.

Apart from ECT, I have not found other treatments effedive. They are
concerned with control of the situation rather than cure. I have been
refused ECT on 2 occasions.

None.

Enjoyed floating sensation but still depressed. Received ECT six times.

It is difficult to say. After ECT treatment I still had a long stay in
hospital on drugs.

None.

None - except for approx 3-4 hours.

Can't think of any .

None whatever, it's a crude form of treatment and risky.

A temporary lift of depression (shortlived).

It helped me forget painful memories of the past which were
depressing me.

NONE, except cup of tea and biscuit when you wake up.

The experience of talking treatments

These treatments fared better in the eyes of our respondents than
drugs and ECT. Psychotherapy and counselling are perceived as
desired alternatives or adjuncts to a medical regime which
obscures or denies the individuality and the complexity of the
'schizophrenic', 'depressive' or 'neurotic' 'patient's' needs. The
main stream psychiatric regime also often seems to deny the
natural curiosity or concerns of the patient about the nature of the
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treatment and its effect . A psychiatrist who described his own
experience of in-patient treatment for depression made this plea:

It may be that the doctor can only offer symptomatic relief or none at
all, but sympathetic enquiry itself can help the patient by legitimising
his complaints. It is easy for the depressed patient to become
preoccupied with problems such as thirst tremor and clumsiness,
constipation or urinary retention, which may be bad enough to cloud
the picture of an improving mental state. The staff should also bear in
mind the effect that the treatment, as well as the illness, may have on
the cognitive function, as this may be an added distress for the patient
who cannot appreciate what is happening or the fact that the
impairment is ternporary.i"

Whatever the underlying theories or beliefs of the particular
talking treatment, the process involves the service provider
engaging in a dialogue with the service receiver. In so doing it
implicitly conveys a sense of the legitimacy and uniqueness of the
individual. We do not know from our data how the talking
treatments would have compared with physical treatments in the
experience of our respondents had they been more available or
less marginalised in psychiatry. A number of factors should be
mentioned in this regard. Currently NHS psychotherapy is still
under the organisational and clinical control of psychiatrists (only
this professional group can use the title 'psychotherapist' in adult
psychiatry). This continuing dominance by the medical profession
raises questions as to whether talking treatments constitute
genuine alternatives to the medical model. There is a widely held
view in medicine that psychotherapy compares unfavourably to
drugs in terms of its 'cost-effectiveness'. In particular there is a
strong tendency to treat those diagnosed as schizophrenic
exclusively with drugs, and only refer those diagnosed as
neurotic to specialist colleagues. It is clear from our data and from
the demands of organisations such as Survivors Speak Out that,
regardless of the diagnostic category into which people are
placed, many service users want access to talking treatments.

Another factor that must be mentioned is the divided opinions
amongst mental health professionals about the effectiveness of
psychotherapy. Some - for example Eysenck" - argue that up to
two-thirds of emotional problems resolve themselves sponta
neously without the sufferers receiving psychotherapy. Research
into the course of minor psychiatric disorders has ranked material
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psychosocial factors as providing the most reliable predictive
factor as to outcome, followed by the patient's clinical symptoms
and the 'genetic risk' scores,"" There is persuasive evidence that
anti-depressant drugs can relieve the symptoms of depression in
between 65 and 70 per cent of patients. Patients given placebos
instead of active drugs show a rate of improvement of
approximately 30 per cent.41 Such evidence of the efficacy of
the drug treatment of depression is by no means unequivocal. As
Spiegal notes, 'Although the number of reports showing
imipramine, amitriptyline and other preparations to be signifi
cantly superior to placebo is higher than that of studies finding no
significant differences, placebo was found in 3 I of 88 studies (35%)
to have a more or less equivalent "therapeutic effect".'42
Presumably, even amongst those who did show a significant
improvement over the placebo-treated groups in the trials cited by
Spiegel, up to 30 per cent may have improved as a result of the
placebo effects of the active drugs. Thus comparisons between the
efficacy of drug treatments and talking treatments may not be as
straightforward as the more enthusiastic proponents of drug
treatments might suggest or imply. The evidence, such as it is,
would not seem to support the apparent enthusiasm for the
prescription pad in mental health services described by our
respondents.

Talking treatments and physical treatments are not mutually
exclusive in principle or practice. The efficacy of drugs can be
enhanced by combining them with psychotherapy or psychosocial
support.Y Some of our respondents recorded negative views
about psychotherapy or counselling, but many more expressed
regret that it was not available to them. However, some caveats
need to be noted here. Even reviewers who consider
psychotherapy to be an effective treatment concede that not
everyone benefits from it, and that some people's conditions
actually deteriorate (so-called 'deterioration effects,).44 Of
particular concern is any sexual or emotional abuse of clients by
psychotherapists.Y Arising in part from this documented abuse,
some therapists and ex-therapists now condemn the unequal
power relationship between therapists and clients and advocate
self-help as a more relevant and safer alternative.46 Our data
suggest that if the mental health services are to be responsive to
the needs and preferences of the users of those services, there
should a greater availability of talking treatments.
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The experience of talking treatments

Sixty per cent of 457 respondents reported receiVing psycho
therapy or counselling, but it is important to remember that this
can only be interpreted as saying that the sample reported
receiving some form of talking treatment. This finding needs to be
seen in the context of information given Table 6.14, which sets
out the professional identities, the agencies and the length of time
involved in the talking treatments reported by our sample. Of 167
respondents, 32.9 per cent wanted (but were unable to get)
psychotherapy or counselling, so marginally under one-third of
the sample reported wanting a talking treatment but not being
able to obtain it. Our data does not provide us with the ability to
establish why this was so. The general comments people made
about their experiences and views about psychiatric treatment
point towards the dominance of physical treatments (see below) .
Some people referred to geographical factors:

I would have liked psychotherapy but it was too far to travel.

I would have had to travel to Bristol on public transport for
psychotherapy and I get panic attacks on the bus.

The fares to get to the group were more than I could afford.

Others spoke directly about the lack of facilities for counselling or
psychotherapy:

It wasn't offered in earlier years.

Requested psychotherapy. request denied .

Facilities lacking - not available.

One person said, 'I haven't got the courage to ask for it', whilst
another told us, 'I suffer from a psychosomatic disorder, i.e. lack of
faith - Jesus has the faith - the doctors don't .'

Who provides psychotherapy and counselling?

As we note above, the talking treatments may be provided by a
wide range of workers in a range of different settings. Table 6.14
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indicates the providers of talking treatments received by our
sample.

Table 6.14 Providers of talking treatment (%)

Provider Yes No N

Psychotherapy/counselling from
a private therap ist 32 .1 67 .9 187

Psychotherapy/ counselling from
a voluntary sector practitioner 52 .6 47.4 215

Psychologist!counseller working
in GP surgery 9.3 90.7 172

NHS psychologist 53 .1 46 .9 211
Psychiatric nurse 51.8 48 .2 199
Psychiatrist 52 .2 47 .8 203
Other medical practitioner 19.3 80 .7 166
Occupational therapist 34 .3 65 .7 181

These figures indicate that people may have had psychother
apy and/counselling from more than one type of practitioner, but
it is not possible to identify or further clarify the proportion who
have received talking treatments from a variety of practitioners.
However, given the proportion (60 per cent, or 274 respondents)
who report having received these treatments it would appear
that at least half have received them from more than one type of
practitioner. The pattern that emerges from this table indicates
that the most common providers of these services are voluntary
sector counsellors, NHS psychologists, psychiatric nurses and
psychiatrists.

Table 6.15 shows that less than half the sample reported
receiving psychotherapy and/or counselling for more than 20
sessions, and almost a quarter received less than five sessions.
However, it is difficult to interpret these findings given the
looseness of the definitions of psychotherapy and counselling. It
is not possible to make value judgements about the quality of
talking treatments based on measures of quantity. Less than five
sessions of psychoanalysis might be regarded as of marginal
value by an analyst or analysand, whilst a similar number of
sessions provided by a counsellor focusing on a specific problem
might be regarded as being of considerable benefit by the
practitioner or client. However, as shown in Table 6.16, there was
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a higher level of reported benefits and satisfaction with talking
treatments than with drugs or ECT from our sample.

Table 6.15 Duration of talking treatment

Less than five sessions
Six to twenty sessions
Twenty or more sessions

N = 265

22.3%
32.7%
45.0%

Table 6.16 Satisfaction with talking treatments

Level of satisfaction

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

N = 274

%

41.3
32.8
10.9
6.9
8.1

Satisfaction with talking treatments

Table 6.17 compares the levels of positive comments (that is,
'helpful or very helpful' recorded in respect of anti-psychotic
drugs, anti-depressants and ECT) with the positive comments in
respect of talking treatments (that is, 'satisfied or very satisfied).

Table 6.17 Comparisons of reported levels of helpfulness or satisfaction

Type of treatment % N

Talking treatments
(satisfied or very satisfied) 74.1 274

Anti-depressants
(helpful or very helpful) 68 .8 231

Anti-psychotics (major tranquillisers)
(helpful or very helpful) 56.8 361

ECT
(helpful or very helpful) 42 .8 231
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Negative aspects of talking treatments

As the following comments show, many people reported negative
effects and benefits from talking treatments simultaneously. For
example, many people found the treatment to be painful at the
outset, but ultimately very helpful. Others saw no benefits at all
arising from the treatment. Group psychotherapy or counselling
was perceived by some people as being particularly unhelpful :

It was group psychotherapy, which when I became more severely ill
didn't provide enough support.

Sometimes listening to disturbed patients got me down.

I did group psychotherapy in hospital first time I got ill. You were
expected to be perfectly 'frank' and open with total strangers, albeit
patients as well.

Frustrated because I feel they didn't get to the root of my
performance.

I find group therapy depressing.

Negative effects from psychotherapy whilst in psychiatric clinic 
conflict with other people during group therapy.

Group therapy in hospital was like being imprisoned in a nursery.

I was asked to attend a 'group therapy session' but was not given any
info on what it was for, or what approach would be taken . The
sessions upset me very much as I did not want to discuss my problems
in the presence of others.

Other people complained that the treatment aroused feelings
that were not adequately dealt with :

It was disturbing and unsettling. Like brain washing. Confusion.

Brought up a lot of issues we didn 't have time to deal with . Finished
when therapist changed jobs, finished very badly.

After each session (psychologist), following week became more
depressed due to facing difficulties/problems.
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It brought up a lot of problems that remained unresolved.

Others complained that the experience was painful:

It was like having a tooth pulled.

It made me feel worse. I don't know why, exactly.

I feel that psychiatrists probing and delving can cause a lot of distress.

I got upset.

Unpleasant feelings surfaced in therapy.

It has been painful and distressing.

I wandered around the streets crying after every session.

Some respondents were unconvinced about the value of
psychotherapy:

Never got anywhere. Went over the same ground every visit.

No, just cynicism.

Was not helped . Still followed own way .

It took me 65 sessions to feel sure that I could not continue with the
Kleinian analyst even though I felt unhappy about it from the first
session . Like some previous therapists, he was convinced and wanted
to convince me that I needed his help.

Didn 't know what they were on about.

Delving into the past doe sn't help me.

Yet others were not impressed by the practitioner:

Psychiatric nurse seemed to miss the point. Made me feel as if I had
more problems than I said.

Analytical psychotherapy was done in such a way as to make me feel
that my judgement was impaired in areas where it wasn 't, i.e,
insistence that transference had taken place.
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Negative feelings due to lack of information, lack of focus on problems
and feelings; analysing problems and feelings by psychiatrists in an
inappropriate, destructive manner, i.e. 'being childish'; psychiatrist
dictating what I should be feeling led to lack of confidence and further
negative feelings .

The psychologist is very logical, which makes me feel good for an
hour, then I feel confused.

It brought up things I was left to deal with when the counsellor
realised he wasn 't experienced enough to deal with them and couldn't
offer any alternative.

Early in my depression, I started to have psychoanalysis from a
psychiatrist in a NHS hospital which had a devastating effect because
he dug around my past and I wasn't well enough to cope with it.

He told me to keep busy. I kept busy up till then but this has still
happened.

The reported benefits of psychotherapy

The comments made by respondents about what for them were
the positive aspects of the talking treatments sometimes contained
more than one meaning. Thus a statement containing a positive
message about the value of psychotherapy or counselling may
contain an equally powerful and, to the individual, an equally
important negative message about psychiatry:

Talking through the problem with student counsellor helped as it was
better/easier to deal with problems after they had been shared.
Acknowledgement of my feelings was very important. Benefitted from
realisation that psychiatrist on a number of occasions, in my opinion.
talking nonsense.

Understanding. validation and acceptance of experience from my
perspective. Opportunity to talk over stresses in social and family life
and traumatic experiences in psychiatric system. Complete confidenti
ality - seen as an individual, not a class of symptoms. Focus of
discussion - my experiences from personal point of view rather than
my behaviour from others' points of view. No value -judgements made,
unlike my experiences with nurses and psychiatrists.
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There is more of a personal approach and you get to know your
counsellor more so than you would your psychiatrist, and there is
more time to discuss your problems.

Plenty of time. Different approach to that of psychiatrist. Give you
advice in how to approach different situations.

I felt much more responsible for what happens, in non-medical
settings. This enabled me to find ways of dealing with my difficulties.

I was able to understand my problems better, and given more
information than was given by my psychiatrists concerning the
reasons for my illness.

An explanation that I could understand of psychotic episodes.
Continuity of care. A feeling that the healthy side of me was being
encouraged and supported. Making it safe for me to be a bit mad
sometimes without recourse to medication. Restored my faith in
myself after negative psychiatric diagnosis.

Many of the comments above also contain other messages such
as, for example, the need felt by people to be listened to as
individuals:

He does not write anything down - while I'm talking he listens.
Helped with confidence . Space to look at things logically.

Getting things off my chest . Being able to say what I like. Being
listened to.

Space to talk and be listened to, a chance to build up my confidence in
a non-threatening environment. a chance to discover myself and my
potential. A place to be heard and understood, chance for personal
growth, development and change . Chance for permanent change
towards psychological health .

Somebody was prepared to sit down and listen to me and, although
maybe not believe me, at least try to understand, and that was quite
important

Just that two hours of his time, and then followed hell.
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Several themes emerged frequently time in people's comments,
such as the need for comfort, reassurance and concern in difficult
times:

Realising that I was having an experience common to other people.
Reassurance that I was not mad.

Removal of feelings of isolation and uniqueness. Assistance with
gaining self-confidence.

Good to be able to alleviate problems by talking them through.

I'm alive; I'm far happier than I've ever been; I feel more capable . I like
myself; it was the first time I was able to accept that someone
genuinely cared about me and valued me.

Many people referred to various personal life skills that they felt
they had acquired from the experience of counselling or
psychotherapy:

Being given skills to analyse and understand feelings.

Better able to communicate now. Better listening skills now. Positive
feedback techniques. Reinforced view of life.

I'm more on terms with myself now, I'm able to mix more freely . I'm
no longer afraid to take responsibility, can show emotions without
feeling guilty or embarrassed, and am finally able to renew family ties.

Husband involved in part of therapy. We are talking more, try ing to
communicate better.

Finally, here is a comment with apparently contradictory
messages: 'Someone was prepared to listen to me. I'm not sure if it
was of benefit to me.' Perhaps this is a statement of the belief that,
if something does not 'cure' the 'condition' it is of dubious merit,
regardless of whether it gives relief from suffering or even brief
periods of feeling a little better. The anti-drug lobbies criticise
drugs because they only suppress symptoms at the cost of side
effects. The pro-drug lobbies criticise psychotherapy on almost
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identical grounds, except that the cost is measured in terms of the
expense and cost-effectiveness of its labour-intensive and
unpredictable results. But the message that emerges most
powerfully is that people want to be heard and taken account
of as valued individuals, rather than as the vessels of diseased or
badly programmed brains.

General comments about psychiatric treatments

Here we look at people's responses to the question, 'Is there
anything else you would like to tell us about your experience and
views of the psychiatric treatments you have received? (Please use
your own words.)'

Several themes emerged from these comments, but only a very
small minority of people recorded comments that could be
described as positive. Many people felt that their views and
problems were not listened to . Even more felt that there was an
over-reliance on drugs in psychiatry:

I was prescribed so many types of medication at one time they didn't
work.

Talking would have been far more beneficial than any of the physical
treatments .

Would like to have had more alternatives, e.g. talking therapies 
psychotherapy.

Drugs given too often, treatment that doesn't take individuals into
consideration. Not enough attention given to other ways of coping
with mental illness. e.g. support groups - alternative medicines.

I recognise that I needed some treatment but believe that medication is
overprescribed in psychiatric hospitals.

Not enough talking content with psychiatrists. All medication over
stated.

There should be more counselling with psychiatrists. A lot of my
treatment seemed to be guesswork. Long periods without any kind of
treatment in my stay in hospital, apart from being given tablets.
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Treatment inconsistent, too many notes written which the patient is
unable to see.

Many fears could have been allayed if things explained to me
properly.

Original psychiatric treatment (in hospital) was humiliating,
destructive and authoritarian. Later help to retrieve my shattered
confidence was kind, well meant but ineffedive.

In my experience the psychiatrists have studied the problem but failed
to understand.

The psychiatric treatment I received could have been better if they had
listened to the information I gave them.

I wish consultants would listen to the patients. Dr G. does. He's the
first consultant I've had who listens to you .

I think that there is not enough research into these drugs as the side
effeds can be really cruel.

It may be that the drugs I take are a necessary evil in my life but I'm
not sure if that's the case.

Treatment destructive and negative.

The consultant I was under longest was very unresponsive to my
personal needs and did not give me enough of his time. In general
treatment and staff were satisfactory. Some nurses and registrars were
exceptionally good. Feel Haloperidol should be investigated.

I feel that dodors give tablets and injed ions because they think they
are helping you.

I've always been quite satisfied with what I've received. I feel
everyone has tried their best to help me.

Too much medicine and not enough talking and listening.

I think that on the whole the treatments have been successful. I am not
as mad as I was. I am still scared of the bathroom. I need to work on
my appearance.
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Treatments should be explained clearly.

I feel the treatments are necessary and beneficial.

The comment of one particular respondent reminded us of the
difficulties inherent in interpreting qualitative data. This person
balanced the relative merits of psycho-surgery against psycho
therapy thus: 'O ne lady therapist seemed jealous of the fact that I
had decided to have the stereotactic tractotomy rather than stick
with her therapy. She said some very cruel and hurtful things.' Of
course this intersting comment gives no insight as to what the
psycho-surgeon might have said to the patient. Perhaps, more
importantly, it raises important ethical issues that are not easily
resolved in the climate of current scientific knowledge. In both
psychotherapy and psycho-surgery there are more uncertainties
than certainties about the measurable benefits and hazards of the
treatments. Space does not permit us to review adequately the
detailed scientific literature of either psychotherapy or psycho
surgery, even less attempt a comparative analysis of their relative
merits; however, it is fair to note that in both treatments there
remains more uncertainty than knowledge. This example of
consumer choice illustrates an interesting potential clash of
opinions between two treatment approaches that are often
mutually antagonistic toward one another, organic psychiatry
and psychology. Ultimately, it may be ideological rather than
scientific factors which determine definitions of informed choice
and which shape decisions made on questions of consent. We
return to this theme in the next chapter when discussing those
parts of the survey that focus on consent and compulsory
treatment.
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7
Consenting Adults?

Until 1983, British mental health legislation had provided doctors
and other state professionals with the power to hospitalise and
treat people deemed to be mentally ill without their consent. This
power was inherited from Victorian legislation. The 1983 Mental
Health Act supposedly set certain limits on this legacy, in the
interests of the civil liberties of patients. As the twenty-first
century draws near and the Dickensian asylums close down, our
data allows us to review whether or not we indeed now live in a
relatively enlightened period. Two questions in particular are of
interest. First, are legal safeguards such as the Mental Health Act
Commission and that part of the 1983 Mental Health Act
concerning consent to treatment (Section 57) really effective?
Second, if a patient is technically 'voluntary ' or 'informal' (that is,
not formally detained under the Act), does this guarantee them the
right to informed consent?

Before presenting relevant data to answer these two questions,
we will introduce a useful conceptual framework provided by
Philip Bean1. This allows us to formulate a more accurate picture
of the ethical and personal considerations that need to be taken
into account when considering rights of consent in relation to
people diagnosed as being mentally ill. Bean suggests that there
are four aspects of psychiatric decision-making to consider in
relation to the notion of informed consent. First, is the patient
aware of him- or herself? Can he or she make judgements on his or
her own behalf? Also, will those who are assumed to be aware of
themselves (relatives and professionals) use that awareness to ad
morally? This aspect of decision-making is fraught with problems.
How do we decide when someone is not aware? Even people who
'are not themselves' for reasons of mental distress may be able to
make judgements on their own behalf about some things. But how
do we disentangle or identify what these are? Also distress can be
transient and this transience may be short lived or episodic. So it is
not a clear-cut matter to ignore the rights that flow from self-
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awareness in these circumstances. Also, how do we know that
others whose self-awareness is not doubted will act in a fair and
reasonable way towards those deemed to be mentally ill? The
answer to this, of course, is that it is by no means guaranteed in all
circumstances.

The second aspect to consider is that of information. For a
person to give informed consent to a procedure, they have to be
told and understand what this procedure is and what is entailed in
its implementation. Do professionals, then, supply comprehen
sible, comprehensive and up-to-date information to patients about
the treatment they are receiving? Earlier in the book we
demonstrated unequivocally that confidence is not inspired in
this regard. More of this below.

The third consideration is that of control and coercion. As Bean
notes, psychiatric procedures are all too often glibly described
solely in terms of the positive or benign motives accompanying
them (help, therapy, the amelioration of distressing symptoms,
and so on). And yet, whether or not these positive intentions are
achieved, formal detention under mental health law always entails
an element of control of people, either in terms of deprivation of
their liberty and/or the suppression or alteration of certain aspects
of their conduct. Even those not formally detained are vulnerable
to coercion in some ways. Formal patients may be forcibly
injected or locked away in solitary confinement Cseclusion'):
informal patients may be told that if they try to leave hospital
they will be held under a forma l section. If patients fail to co
operate with a staff-defined regime they may be denied privileges,
such as wearing their own clothes. These are commonplace
examples known (but not always admitted to) by patients and staff
in psychiatric settings. Genuine consent to treatment would
wholly or partially off-set these coercive processes. Coercion is a
moral, not just a psychological, issue: that is, it is not only that it
entails strong persuasion, but that it also takes advantage of a
person's vulnerability or powerlessness. In the case of psychiatric
patients, vulnerability is frequently present both because of their
distressed state and because they enter a regime staffed by people
who are used to exerting power over others. Like police stations,
psychiatric hospitals or wards are places where authority
permeates all procedures and communications.

The fourth aspect of decision making about 'mentally ill' people
is that of consent relating to a specific action or circumscribed set of
actions. Put differently, we cannot talk meaningfully about con sent
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if it is a blanket notion. It cannot be consent to anything, but to
something that is specifiable. If it were consent to anything then
the pre-condition of information would not be present. The
question, then, is whether or not the regime of mental hospitals
ensures that consent to specifiable actions is always present. We
would suggest that the accounts from our data throw considerable
doubts on such an assumption. All too often being an in-patient is
associated with arbitrary (and therefore unspecified) decisions
being made about patients by staff. Doubts surrounding all four of
Bean's aspects of treatment action will now be explored in the
light of our data.

Compulsory detention and treatment

The picture which emerges from the respondents about
information and consent is one which suggests a common
disregard for patients' rights. It will be remembered that all
patients in the survey had had at least one admission to hospital.
Approximately 63 per cent of respondents considered that the
reason for admission had not been adequately explained to them;
52 per cent received unwanted treatment (principally drugs,
followed by ECT); 84 per cent were not offered a range of
treatments to choose from; 68 per cent were not satisfied with the
explanation they were given about their condition; 80 per cent
considered they had not received enough information about their
treatment generally, and more specifically 70 per cent thought
that they had not received enough information on the side-effects
of treatment.

Of those receiving major tranquillisers, 60 per cent were not
informed of their purpose, and 70 per cent of this group were
unhappy about the amount of information that they had received
about their medication. No fewer than 74 per cent of major
tranquilliser recipients had never given their consent to treatment,
and 80 per cent of those who had taken major tranquillisers
reported suffering side-effects, the majority of these (62 per cent)
being rated as 'severe'. Around 86 per cent of this group also
indicated that they would have liked to have been offered a major
tranquilliser self-help group. Only 23 per cent of those who had
stopped their drugs reported having any help from staff about the
withdrawal.

The picture in relation to ant i-depressants is similar: 70 per cent
receiving them had not been asked for their consent, with 40 per
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cent having been 'persuaded' to take the tablets on a routine basis.
With regard to ECT, only 14 per cent were given info rmation
about the purpose of the treatment, and only 9 per cent recall
being told of any potential side-effects.

The qualitative data gives a flavour of what these figures mean
to indiv idual patients:

They listen but they don 't expla in anything to you .

Psychiatrists are not open enough. They do not explain enough about
their diagnosis and how they view the interviewee's cond ition or
discuss issues.

I think that psych iatry is a power struggle. The patients are treated like
dirt and never told what is going on.

Once I drove my car to hospital for a supposed chat with a doctor and
found myself locked on a closed ward and injected with Largactil.

I was threatened with ECT if I did not take Nardi!.

Just told that I was to have anti-depressants and given them - no force
but no choice given.

I was manipulated into saying 'yes' to an injection of Dep ixo!. No
information was given. The whole interview was handled disgracefu lly
by the psychiatrist and my right to be treated as an intelligent human
being was over-ruled. The hosp ital staff were reluctant to challenge
the psychiatrist about anything. I asked the nurses questions about the
treatment and they said I should have asked the psychiatrist even
though I had asked him.

I have just been given treatment. I have neither been asked nor even
persuaded. Some of the anti-depressants gave me burning in my
throat. which is a very bad side-effect. Doctors don't tell you about
this.

I was told that I would be sectioned if I didn't take the ant i
depressants.

If oral medication was refused depot shots were used.
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Once I signed up for a course of ECT but I was so drugged up I didn't
really know that I was giving consent.

I remember the day that I hid in a cupboard to try and avoid being
given ECT but they found me and made me have it.

No notice was taken of side-effects unless I screamed the place down
and these complaints then led to being locked up in a side room.

Major tranquillisers (MTs) were used as a method of punishment for
non-compliance or for requesting my discharge. Every time that I was
given MTs my privileges were withdrawn - I was not allowed to
write, phone or make any contact with people outside.

Are these impressions of life in the psychiatric system now in
the past, in the wake of the 1983 Mental Health Act? Our study
examined people's experiences of psychiatric services over time,
with no restrictions on the age of the respondents. Thus, taking
the sample in total, responses may reflect a regime in operation
before the intended safeguards of the 1983 Act came into play. To
check whether or not this was the case, we looked at a sub
grouping of 34 respondents who were under the age of 27 and
who had been compulsorily detained. The picture painted by this
group differs in no significant way from the sample population as
a whole. Of course, most of those over 27 had experienced
services both before and after 1983. We could find only two
spontaneous endorsements, in reply to the open-ended questions
from the total sample, that life had changed for the better over the
years. Even in these cases, the respondents did not attribute this to
legal changes. Thus, overall, the data does not suggest that the
1983 Mental Health Act has translated into improvements as far
as those patients under its jurisdiction and supposed new
protections are concerned.

Let us take, for instance, the supposed safeguard of the 1983
consent to treatment section. This requires that the reason for
admission should be made explicit. Only two of the 34 younger
people felt that the reason for being compulsorily detained had
been explained adequately to them. Only two people were
satisfied with the amount of information given to them by
psychiatrists about their condition and the purpose of the
treatment they were receiving. Only one thought that enough
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information was provided about side-effects. Only two people had
ever been asked for consent to treatment with major tranquillisers.
Ten of the 34 had received ECT, yet only four of these had been
given any information about its purpose.

Does this imply that, with the exception of one or two patients,
the rest were dealt with illegally? We do not know for certain, but
it is quite possible that the 1983 Act itself offers enough
'loopholes' for professionals to exercise a wide legal discretion to
favour their own power over patients. Whilst Section 57
prescribes the need for informed consent, other sections qualify
this demand on professionals. Even when proper procedures are
followed, subtle processes ensure that safeguards intended in the
'spirit' of the Act are not fulfilled.

Let us spell this out more. Under Section 58 of the Act a second
opinion or independent doctor appointed by the Mental Health
Act Commission is required to examine patients refusing ECT and
to consult with a nurse and another treatment team member other
than the treating psychiatrist before agreeing to the treatment.
(The Mental Health Act Commission is a special authority set up
by the act in 1984 in order to oversee its proper application to
detained patients.) However, two processes militate against the
patient's right to refuse treatment being upheld by a doctor giving
a second opinion. First, he or she is likely to concur with
professional colleagues about the 'need' for active treatment of
patients. Second, the nurse and other team member are unlikely to
dissent from a decision which itself has arisen in a team meeting.
As with all small groups of people who have to work together
regularly, conformity and consensus tend to emerge.

Section 58 also allows doctors to prescribe medication without
the patient's consent for up to three months before he or she can
then challenge the regime. (Even then the second-opinion doctor
system then comes into play with the pitfalls just mentioned.)
Another section of the Act provides the blanket let-out clause for
professionals who wish to impose treatments against patients
wishes. Section 62 allows treatments to be imposed if patients are
deemed to be so dangerous to themselves or others that urgent
action is required. Where the intervention is an injection of major
tranquillisers, it is likely that it is used to control behaviour rather
than to 'treat' the person's distress. Now, it could be argued
legitimately that the temporary use of drugs to calm people down
is in some ways less injurious than prescribing them on a long-term
basis. Even if this is the case, the logical point still needs to be made
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that so-called 'urgent treatment' is typically about behavioural
control. Thus Sections 58 and 62 together provide the legal
conditions under which the spirit of Section 57 can be subverted.

Does informal admission mean voluntary admission?

Most British psychiatric patients are officially voluntary. Those
who claim that too much emphasis is put on the coercive aspects
of psychiatry often make reference to this picture from officially
recorded statistics. Indeed, 80 per cent (412) of our sample had
been admitted 'informally' at some time during their psychiatric
careers. However, a substantial minority of this group (44 per
cent) did not regard their status as being genuinely voluntary.

Comparing those who felt their voluntary status to be genuine
with those who did not revealed the following points. First, there
was a discrepancy about the number of people who felt
pressurised into admission. The people who felt their voluntary
status to be authentic reported being pressurised in only 21 per
cent of instances, compared to the 'forced choice ' group who felt
pressurised in nearly 80 per cent of instances. In the latter case
professionals were also more frequently cited as the pressurising
agent.2 The 'not genuinely informal' group was also more likely to
receive unwanted treatment' and the reason for admission was
less likely to be explained" to them than to those who regarded
their status as 'really' voluntary.

It is also interesting to note that those who reported that their
admission as informal patients was not a real one were more likely
to be single and more likely to have been given a diagnosis of
schizophrenia." Bean's point about vulnerability is particularly
relevant here. Single people are more likely to be alone and
without support at the point of admission. Likewise, those with a
diagnosis of schizophrenia are more likely to vulnerable because of
their conduct being unintelligible, and therefore are hardly likely
to attract the empathy or sympathy of others. Without a
sympathetic social network to buffer them against the imposition
of professional power, such individuals are clearly more likely to
be vulnerable and therefore prey to coercion.

Informed consent and 'talking therapies'

It could be assumed that because talking therapies entail heeding
the patient's experience rather than Simply using it to elicit
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symptoms (as is the case in biological psychiatry) that this results
in greater involvement in decision-making and divulgence of
information. This assumption has recently been questioned by
Masson," particularly in relation to therapies derived from
psychoanalysis. Our data cannot give a comprehensive pidure
of the issue of consent or explore many aspects of this
contemporary debate about psychotherapy. However, our data
does highlight a problem of lack of consent and information on
the part of therapists. The extent of divulgence of information
about the approach taken seems to predict the level of satisfaction
people have with therapy. Whereas 26 per cent (N= 121) of those
who had not been informed of the approach taken by their
therapist expressed dissatisfaction with outcome, this dropped to
7 per cent of the group who had been provided at the outset with
information. Of those indicating that they had been recipients of
some form of 'talking therapy', 45 per cent reported not having
been informed about the approach used by the professional.

Counselling and psychotherapy are not the exclusive domain of
anyone professional group, and they are delivered both within
and outside the NHS . Private practitioners and those working for
voluntary organisations appear to be slightly better at informing
their clients of the type of therapy on offer. It seems 57 per cent of
private therapists and 52 per cent of voluntary organisation
practitioners appear to have informed their clients of the
psychological approach they were adopting. Taken as a group
those working in NHS settings (primary care counsellors, clinical
psychologists, psychiatric nurses, psychiatrists and other medical
practitioners) provided information to their clients less frequently
(in only 37 per cent of instances)."

Here are some comments made about a lack of informed
consent:

I was asked to attend group therapy but was not given any
information on what it was for, or what approach would be taken. The
sessions upset me very much as I did not want to discuss my problems
in front of others.

Analytical therapy was done in such a way as to make me feel that my
judgment was impaired in areas where it wasn't.

When I was seeking advice or opinion from my therapist I was not
told about what the therapy was supposed to be about. There was no
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information. Also I found that the psychiatrist tried to dictate what I
should be feeling. This led to a lack of confidence and further negative
feelings.

The therapist created problems by implanting ideas into my head
which were not there before. I did not understand what was supposed
to be happening or what we were trying to achieve - it felt like a
waste of time.

Psychologists were slightly less likely to inform patients of the
approach they took than were psychiatrists offering psychother
apy. This may be because clinical psychologists are more likely to
be eclectic in their approach and therefore find it more difficult to
give a coherent account in each case with each patient." By
contrast, psychiatrists who train in the sub-specialty of
psychotherapy are perhaps more likely to adopt a single (and
usually psychodynamic) approach, leading to a greater
standardisation of any introduction to treatment.

Discussion

Our findings on the picture of inadequate informed consent are
consistent with research in the USA.9 It should also be emphasised
that research on informed consent in a variety of non-psychiatric
settings also shows that the medical profession and those allied to
it frequently do not clarify with patients what is happening to
them. Indeed, in one stud/o it was found that psychiatric patients
knew more about the side -effects of their treatment than medical
patients did . However, the same study demonstrated that mental
patients were less likely to be clear about why they are receiving
medication. (Only one of 25 patients diagnosed as schizophrenic
understood that they were being treated for 'schizophrenia',
whereas six of the fifteen medical patients understood their
diagnosis.) Other American studies of informed consent at
admission show a similar picture to our own, with poor
information and commonplace pressure.I I

Whilst formal sections exist as a threat to non-compliant
patients, it is difficult to deduce the actual number of people who
feel that they are in genuinely voluntary relationships with
mental health staff. Thomas Szasz has made the point that whilst
there are legal statutes to allow forcible removal of mental
patients from society without trial. it is not possible to conceive
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of a genuine voluntary patient Our own data has simply
confirmed what many mental health professionals will tell you
about the 'hidden section'.

In order to have a choice, patients need both multiple options
and adequate, understandable and accurate information about
those options in terms of their advantages and disadvantages. Our
data throughout this book show that the mental health system did
not typically offer genuine options to the survey participants.
Practitioners did not always offer understandable and compre
hensive information about decisions affecting patients. In this light
it seems that, all too frequently, genuine informed consent remains
an empty promise for many patients.

The libertarian spirit guiding the formation of the 1983 Mental
Health Act has not appeared to provide many improvements in
patients' rights. What it has done is spawn a new layer of state
funded professionals (Mental Health Act Commissioners and their
second opinion doctors) promising a limited watchdog role. Our
data inspires little confidence that this role is always effective. This
adds to a picture of failure elsewhere. For example, the scandals of
the special hospital system have continued. The problems exposed
by the inquiry into Rampton hospital in 1980 were simply
replayed ten years later at Ashworth. In the first case, prior to the
Commission, it was a television programme which uncovered the
neglect and abuse. In the second case, after the MHAC had been
in regular contact with the hospital. it needed the media once
more to expose events. As a final example of ineffectiveness,
whilst aware of the continued bad practice of polypharmacy, the
Commission has not been able to halt its occurrence as our data
make clear.

However, perhaps the greatest limitation of legal regulation is
its inability to break the structural power imbalance which exists
between professionals and patients. Whilst the original distress of
patients may culminate, however it is treated, in prolonged
disability, currently there are strong grounds to consider that
some of the interventions of professionals (however well meaning)
cause physical harm to patients, undermine their esteem and
disable them from returning to a valued position in society. It is
for this reason that users often talk of 'surviving' psychiatry, or of
being 'survivors' rather than 'patients'. When distressed and out of
control. pat ients offend everyday expectations of rationality and
decorum: they can be frightening, perplexing, embarrassing or
infuriating. This makes them vulnerable because professionals then
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assume a self-evident mandate to have power over this deviant
conduct.

It is this starting position of vulnerability on one side, and the
assumed right of power and control on the other. that risks the
subversion of a principled respect for human dignity and civil
rights . Once professional power comes to dominate the
relationship, patients then have little opportunity to control their
own lives. The mental health users' movement and their
professional allies are the main source of hope to rectify the
injustices arising from this power imbalance, rather than more
mental health legalisation from the state. Advocacy and self
advocacy schemes in each locality may provide the type of real
watchdog role which is currently missing. We will discuss this
further in the next and final chapter.
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A User-Friendly Future?

At the beginning of the book we discussed the difficulties which
both professionals and researchers had found in taking the views
of psychiatric patients ser iously. We hope that we have broken
free of these previous prejudices and set out the case for listening
to the user's voice. In addition, in engaging with the data
seriously, we have learned a number of lessons about the
sociology of the psychiatric patient's view of mental health and a
user-friendly social policy. These lessons will be discussed in this
final chapter.

Conceptions of health and illness

This study set out to investigate users views of their mental
health problems, treatment and service delivery. How do the
figures look in relation to other studies on the lay view of illness
and disease? Some similarities will be considered next.

Lay views are more complex than the framework of illness

Lay understandings generally go beyond those of the medical
profession by being more elaborate and taking a multiplicity of
fadors into consideration.1 People in our study were likely to
view their problems emerging as a result of a battle between
'endogenous' or individual predisposition (such as temperament,
nature, inherited family features) and 'exogenous' fadors related to
a person's way of life (such as employment and domestic
arrangements).

In principle, a rich ecledic medical psychiatric view might be
compatible with this lay conception. Indeed, it has increasingly
been argued that psychiatry does not confine itself narrowly to a
medical model but adopts an ecledic view of mental disorder
which takes into consideration social and psychological factors .f It
is possible that this view is prevalent in psychiatric training and
knowledge. However, if this is so, it did not translate into

174
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professional understanding as far as our respondents were
concerned. The typical psychiatric formulation of personal
problems tended to be construed in bio-medical terms (as
indicated by the type of diagnosis and treatment given). In
contrast, it was evident that contact with health services resulted,
in the eyes of patients, from a complexity of cumulative personal
and domestic events. Particular, precipitating or 'triggering' factors
were often difficult to identify' as a unitary cause of a 'breakdown'.
People seem to experience mental distress as a continuum of
everyday life, without an easily identifiable genesis.

A psychological emphasis

As in studies of physical health, patients emphasise the relevance
of stress, coping, happiness and the ability to perform one 's
normal role. These personal or psychological factors were central
to whether or not people saw themselves as experiencing a sense
of personal well-be ing or developing mental distress.

Despite these apparent similarities with other sociological studies
of the 'patient's view' , there appear to be important differences in
the conceptions of the causation of mental health problems when
compared with lay notions of physical illness.

Less emphasis on illness

Fewer people were prepared to identify their problem as an
'illness', and generally to intemalise a bio-medical view of their
problem, than is the case in relation to physical illness. Problems
were overwhelmingly seen in social, psychological and other
terms . This suggests a Widespread rejection of medical labels as an
acceptable way of construing distress. The potential benefits of
medicalisation, such as the removal of individual liability for the
presentation of unacceptable behaviour, seem to have failed to
convince users that problems formulated in bio-medical terms are
helpful or comforting. Instead. they are generally viewed as
unhelpful and stigmatising.

Although. as indicated above, people construe physical well
being in psychological terms , the degree to which users of mental
health services view their predicament in wider existential terms is
far greater. To explain the way in which people saw their future,
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comments about self-confidence, trust in others, financial and
other social constraints or opportunities constituted the
ingredients of their 'mental health problem'. In other words, it
was not these factors which led to their problem; these were the
problem. By existential terms here we mean that respondents saw
their difficulties as meaningful in the context of their life
experiences in regard to past disappointments, current dilemmas
and future concerns.

Experts?

Chapters 3 and 4 described the relationships that people involved
in the study had with psychiatrists, nurses and GPs . It is important
to describe these relationships because they present a contempor
ary picture of the therapeutic alliance between 'professionals' and
'clients'. Additionally, general attitudes towards health and other
services are formed in response to the experience people have as
patientsf and are thus important in understanding these users'
wider views towards mental health services.

The attitudes of mental health users in this study differed in
significant ways from previous research on lay views of health
services. A number of studies have noted an admiring and
respectful view of medicine, with a positive value placed on long
training and highly scientific and technical work. This
reproduction of medicine's preferred view of itself was not much
in evidence from those participating in this study: in fact, quite the
reverse. Being treated in a medicalised way, as if they had physical
illnesses, formed the basis of negative evaluations and complaints
on the part of most users in every aspect of their management.
This ranged from a dislike of the aloof and cool attitude of
psychiatrists during interviews whilst in-patients, to the rejection
of physical treatments as a response to personal distress.

In summary, the professional discourse and the lay discourse
about personal distress are incompatible (or 'incommensurable'). In
this light it is not surprising that our respondents felt
misunderstood and aggrieved so often.

Rejection of the hospital

The traditional territory in which mental health professionals
operate was viewed with suspicion. Previous studies have shown
that lay views tend to reflect the hierarchical structure of the NHS,
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with patients placing a high value on hospital-centred special
isms." In these studies of physical illness a lower status is awarded
by users to community and primary health care services. " The
inverse was apparent in this study. GPs were appreciated precisely
because of their distance from the hospital and orthodox
psychiatry. The closer services were to people's normal living
arrangements, the higher their apparent satisfaction. That users
were overwhelmingly in support of hospital closure, despite the
severe difficulties many of them experienced, was a further
indication of their disaffection with hospital care. The medicalisa
tion of mental health problems, and the tying of resources for
mental health to hospital services, might be professionally
advantageous to psychiatrists, but not to their patients.

Social control

The lower satisfaction with nurses and doctors reported in
comparison to studies of physical illness is undoubtedly linked to
the coercive nature of the mental health services. Whereas these
other studies have shown that professionals are not always
perceived in a benign or helpful way, there does appear to be a
unique aspect of mental health care services which accounts for
their weak endorsement from their users . Much has been written
about the social control aspects of health professionals. As long
ago as the 1950s, Parsons' analysis of the doctor-patient
relationship highlighted the social control function that doctors
had in legitimating the entering and leaving of the sick role .6

However, this type of control function is not only subtle and
covert, often not being evident to the patient, but it is usually
balanced by the perceived benefits that people obtain from health
professionals in terms of care for, or cure of, physical ailments.7 In
this set-up the relationship is, with rare exceptions, conceived of as
being voluntary by both parties.

By contrast, in psychiatry the control function is of a different
order, and it seems there are fewer perceived benefits derived from
medical interventions as we demonstrated in Chapter 6.

Training implications of the data

It was shown in Chapters 3 and 4 that a preferred model of
practice would stress personal contact and understanding and
eschew specialised treatments and techniques. Also, users
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endorsed the value of the informality and flexibility in the
voluntary sedor. This contrasts with their dislike of the
constraints and formality experienced in the statutory sector.
Moreover, the voluntary sedor offers opportunities for attaining
self-esteem and valued social roles through participation in the
organisation and delivery of services.

Both these valued aspeds run contrary to trends within
professional training which focus on creating increasingly
'specialised ' services and modes of intervention. High levels of
'skill' and 'expertise', whether in psychological therapies, medicine
or nursing, run counter to the emphasis on deskilling, which is
implied by what users identify as being beneficial: that is, if
professionals were to approximate to the conception preferred by
users, they would have to shed most or all of their pretensions
towards specialised knowledge.

Social policy implications

We hope that the data presented throughout the book have drawn
attention to two types of debate about mental health policy. The
first debate is this: should the present medical model, with its
coercive tradition, be transferred uncritically to the community; or
should a new policy be endorsed which empowers users and
emphasises voluntarism? The second debate is whether people
with mental health problems are seen by policy-makers as being in
need of a specialist services which separate them from others in
society, or should they be helped to live ordinary lives in ord inary
settings?

Broadly it is poss ible to deduce two possible futures for mental
health policy from the data . The first (described below) highlights
the outcome of the above debates favouring coercion and
separation, whilst the second highlights the above debates being
resolved to favour the interests of service users.

Outcome 1

Transporting the existing model lock stock and barrel into the community

One outcome for the future would have the following elements. It
would simply extend into the community the existing model of
psychiatric services which was set by Vidorian psychiatry, and
modified by a weak concession to voluntarism after the First
Wodd War. Despite a move away from psychiatry's traditional
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territory of the large and remote asylum, there would be a
continued emphasis on physical treatments in hospital settings.
The importance of coercion (rationalised as 'treatment') would also
remain central, although this might take a different form (it might
be disguised as 'community treatment orders', 'case registers' or
'guardianship'). Although professional interventions would
continue to be mixed (eclectic), with counselling or psycho
therapy perhaps taking a slightly higher profile than in the past,
the central tenets of the contemporary service provision would
not change fundamentally. In short, biological reasoning and
physical coercion would continue to define the content of services,
although its form would be modified as a result of working
outside of institutional boundaries.

Of course, if certain lobbies win the day in current debates
about hospital run-down and closure, then even the modest
aspiration of operating outside the old Victorian asylums might
not even be achieved by the end of this century. This 'nightmare
scenario' would involve resources being split between the old
'asylums', new DGH acute psychiatric units and local authority
community care initiatives. This is described as a 'nightmare'
because no one party in this three-way split would be resourced to
its own satisfaction. The problems of the 1980s, in which neither
the old segregative nor the new de-institutionalisation policies
fully operated, would continue. The difficulties would simply be
frozen in time.

What seems to be an important question is not only whether or
not hospitals will close but also the extent to which the coercive
elements of these outmoded regimes are simply transferred into
'the community'. For example, in 1987 the Royal College of
Psychiatrists, supported by the National Schizophrenia Fellowship
(NSF), pressed to modify the 1983 Mental Health Act to include
CTOs. After much debate, this idea seems to have died a death
for the time being. However, this example, and similar measures
(such as an extended use of guardianship under the 1983 Mental
Health Act), remain relevant because they could be disinterred and
resurrected. Additionally, such proposals highlight the type of
thinking and responses that certain interest groups are
preoccupied with when 'care in the community' is being
discussed. If, as the logic goes, emotional distress is a reflection
of a bio-medical condition, then attempts will continue both inside
and outside medicine to force medical 'treatments' on those who
as a result of their 'illness' do not realise they are in need.
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Another indicator that social control will continue to be a
pressing issue for many is the campaign for 'registers' of patients
after their discharge from hospital. Current trends indicate that
British psychiatry could mimic the enthusiasm of its American
colleagues for community surveillance and enforced treatment
Close surveillance and ensuring compliance with treatment seem
to be emerging as integral parts of the 'case management' of
people discharged from hospital. A model which combined these
elements developed in the USA in the 1980s; psychiatric teams
would track down patients in the community and force their
ministrations upon them. Whilst a superficial reading of this trend
is that it is in the patients' interest to have professional attention
taken to them to enforce hospital admission, day centre
attendance, drug treatment or all of these, it begs a fundamental
question: if psychiatric attention is so necessary and so helpful,
why does it have to be forced on people? Or, to put it differently,
perhaps the evasion of professional attention reflects an
understandable tendency for patients to vote with their feet It
may be the case that a small number of ex-patients may 'get lost',
and would be grateful for being followed up in this way .
However, the whole question of informed and genuine choice in
professional work is highlighted by our data. Our respondents all
too often felt coerced, and were not given options.

As far as the organisation of services is concerned, it is likely
that this first type of outcome would rely heavily on utilising the
DGH unit Services would be focused on acute admissions, and
physical treatments would be overseen by medicine. In other
words, the old system of the large hospitals would, with a few
minor modifications, simply be reproduced in a new setting. The
length of stay would presumably be reduced because of the
smaller number of beds allocated for the same number of patients,
and many people would not have so far to travel, although even
this should not be taken for granted. If services are built on one
site, it is inevitable that this will provide an impediment of access
to local people (compared to smaller, more scattered facilities)

Even the physical characteristics of the DGH unit cannot be
assumed to be an improvement on the old 'bins' . DGH wards are
normally smaller in their dimensions. They often have low ceilings
and are in multi-storey buildings. The patients may be kept in their
pyjamas to dissuade them from leaving the ward and offending
physical patients in other parts of the building. In the old hospitals
there were often spacious grounds, which is rarely the case in
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DGHs. The medical priorities of treating physical illness also tend
to set the parameters of what is appropriate for those with mental
health problems. Many of these new units and wards have beds
arranged as in other Nightingale wards, making any notion of
privacy impossible. And since there is a preoccupation with beds
there is little space for recreation or other uses . For example, plans
indicate many will have new ECT 'suites', yet no designated
appropriate space for counselling or psychotherapy. Thus, the
restrictive environment of these modern hospital settings may
actually be more oppressive than their predecessors. If the DGH
also becomes the focus of day care facilities then the disadvantage
is amplified .

If hospital-based services still inaccurately pass themselves off as
a community care policy, then this will have two consequences.
First, it will encourage policy-makers, and those responsible for
policy implementation, to continue to frame mental health
problems in terms of medical needs. This would be fine if
medicine had a good track record in responding to distress in a
satisfactory way. Throughout this book it has been clear that, as
far as patients are concerned, this is not the case. In his rev iew of
British mental health policy since the Second World War,
Goodwin9 makes the point that government after government
has mistakenly been committed to the notion that psychiatric
treatment is sound and effective . The empirical evidence in our
data and elsewhere underlines why Goodwin's conclusion is well
founded. The recent legislation on community care continues to
place all the power and resources in the hands of medically
centred health authorities. In other words, medically defined 'need'
for treatment is prloritised and financed, and the social needs of
patients are left in the hands of the under-funded local authorities.

Thus a further feature of the first likely outcome is a
continuation of the current inordinate budgetary imbalance
between the NHS and local authorities. In the run up to the
1990 NHS and Community Care Act, it was commented that the
preceding White Paper (Caring for People) constituted a 'poisoned
chalice' for local authorities. The latter had been given the overall
responsibility to co-ordinate community care in practice but it had
been given no guaranteed or 'ringfenced' funds to do the job. (The
exception in this regard was the 'mental illness grant', which was a
tiny resource capable of helping only about 12 patients in each
District.) As Sayee, the Policy Director of MIND, noted,10 in 1979
only 12 pence in every £1 was spent by the government on non-
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hospital services. By 1988 this had only risen to 15 pence despite
escalating de-institutionalisation. Without a bridging arrangement,
it can be seen what this leads to: community facilities are not
prioritised and hospital facilities are depleted of finance in
comparison to earlier times .

If this way of organising professional services continues, it will
prevent the development of more flexible, locally accessible
services for people in distress. Moreover, it will concentrate the
minds of policy-makers and implementers on professionally-led
medical services rather than on key social priorities, especially
housing and income maintenance. In the light of these possibilities,
what is the second scenario we might look forward to?

Outcome 2

A post-medical, user-led service

The second outcome, in a sense, would in many respects be the
inverse of the first. It is not entirely impossible that alliances
between users and enlightened professionals, policy-makers and
other lay people might influence policy-making in a different and
more progressive way.

In opposition to the first outcome, a different mental health
policy would prioritise voluntary relationships, not coercion. It
would produce a service which was shaped by user participation,
and even user leadership. Most of the debates about the
progressive reform of welfare provision (to make it more
democratically accountable) centred until 1979 on the involve
ment of health and welfare workers. What the attack on the public
sector by three successive Conservative administrations did,
amongst other things, was highlight the democratic rights of
consumers of services. Whatever rhetorical status the Tory slogan
about 'putting the patient first' may have had, it has opened up
new possibilities for disenfranchised groups such as psychiatric
patients. The cross-party discourse is now about 'user-friendliness'
and 'quality assurance'. The Labour Party, with its traditional
tendency to defer to medical and other expert authority, is also
actively re-thinking the role of the client in the welfare system.
Thus new forms of democratic accountability are now firmly on
the political agenda, and mental health clients stand to benefit
from the debate.
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It is possible that with the realignment of the status of users in
policy debates, the philosophy relating to their treatment would
also have to change. If users ' views reported in this book were
replicated and implemented at the level of policy, then the current
emphasis on physical 'treatments' would be drastically reduced. It
would be replaced by two types of professional activity: the first
would be in terms of being listened to and responded to
empathically (in other words, .the psychological needs of clients
would be taken much more seriously than they have been to date) ;
the second would be in terms of the recognition of the centrality
of social needs. Professional help would facilitate access to the
latter. The emphasis would be upon advocating the clients '
autonomy and citizenship in society. This is often discussed now
in terms of the difference between empowerment and 'treatment'
(or 'intervention'). Thus mental health workers would be
counsellors and advocates, or 'rights workers'.

As we indicated earlier, the present trend is towards professional
preferences for more specialised skills, which means more of the
same of what our respondents criticise. As we indicated above, one
educational policy implication of this has to do with professional
training. If mental health professionals continue to preoccupy
themselves with more and more technical mystique, this will
favour outcome 1 above, not a more user-friendly service.
However, professionals are not a monolithic group, and a
different set of values can also be identified amongst certain
groups of mental health workers. Many progressive workers are
campaigning, like users, for advocacy, self-advocacy and for a new
type of mental health policy which is benign and user-centred. For
example, the trade unions (which were previously lukewarm or
even hostile to community care) have done an about-turn and are
supporting community-based alternatives.

One alternative to traditional asymmetrical forms of expert
services, where one party is clearly designated as being in the
wrong, sick and always inferior, the other designated as correct,
well and superior, is that of mutual aid or self-help . A potential
basis for such a development can be seen in the organisation of the
current self-advocacy movement. The users' movement has shown
how one of the most disempowered groups in society is capable
of highly effective collective action. Building on this, state
agencies could provide the physical setting and support services
for self-help groups to exist in each locality. These groups might
operate in autonomous voluntary sector projects or in the primary
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care or local authority sector. These mutual aid projects would
emphasise 'ordinary' and equal relationships, as well as giving
people with problems access to others who had shared difficulties
and could respond ernpathically.

A re-evaluation of the role of non-medical services under th is
second alternative outcome would be evident. An increase in the
availability of housing, the removal of discrimination in
employment practices and a review of social security benefit
levels were all implicated in our respondents' views about service
provision. Given that recovery from mental health problems is a
function of social opportunities, particularly as regards accommo
dation and employment, policy-makers might place housing and
income maintenance at the centre of their thoughts. This is
possible for two reasons. The plight of homeless people in general
(a large number of whom have been identified as having mental
health problems) presents a problem for current welfare policies.
Specifically, the 'release' and relocation of patients from hospital to
seaside board-and-lodging accommodation, far away from the
localities to which patients previously belonged, has become the
focus of media and public concern which has required justification
by health and local authorities. Thus one of the consequences of
de -institutionalisation policies has been to start to redefine a
problem hitherto viewed as part and parcel of the 'mental illness '
services.

A user-centred policy would thus keep the issue 'of housing, not
illness , as the priority. It is likely that the extent to which housing
and other social resources are viewed as a central tenet in the
maintenance of mental health will depend on how successfully
hospital-based management is promoted as the solution to
homeless people with mental health problems. It will also depend
on how the relationship between mental distress and homelessness
is portrayed. If the latter is seen in terms of homelessness being
detrimental to mental health, rather than 'mental illness ' giving rise
to homelessness, then housing and other social resources will
become a central part of policy-making.i '

This conceivable social model, however, will operate at the
expense not only of hospital-based provision but also of sections
of the mental health professions, in particular psychiatry.
Although there would, amongst other things, still be an obvious
need for the counselling/advocacy role outlined above, their
present numerical presence would be called into question. The
indications are that progressive reforms are favoured when
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dominant professionals are thin on the ground. For instance, in
Italy, where major progressive reforms in mental health have
taken place, there are less than one-third of the number of
psychiatrists than in the UK.12

Indications from our data regarding the negative evaluation of
psychiatrists suggests that, if a user-led model starts to assert
itself, then it is likely that there would be demands for the role of
psychiatrists to change. The emergence of such a de
medicalisation strategy can be seen in recent campaigns around
treatment. Campaigning groups, such as Survivors Speak Out, and
the appearance of new voluntary groups such as Tranx (which
aims to help people come off psychotropic drugs) , indicate a
challenge to the legitimacy of medical interventions.

Ironically, perhaps, given the criticisms that have been made of
the applicability of a bio-medical model in mental health services,
it is feasible that demands for a change in the psychiatrist's role
would imply the adoption of one more akin to that of a proper
physician. Our respondents complained that their physical
problems were often not taken seriously, especially those
resulting from drug side-effects. It is commonplace for psychiatric
pat ients at present to be given powerful and dangerous drugs on a
long term basis with poor or non-existent rnonitoring.Y The
recurrent exposure of patients to brain and liver damage (as the
data on drug treatment indicated) suggests the need for a new role
for psychiatrists as more efficient physicians. From our data there
does appear to be some support for a limited role for drugs as part
of short-term crisis management. In this context, a focus on
minimising drug dosages, attention to informed consent and to
their responsibilities for protecting recipients of drugs from toxic
effects might shape the modified role of psychiatrists.

A reduction in the number of psychiatrists does not imply that
an expansion in other professional groups would be desirable or
necessary. The whole question we are trying to raise here is that
user-centred policy formation is likely to be defined by an
improvement in social and material opportunities and rights, not
necessarily by a change in the ratio of professionals to users. This
is not to argue for the abolition of professionals but, if they no
longer retain exclusive rights to define what constitutes a good
service or policy, other priorities (apart from their own concerns)
are likely to emerge. It may be that the model described above
implies an emphasis on a different type of worker who focuses on
providing practical help and support.
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The question of interests

Having rehearsed these two possible outcomes, what interests
exist in society which might seek to push for one rather than the
other? As far as the first is concerned, three main lobbies can be
identified. The first and most obvious of these relates to
traditionalists within the psychiatric profession. It is likely that
they will continue to argue for the retention of hospital-based
psychiatry in order to hang on to their existing powers of medical
authority. Beds, both symbolically and practically, provide them
with this authority. The DGH units (and even the old 'bins' ) would
preserve this medical privilege.

Close allies of this medical group would be those lobbies in the
voluntary sector, like SANE and the NSF, which also favour a
medical model, enforced 'treatment' and the physical removal of
madness from society. Relatives' interests and those of users
inevitably clash at times, and this is reflected in these pressure
groups.

The third interest group that is likely to favour the first scenario
is the drug industry. Biological psychiatry clearly favours their
profits. Those diagnosed as schizophrenic currently are prescribed
both major tranquillisers and other drugs to offset their side
effects . Our data also showed the extent of polypharmacy within a
psychiatric population. The widespread use of drugs in psychiatry
is a constant source of profits for the pharmaceutical industry.
Their continued funding of psychiatric research is likely to favour
and legitimise their central role in mental health, as well as
reinforcing the Victorian medical model of mental illness.

It is not only the power of these declared and clearly defined
interests which is likely to make this outcome more rather than
less likely. More implicitly, so too are certain characteristics of the
British social policy-making machinery. The inequitable split in
resources between health and social services, as far as mental
health provision is concerned, was mentioned earlier. Such
measures as joint planning and finance initiatives, designed to
overcome this split, have been less than successful. In other words,
at a local level, the content and form of mental health services
have remained fairly impervious to 'top-down' reforms.

Also, as a recent health policy analysis 14 has suggested, normal
health policy planning is characterised by 'decrementalism'
(planning which centres around the making of small reductions)
or 'incrementalism' (plann ing centred around small increases in
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business budgets). This involves speedy decisions being made by
a few key people, in a context where the language of crisis
predominates. This 'crisis' planning is characterised by expediency
and short-term goals being preferred by those directly involved in
the planning; this approach therefore undermines or counteracts
agreed long-term policy goals. This pragmatic and ad hoc health
policy-making process is likely to lead to half-baked change, which
tends to favour the status quo .

The prevailing interests of the three groups mentioned above,
are together powerful forces which favour the first scenario.
However, they are faced by another set of interests which favour
the second, more progressive, outcome. In government, both
political parties have, since the 1970s, signalled their principled
agreement to community care. Whether they have pursued this
with sufficient intensity is a moot point. Certainly, even those
who agree with de-institutionalisation have yet to be convinced
that this has led to genuine and acceptable community care. Our
data reveals the inertia of the hospital system as one reason
behind this problem. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that either political
party will support the full-blooded return to the old asylum
system.

However, what neither party has done is question vigorously
the appropriateness of hospital-based psychiatry and medical
treatments. The imbalance of funding highlights this, as does the
tendency of both parties to continue to place the Royal College of
Psychiatrists at the centre of their policy advice. However, the
vigorous pursuit of general management by government during
the 1980s, which is set to intensify over the next decade, brings
into play the possibility of vociferously questioning clinical
effectiveness and efficiency, and an alignment of general managers
with non-professional interests.

A recent study by Strong and Robinson 15 identified a strong
commitment on the part of general managers to consumerism.
They found that general managers perceived themselves as having
a central role to play in stimulating professional staff to treat
clients as customers rather than patients. Thompson16 also notes
that, in rising to the challenge of 'new rnanagerialism', one
strategy entails managers distancing themselves from health care
professionals, opting instead to build alternative coalitions. This
potential de-stabilisation of medical authority by general
management from within the state has been reinforced by a
crucial second lobby, which we noted in the first chapter: the
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growth of the mental health users ' movement. Although still a
nascent social movement in Britain, its recent organisational
capability has begun to have an impad on local and national
politicians and managers of statutory services. If organisations like
Survivors Speak Out continue to grow in strength, traditional
psychiatry will have to manage a new range of threats to its
legitimacy and existence. This emphasis on campaigning around
self-advocacy, along with the more established advocacy role of
MIND, is likely to push harder and harder against the traditional
assumptions operating on the content as well as form of services.
Campaigns focused on ECT and major tranquillisers will constitute
this push, as will demands about citizenship: the right to housing
and employment, the right to informed consent, the right to
genuine choice, and the right to be treated with respect and
dignity. Whatever else hospital run-down has done, it has exposed
a number of these contentious political grievances which were
previously shut away. To quote a mixed metaphor from Peter
Campbell, the secretary of Survivors Speak Out, The cat is out of
the bag and amongst the pigeons.'

The direction in which these campaigns from below develop
will be all-important. It is quite understandable that many of the
individual and collective grievances which psychiatric patients
articulate are about their disaffedion with their treatment at the
hands of professionals. However, this also has the consequence of
tying users' campaigning to the 'enemy' of psychiatric
professionals, which may deflect energy and attention from
wider social considerations. It is likely that the success of the users'
movement in moving towards the second outcome will, to a
significant extent, depend on the ability to broaden its
campaigning beyond the important but narrow agenda of seeking
improved professional services.

The growth, since the mid-1980s, of the importance within
radical political culture of different interests which are removed
from traditional class interests (race, gender, age, disability, and so
on) are also likely to provide an environment which is receptive to
demands from previously marginalised groups, such as mental
health users. Such an environment is likely to be reinforced by
other radical community health groups (for example, the Disability
Alliance or women's health groups), which have singled out
dominant health care practices as an intrinsic part of their
difficulties. The variable and decentralised nature of this form of
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political culture may make the extent of the success of the second
outcome a local or regional matter.

A final but crucial consideration about the future of British
mental health provision is the likely prospects there are for the
genuine de-marginalisation of mental health users. This is
complicated and begs certain questions, such as what forces in
society might encourage a more tolerant and fair appreciation of
people who act in a distressed and often unintelligible way? At the
moment, prospects for the de-marginalisation of those labelled as
neurotic seem hopeful in that they induce a common sympathy.
An example of this was the public and media support for the
minor tranquilliser campaign in the mid-1980s.I 7

By contrast, the media images of those labelled as psychotic
seem to work against their interests.18 They are generally depicted
as dangerous and sinister, they have become the 'other'. An
exemplar of this can be identified in a recent SANE poster
campaign emphasising such slogans as 'He thinks he's Jesus. You
think he's a killer. They think he's fine.' It seems, then, that the
broad conceptual discrepancy between those people variously
described as 'mad ' or 'psychotic' and those described as 'neurotic'
or the 'worried well', arouse different feelings and political
responses. The former are still seen as alien and threatening; the
latter are seen as distressed and deserving of sympathy and
support. So when the question of citizenship is considered for
users of services, the former group look likely to continue to be
treated prejudicially, whilst the latter group maybe treated more
favourably.

How can we account for this discrepancy? It would seem that
the former group are guilty of transgressing social norms in an
unpredictable way. This unpredictability is at the heart of the
unsympathetic and prejudicial response they frequently meet in
others. Recently, Jonathan Miller summarised this predicament as
follows :

It appears in the family first of all and then of course it appears in
public places. There's a vast, very complicated, unwritten constitution
of conduct which allows us to move with confidence through public
spaces, and we can instantly and by a very subtle process recognise
someone who is breaking that constitution. They're talking to
themselves; they're not moving at the same rate; they're moving at
different angles ; they're not avoiding other people with the skill that
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pedestrians do in the street. The speed with which normal users of
public places can recognise someone else as not being a normal user of
it is where madness appears.i"

Whilst we think this is a fair summary of what constitutes
madness, what Miller goes on to prescribe is at the heart of the
issue about citizenship and people with mental health problems.
He says : 'there has to be some sort of unwritten constitution,
which allows us to move with fluency from one place to another
without having to test the water step by step' (our emphasis).
However, this general prescription does not, of course, tell us how
flexible such a constitution should or could be. People are only
self-evidently mad in relation to specific cultural norms. These
norms can vary over time and place and can be re-negotiated. The
question, then, is whether this constitution could or should be
made more tolerant of people who are different than has often
been the case.

This tolerance of difference itself can only be built upon a more
fair and accurate acknowledgement of the reality of mad
behaviour. For example, the emphasis in the media on
dangerousness is actually unwarranted. The overwhelming
majority of people who break the rules to which Miller draws
our attention are perplexing, but they are harmless and docile and
do not constitute a real threat to anyone around them . However,
the unpredictability of those deemed to break social expectations,
without an intelligible reason, then fuels fantasies of threat in
others. Thus, in addition to changes in policy, professional
interventions, treatments and social and material resources, the
extent to which negative representations of psychiatric patients
are overcome will, ultimately, determine the extent of the de
marginalisation of mental health users in society.

Conclusion

In terms of the two different outcomes we mapped out above for
social policy. the mental health users' movement and its
professional allies will have their work cut out on two fronts .
They will need to persuade government that users ' needs are best
framed broadly in personal and social rather than medical terms,
and they will also have to convince the wider public that people
with mental health problems have a right to ask for peaceful co
existence in society.
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Methodological Appendix

Our intention at the outset of the People First project was to utilise both
quantitative and qualitative methods in order to reveal and understand
the overall view patients have of mental health facilities. In so doing, we
were conscious of the shortcomings of previous research which had
taken either a purely qualitative or a purely quantitative approach.

Two main methodological weaknesses have been associated with
qualitative investigations.I First, by concentrating on the effect of mental
hospitalisation on the patients, they have tended to exclude the wider
views that patients had about their difficulties and their lives. Second,
unstructured interviewing techniques fail to explore, in a systematic way,
people's attitudes, focusing instead on only on what was mentioned
spontaneously in each separate case . This casts doubt on the
representativeness of case studies of this type <although it does not
invalidate their utility for other purposes). Quantitative studies have
suffered from a different weakness. Pre-worded questions in survey
research have had a tendency to self-select those who agree with the
view advocated in the questions.

The findings of these two methodological approaches have also
tended to contradict each other in studies of mental' health services .
Whereas quantitative research has tended to produce a favourable picture
of mental hospitalisation, qualitative studies have depicted psychiatry as
being overwhelmingly restrictive and authoritarian. This could be
because each of the approaches has tapped different things. Whereas a
qualitative approach has concentrated on people's experiences, quantitative
studies have tried to measure people's altitudes. An either/or approach to
research methodology has been replaced by a both/and approach in our
study, as we view qualitative and quantitative methods as being
complimentary rather than antagonistic. This combined approach, we
believe , is likely to produce a more sensitive and coherent view of mental
patienthood.

Procedure

No fewer than 1000 interview schedules were distributed from the
headquarters of National MIND. The sample of users came from two
sources. In the main, schedules were sent out to regional offices
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throughout England and Wales, who distributed them to local MIND
associations in their areas. There were no fixed quotas as to how many
were to be filled in by each association. This was left to the discretion of
the regions, as it was recognised that the differing size, organisation and
interest of local groups, and thus their ability to complete interviews,
would be variable. A smaller number of schedules were distributed to
'non-MIND' contacts. This included mental health workers in the
statutory sector (mainly social services) voluntary organisations and
other 'interested' indiv iduals, some of whom were higher education
students with an interest in mental health who carried out interviews
with people who had previously been admitted to hospital.

The sample

There are few existing criteria of methodological adequacy in relation to
the sampling frames for users' views of mental health services. First, there
are definitional problems: who constitutes a 'user' of psychiatric services?
A wide definition might incorporate, at one extreme, a person going to
see a GP for a one-off prescription for minor tranquillisers or a pupil seen
once by a mental health professional at a child gu idance clinic. At the
other extreme, it could include someone held indefinitely under the
Mental Health Act as a mentally disordered offender. Though these
people mayor may not accept the label of psychiatric pat ient, their
experiences, needs, and perceptions would clearly have a limited
meaning if they were analysed as a homogeneous group.

In this research we were particularly anxious to avo id accusations that
the views of people were not representative of those who are really
'mentally ill'. We also wanted to include those people in a position to
have had fairly extensive contact with mental health services. With this
in mind, a stipulation for inclusion in the sample was that the person
being interviewed was required to have had at least one period of
treatment as a psychiatric in-patient. Where organisations had
comprehensive lists of people known to fulfil this criterion, it was
requested that this be used as the sampling frame and a sample selected
at random. In practice, such randomisation occurred rarely, mainly
because such administrative records did not exist, but also because
methodological pragmatism dictated that the sample and interviewers
were volunteers. The amount of time and effort being asked of the
interviewers was already substantial. and so the researchers could not
impose unreasonable conditions on them. Implicitly, there was a further
criterion for selection: in agreeing to participate, respondents defined
themselves as users of services.

Another quest ion we addressed was the number of people we should
include to obtain a representative sample. The main methodological
problem here was choosing an appropriate comparison population. There
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are no reliable est imates of the number of ex-users in the population.
Although the figure of one person in four is often quoted as the number
of people who are likely to experience mental health problems during
their lifetime, the source of this information is by no means clear.
Certainly, compared to the numbers of in-patients admitted to
psych iatric hospitals each year, 516 people is an adequate number to
meet the normal criteria of representativeness. However, only 37 per
cent (N= 193) of the sample had been in hosp ital during the previous 12
months prior to interview, and we also wished to include those who had
been in hospital at some time in their psychiatric career. We were
concerned to include views about the whole range of mental health
services and to build a picture of people's perceptions that had emerged
over time, rather than merely providing a 'snapshot' of views about their
last admission. Thus we did not want to limit the study to those who had
been admitted recently. What can be said with certainty in terms of
statistical adequacy is that, to date, there is no other study (that we are
aware of) which has used anything nearing the numbers used in this
survey.

In selecting a sample for a social survey, where the sample is drawn
from is as important as adequate numbers. It was mentioned above that
two sources were used . Respondents from MIND local associations made
up 68 per cent of the total sample : the remaining 32 per cent drawn from
other sources. We are aware that one of the criticisms that could be made
about the representativeness of the sample is that the MIND respondents
might be a predominantly self-selected group who may be more critical
about services than other ex-patients. In order to see whether this was
the case we compared the responses of the MIND users with the non
MIND respondents and found that there were no statistically significant
differences between the two groups."

One of the criticisms that can be made of some health and social
services consumer research is that views of users are elicited by
professionals on hospital or other service delivery prem ises. This
introduces the tendency towards 'yeah saying ' and a bias in favour of
high satisfaction rates . Users being investigated by professionals, who
are also their clinicians, are clearly likely to be constrained in their critical
responses. This may be accentuated in psychiatric patients who stand in a
particularly powerless relationship to the health and social services, as
they run the risk of losing their liberty through compulsory detention. In
this context, the interviewing of users by non-mental health
professionals, on non-statutory service territory, is likely to have
produced more valid responses than hospital-based research conducted
by NHS employees. However, in our study there is the converse danger:
a possible over-reporting of positive views about mental health
voluntary organisations (particularly MIND). This is particularly
relevant to questions in the interview on residential services and the
voluntary sector. Although, as mentioned above, cross-checking the
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views of the MIND sample with the non-MIND group did not reveal
any statistically significant differences in terms of views of services,
professionals or (as treatment, judged by the extent of qualitiative
comments) the MIND respondents appeared to have more to say about
their experiences of voluntary organisation services. Additionally, in
order to prevent mindless ticking , or 'yeah say ing' , open-ended questions
were designed to compare and contrast views about statutory and
voluntary services. This required respondents to elaborate on the reasons
for their views rather than only using the cruder measure of pre-coded
satisfaction rates.

It will be evident from Table A.l that, in terms of the geographical
spread and population concentration, there was a bias towards Wales, the
South-East and the North-East of England. Th is contrasts with the
mainstream of mental health research which typically concentrates on the
London area (reflect ing the hierarchical nature of teach ing hospital and
resourcing of services). Other areas are often neglected. However, the
different geographical bias in our sample (away from London) led to an
under-representation of black people in the sample compared to their
numbers in the psychiatric system. Though attempts were made to
include greater numbers of black people, by approaching organisations
with access to black users , only 18 out of the 516 of respondents were of
Asian or Afro-Caribbean origin. The slightly higher percentage of women
(51 per cent compared to 49 per cent of men) corresponds with the greater
proportion of women using in-patient services, although th is percentage
is still a slight under-representation of women's overall use of services.

Table Al Regional distribution of sample

A~ %

South -West England
South-East England
Greater London
East Midlands
West Midlands
North-East England
North-West England
Wales
Other

7.7
22.9

9.7
3.1
6.0
9.9
7.2

17.6
15.9

Interviews

The interviews were piloted in Liverpool by two of the authors (Anne
Rogers and David Pilgrim) during the summer of 1989. Data collection
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took place between November 1989 and February 1990. There were 241
questions in all, 38 of which were open-ended. Piloting indicated that
completing the schedule took between 2 and 3 hours (indicating the
extensive views elicited from each respondent compared to most 'market
research ' type studies) . The length of the schedule, together with the fact
that many of the quest ions were open-ended and required a dialogue to
elicit full and rich data, precluded the use of self-administered
questionnaires. The interviews were carried out by volunteers in local
MIND associations and other organisations. No formal training was
given to individual interviewers, although a number of briefing sessions
with regional MIND groups were held. Detailed briefing notes on
selection, interviewing and probing were included with each schedule.
The schedule was divided up into 12 sections which covered the
following: circumstance and experience of first mental health problem;
treatment from and relations with CPs; psychiatric treatment as a
hospital in- and out-patient; experiences of day facilities; OT and IT;
rehabilitation and resettlement; residential services in the community;
treatment including psychotropic drugs, ECT and psychological
therapies; welfare benefits, and the financial and social background of
the respondents.

Some pragmatic and ethical dilemmas arose for the interviewers in this
study. Two in particular are worth noting here. First, there was a problem
in susta ining the momentum of the interview. Thus the last sections on
psychological therapies, welfare benefits and background information
about the respondents contained more 'missing' responses than the
earlier sections on admiss ion to hospital and first mental health problems.

Second, a problem (which led to some abandoned interviews) was that.
in recalling their experiences, some respondents became upset. This put
the interviewers in a difficult posit ion: should they deal with the distress
of the person there and then, and if so, how; should they refer on to
another agency; and was it legitimate to carry out this form of research at
all7 We received a number of letters from interviewers compla ining about
the distress caused to them and respondents. During our piloting, we
were aware of the possible distress which might ensue, for some, from a
detailed recollection of painful memories, but we rejected the idea of
discontinuing or modifying the research . There was an obvious interest
in wanting to continue the research project we had started but.
additionally, the researchers felt that it would be more irresponsible to
abandon or modify the project for these reasons because we would be
showing undue paternalism (similar to many of the complaints of services
expressed by users) by preventing the full force of emotions being
expressed about this area of people's lives. The complaints of some of the
interviewers also brought home the extent to which it is the feelings
invoked in others (that is, not the patients themselves) which often
governs or informs decision-making in conditions of uncertainty about
mental distress.
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There were some advantages to using untrained interviewers. The
quality of the responses suggested that, generally, a good rapport had
been established between interviewer and interviewee conducive to
disclosure. This may not have happened to the same extent had the
person been an anonymous interviewer who had had little contact with
service-users. The overall richness of data obtained, and the visible
careful note taking on the overwhelming majority of the returned
schedules, sheds some doubt on advice given in methods textbooks.
Such books tend to emphasise the need for extensive training of
interviewers in social research .

Inevitably issues arose which were related to the reliability and
validity of the data . The lack of information given to patients was, not
surprisingly, sometimes reflected in some response inaccuracies, for
instance in the reporting of the categories of drugs people had been
prescribed. Respondents were asked to recall the type of drugs that they
had been prescribed (such as anti-depressants) and the names of their
drugs. Because of the researchers' knowledge of psychiatric medication,
they sometimes noted a mismatch in the two listings by some
respondents. When this occurred, the responses were recoded as
missing values .

It was also recognised, with the benefit of hindsight. that there were
some omissions in the questionnaire schedule. There was a failure to
include a global rating for in-patient services . (This was not an omission
for other parts of the service.) To compensate for this oversight.
comparisons were made on the basis of judgements from results about
specific aspects of the services (aspects of hospital staff behaviour towards
patient's for example) and by counting negative and positive responses
to open-ended questions about the respondents' experience of
hospitalisation. In this wayan aggregate global response was deduced.

With regard to the qualitative responses, it was interesting to note
that the continuum between 'public ' and 'private' accounts given about
health services noted by other researchers'' was rarely in evidence in
users' accounts in this study. (Public' accounts refer to the tendency on
the part of respondents to give a 'public relations' version of reality - for
example, 'nurses and doctors did their best in the circumstances' - whilst
in-depth interviewing usually reveals 'private' accounts which might
include a hidden amount of dissatisfaction and criticism).

The departure of our data from the pattern reported by Cornwell and
Thorogood (in relation to their sample of 'physical' rather than mental
pat ients) may have been for two reasons . The one-to-one interviews
were not as open-ended as in these other studies (that is, the questions
were more focused on eliciting people's views about particular elements
of service provision, so there was no need to couch responses in an
'acceptable' manner) . Alternatively, and/or additionally, the split of
public/private accounts usually suggests some ambivalence about the
positive and negative benefits received from health services . It may have
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been that with users of mental health services, dissat isfaction was so
marked that the public accounts were often dispensed with .

Analysis of data

The 240 fixed choice questions were analysed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences. At various points in the book, data about
particular sub-groups have been used rather than the whole sample
population (such as women, or those who have been in hospital for more
than one year). To an extent the quantitative material also guided the
analysis of the wide-ranging qualitative data obtained. For example, it
was possible to select out those cases which had made pos itive or
negative ratings about a particular aspect of service provision and then
to go back and examine in further detail the reasons why people were
dissatisfied or satisfied . At other times, open-ended questions were
analysed in their entirety, or themes were identified and expanded on in
the analysis and presentation of data. Throughout exemplars of typical
responses have been given to illuminate how users perceive
contemporary British mental health services. This book has presented a
comprehensive, though not total, list of the findings in the wake of the
data analysis .

Notes and References
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